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Preface 

As the research for this work progressed, I was astonished to discover that the 
French Jesuit Father Robert Jacquinot de Besange's contributions to relief and 
refugee work in C hina were almost entirely unknown ro American scholars, 

Chinese researchers, and even to most of the Jesuits I met. His life spanned 
several decades, countries, communities, and also evenrs central to World War 

II. During his lifetime, he did receive special recogni tion for h is conrributions 
on several occasions. Nevertheless, the subsequent lack of knowledge of his 
person and life today seemed ro me qui te puzzling. Perhaps th is deficiency can 

be partly explained by his untimely death in Berlin in 1946, at a time when 
the world was still in chaos. The years just after World War II were also a time 
when China, where he had spenr rwemy-seven years of his life, was enteri ng 

a period of civil war, followed by the reclusive and difficult years under Mao 
Zedong's leadership. Overall, it seems that Father Jacquinot somehow fell into 
obscurity through no fault of his own. 

My discovery of his life and work convinced me that at least Father Jac

quinor's m ain conrribution, the establishmenr of safe zones meam to provide 
refuge and security for civilian refugees during wartime, needed to be care

fully studied and presented. 1 found that ro do justice to the subject required 
putting his zone concept in the context of his extensive services in the major 
treaty port city, Shanghai. I needed to illuminate his pastoral work, his exten
sive relief activities du ring periods of serious flooding in C hina, and his acute 
observations and firsthand experiences gained during the first Japanese attack 

on Shanghai in 1932· During the second Japanese arrack in 1937, Jacquinot 
was ready with his plan to provide relief and safety to the Chinese who were 
th reatened and in danger. 

I was also inspired by the timeliness of the refugee issue. It is obvious that 
today there are many instances of refugee suffering, hardship, and, sometimes, 
failure ·to survive. So many of the sources I read on Jacquinot's work suggested 

, 
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that valuable information might be gained from this early example of refu
gee protection and care. I share the aspirations of rhose earl ier observers and 
believe that perhaps his example can be of practical use in meeting the often 

dire needs of refugees and their communities today. His safe zone concept 

does appear in the Geneva Convention of 1949, but without any context or 
explanation as to how his safe zone came about. 

The fact of Father Jacquinot's life and work being so little known raises 
the obvious question as to how I learned about him. I came across Father Jac

quinor's name several times in sources I used in researching a previous book, 

which focused on two other major refugee d iasporas, the Jewish and W hite 
Russian refugees who found refuge in Shanghai duri ng the fi rst half of the 
twentieth century. For example, I discovered that Father Jacquinot was the 
senio r chaplain of rhe Shanghai Volunteer Corps, a respected, quasi-militia 

organization that included both Russian and Jewish refugee uni ts. I also hap
pened to be well attuned to Jesuit work in C hina as a result of having done 

research for the master's degree on another French Jesuit, Joachim Bouvet, 
who left for China in 1685 and worked at the court of the Kangxi Emperor. 
My curiosity seemed to have a promising direct ion, so my interest in study
ing Father Jacquinor remained strong. As soon as time permitted, I began to 
research and uncover the fascinating story of his work with Chinese refugees 

in Shanghai. 
Support for· the research that resulted in th is book was provided by the 

John W. Kluge Center at the Library of Congress. The Kluge Center grant af
forded me the time, office space, and resources ro complete my work. In that 
regard, I am especially grateful to Prosser Gifford who was the di rector of the 
center at the rime of my grant and a source of inspiration. My colleagues there, 
Patricia Sieber, Lu Liu, Tem ur Temule, and Galina Yermolenko, provided a 
much valued generosity of spirit and friendship, in addition to scholarly guid

ance. JoAnne Kitching and Mary Lou Reker were unfailing in their assistance 

and support. 
I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the many archivists, librar

ians, and scholars who helped gain access to material for me at the Library of 
Congress; U.S. National Archives M ili tary Records Division, College Park; 
Franklin D. Roosevelt Presidential Library; Shanghai Municipal Archives; 
Shanghai Municipal Library; Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences; Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, Diplomatic Record Office, Tokyo; League of Nations Ar
chives, Geneva; French Ministry of Foreign Affairs Archives at Nantes; Jesuit 
Archives at Vanves, France; Archives des Peres Jesuites, Q uebec; and the Uni
versity of South Carolina Film Library. 

Preface Xlll 

Especially helpful in this regard were Carol Armbruster, Ming Poon, the 

late Peter Lu, Ito Eiichi, Mi Chu-wiens, John Taylor, Robert Clark, Wang 
Renfang, Tao Benyi, Atsuta Miruko, Frans;oise Maxence, Anne-Sophie C ras, 
Father Robert Bonfils, S.]. , Regine Thiriez, Isabelle Contant, Fang Tan, and 

Greg Wilsbacher. Valuable assistance was ably provided by my research assis
tant, Bridget Lines. 

Scholarly recommendations and suggestions were provided by colleagues 
such as Robert Bickers, the late Frederic Wakeman, Jr., John Meehan, S.J., Fa

ther John Witek, S.J ., Pan Guang, Xu Xin, Tess Johnston, Yu Maochun, Yang 

Daqing, and Frank Joseph Shulman. I am very grateful to Parks Coble for his 
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Father Roberc Jacquinoc de Besange, S.J. The Story of the ]acquinot Zone 

(Shanghai, 1939), P· I. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

The Early Years 

This study focuses on the humanitarian services of a French Jesuit, Father 

Robert Jacquinot de Besange, who played a key role in the emerging crisis of 
urban warfare and refugee handling in Shanghai d uring World War II. Father 
Jacquinot came to China in 1913. By the early 1930s, he had recognized the 
need to provide safety and refuge to victims of the horrendous methods of 

modern warfare, including aerial bombing in congested urban areas. In the 
course of his work, he displayed an unusual ability to organize avai lable re

sources and mobilize official support to deal with the catastrophes that accom
panied the Japanese invasion. His greatest accomplishment was the establish
ment of a protected haven or safe zone for endangered Chinese refuge.es while 
a brutal war raged in Shanghai between the Japanese invaders and respond ing 
Chinese troops. 

It is d ifficul t to write about a truly remarkable ind ividual like Father Jac
quinot without seeming to drift into hagiography. Sometimes, an individual's 
contributions, especially humanitarian ones, are so considerable that they 

make fi nding human frai lties or evidence of weakness seem like a t rivial or to

ken pursui t. O ne recommended approach is to work with as many and varied 
sources as possible, with the expectation that not all parties consulted will have 
a special interest in trying to burnish the subject's image and reputat ion, and 
that some wi ll allow her or his more human dimensio ns to emerge. Achiev

ing a balanced perspective is central to creating an au thentic and believable 
portrai t. Even with these goals in mind, however, dealing with an individual 
showing such spirit and accomplishments made the goal of drawing a bal

anced portrait more difficult to achieve than it otherwise might seem. 
T he Sino-Japanese War, w hich for many Asians was the beginning ofWorld 

War II, reached Shanghai in August 1937. T he Safety Zone (Anquan qu) estab
lished by Father Jacquinot and h is committee became known as the "Jacquinot 
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The Early Yean 

Robert Jacquinot de Besange, S.J., in Shanghai, 1937. 

Courtesy of Malcolm Roshost. 

Zone," and gave protection and survival to at least 300,000 Chinese Aeeing 
from chaos in the wartime city. It is the earliest example in history of a suc
cessful response to modern warfare for the protection of civilians in a densely 

populated metropolis. Father Jacquinot, "the Christian Savior of Shanghai," 
a Chinese newspaper called him, and the Safety Zone served as models for 
other refugee protection efforts. 1 In the months and years that followed, the 
Jacquinot Zone inspired similar zones, with less success in the C hinese capi
tal, Nanjing, but with better results in Wuhan, Canton, and other cities. This 
study will show that more than 510,000 Chinese were spared almost certain 
death by the implementation of Father Jacquinot's zone concept in different 

parts of China. 

The Early Years 3 

The Sino-Japanese War, or war of resistance, as it is known in C hina, lasted 

for eight years and brought extreme hardship to the Chinese, both urban and 
rural. It is estimated that almost 100 million Chinese became refugees during 
the course of the devastating onslaught. Shanghai, China's major industrial 

and trade center, was directly attacked in August 1937, letting loose a tidal 

wave of refugees hoping to find refuge in the International Settlement and 
French Concession. Showing caution regarding these foreign areas, the Japa
nese made the Chinese-administered areas of the city the focus of the attack, 
and there the toll of human suffering and properry damage was immense. The 

thriving industrial and port facilities lay in ruins. Besides the enormous loss of 

life, suddenly becoming a refugee amidst the devastation, without a means of 
livelihood, dictated a changed life replete with danger, hunger, humiliation, 
dependency, and loss of opportunity or a sense of future. Of course, there were 
attempts to deal with these tragic circumstances. The various aid organizations 

responded and even the Nationalist government, which was still in the early 

stages of developing a national and comprehensive refugee aid program, began 
to expand its approach from mainly a local to a more national plan. 

Still, it is fair ro ask why Father Jacquinot remains unknown to so many: 
to scholars of Chinese history, war atrocities, aid organizations, and refugee 
issues, to those who study international organizations and relations, and, most 

surprising of all, to the Jesuit Order itself. His name has failed to bring recog

nition by scholars and participants at academic gatherings and was unknown 
to several Jesuits I contacted. Other important explanations will emerge in the 
course of this study, bur one likely reason is the relative lack of attention given 
to the lengthy Sino-Japanese War by Western and Chinese scholars alike. 2 

Fathoming the simultaneously ongoing struggle between the Communists, 

especially Mao Zedong, and the Guomindang (Nationalists) under Chiang 
Kai-shek is given higher priority than scrutiny of the war and its development. 
Chinese scholars have preferred, at least until recently, to document the rise 

and leadership of the C hinese Communist Parry. 
Father Jacquinot was obviously a born diplomat and superb organizer. Te

nacious and determined, he was able to gain approval for the refugee zone 
by bringing together, in the midst of a hot war, the Chinese and Japanese 
diplomatic and military parties, while also reassuring the presiding foreign 
interests in this treaty port city. After days and nights of intense negotiations, 

both sides approved the Zone. Jacquinot then turned his organizational skills 
to working our plans and programs for the relief and support of the thousands 
of war refugees in this new area and orher parts of the city. Finding ways to 
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finance his refugee operations was obviously essential. Engaging in an early 
form of shuttle diplomacy, Jacquinor therefore traveled to Japan to meet with 

the Japanese Foreign Minister, Hirota Koki, to C hongqing to meet with Presi

dent Chiang Kai-shek, and to Washington, D.C. , where, after a meeting with 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt, he won approval for $750,000 in support of 
his refugee camps, a hefty sum during those depressed rimes. 

On returning in June 1940 to a France that was under arrack and soon to 
be occupied, Jacquinot sought ro apply his Shanghai experience to rhe circum
stances around Paris, bur with different results. His lasting legacy after years 
of humanitarian work was to be the inclusion of his Jacquinot Zone concept, 

cited by that name, in the Protocols and Commentaries of the Geneva Con

vention of 1949, where it is described as a successful example of a neutralized 
zone for the humanitarian protection of refugees during wartime. 

Unfortunately, Father Jacquinor did not live to see this outcome. He died 
of illness and exhaustion at the age of sixty-eigh t while serving as head of the 

Vatican delegation for refugees and displaced persons in Berlin. It is easy to 
see that this is a remarkable story that needs to be told. What follows is a de

rai led and, I hope, balanced account of his work, experiences, and accomplish
ments. 

RooTs 

Robert Charles Joseph Emile Jacquinor de Besange was born on March 

15, 1878, to Frans;ois Eugenie Emile Jaquinor and Lesbie Marie Emma Jose
phine Got. His place of birth was the town of Saintes in rhe Charenre-Mari
rime deparremenr in western France.3 A marker town on the Charente River, 
Saintes has a long and varied history. It was once occupied by the Romans, as 
is evidenced by irs extensive remaining and well-preserved Roman ruins, in
cluding a large amphitheater and triumphal arch, resembling the famous one 

in Paris, along with two partially restored Romanesque churches daring from 

the eleventh and twelfth cen~uries. 
Jacquinor's fami ly moved away when it was time for his schooling. H e 

was recognized as a bri ll iant student during the eight years he spent at the 
school, Notre Dame du Bon Secours, in the northwestern port city of Brest, 
on France's Atlantic seacoasr.4 The aristocratic Jacquinot de Besange family, 
however, is usually associated with the no rtheastern region of Lorraine, an
other historic province of France. Besides being the birthplace of]oan of Arc, 
with whom the Jacquinor fam ily claimed connection, Lorraine was also im-

The Early Years 

A modern photograph of the home where Jacquinot was born. Author's photo 
collection. 
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portanr to the Romans, who regarded it as a passageway between northern and 

southern Europe. Lorraine, with irs main city, Merz, is located in a frontier 
position on the German border. Germany figured prominently in irs history, 
annexing Lorraine during rhe nineteenth century and relinquishing control of 
it only after Germany's defeat in World War I. It was eventually rhe sire of rhe 

pivotal Verdun battles and later the Maginor Line. With irs frontier position 
and strong Catholic tradition, Lorraine had an important influence on the 
young Jacquinot. Father Jacquinor's clear sense of history and religious devo

tion could nor help bur be nourished by his early exposure in these various 
French historic settings. 

THE SOC I ETY OF jESUS 

The Society of Jesus, whose founding was approved in 1540 by Pope Paul 
III, was the creation of a Spaniard, Ignatius Loyola, and held as a primary 
doctrinal source his SpirituaL Exercises, published in 1552. Loyola's book is a 
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kind of handbook of practical guidance to develop man's greatest virtues, his 

own individual talents. In line with this reaching, the Jesuits in China had a 

long and remarkable record of becom ing skilled linguists and serious scholars 

of C hinese customs and traditions. This practical and flexible approach led the 

early Jesuits in China to emphasize their talents in mathematics, rhe sciences, 

arts, and culture over teaching complex religious ideas. During their training, 

they were well schooled in the latest scientific teach ings and developments in 

European mathematics. By winning the respect o f the Chinese, who revered 

learning, for Western science, they hoped in the end to win a place for the 

Christian religion in China. 
During the seventeenth century, the Jesuits had succeeded in placing mem

bers of the Society as confessors to Louis XIV and other leading figures of the 

time. T he Society was an aristocracy of intellect and won the respect and con

fidence of the patrons of the day. Jesuit educatio nal institutions were among 

the most respected in Europe and concentrated on spreading contemporary 

knowledge and discoveries in the artS, mathematics, and sciences.' In their 

missionary capacity, rhe Jesuits presented themselves to the world, not as cen

sors of aberrant Christian thinking, but as men skilled and useful in prac

tical affairs, exponents of the modern, accommodating, and efficient ideal 

furbished by the seventeenth century. The rise o f rationalism and the scientific 

movement, the belief in human capacities, and rhe emergence of powerful 

nation-states precipitated a gradual transition in society, especially in the eigh

teenth century, to a commitment to Western civilization itself. T he Jesuits, in 

their widely scattered positions, became exponents in the stream of European 

rationalism, which flowed through the Society of Jesus to many pans of rhe 

world, until rhe Society's suppression in the Catholic countries of Europe and 

their colonies by 1773· 
O fficial figures report rhar by the year o f Father Jacquinot's birth in 1878, 

there were 2,464 Jesuits serving in France.6 Like him, many of them were con

nected to the old French gentry and enjoyed the favors that came with local 

privileges and tided backgrounds. T his p rovincial grounding soon extended 

beyond France, however, as Jesui t service took an outward turn during the 

fi rst d ecade of the T hird Republic (r87o-8o). France was entering a period 

of colonial expansio n , developing an empire in Africa and Indo-China. New 

opportunities for service to rhe Faith became readily available and eventu

ally attracted 40,000 French to rake up dut ies as m issio naries in the far-flung 

empire. T he Jesui ts were not to be left behind. T hey actively trained to serve 

in these new destinations and soon could count 25 percent of the Order in 

service as missionaries. In the government's view of these developments, the 
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strong missionary ties would help to bind the Jesuits' talents and energies to 

the French state, while at the same rime adding to French prestige abroad by 

their important social, educational, research, and pastoral services. 

Jacquinot entered the Society of Jesus on September 20, 1894, at the ten

der age of sixteen , at a time when France was nearing the end of a period of 

political turmoil, crisis, and scandal. The T hird Republic (1870-1940) was 

still reeling from the trauma su rrounding the events of the Paris Commune 

of 1871, recognized as probab ly the bloodiest civilian event in modern French 

history. In addition, the government became embroiled in the frequent and 

often heated religious and philosophical feuds between the clericals and anti

clericals. These angry spasms created an era during which the atmosphere was 

one of extreme bitterness. Roots of the controversy lay in rhe new emphasis on 

"Positivism" as espoused by the leading French philosopher Auguste Comte. 

According to his teachings, materialism and science became the C hurch's ri

vals, with followers eager to replace any aspects of rheology and metaphysics, 

often referred to as supersti tio n, with a faith in science and its social exp res
sion, progress.7 

In part, the Republican fears were that the C hurch, if nor checked , might 

achieve a stranglehold on politics and especially French educatio n. According 

to their thinking, in 1850, rhe Church had achieved a major victory when the 

French government adopted a Catholic-sponsored reform program known as 

the Falloux Law. This legislatio n granted the C hurch the power to operate 

secondary schools (colleges) in addition to those managed by the French stare. 

Beyond that prospect, it a llowed the C hurch enhanced authori ty in rhe run

ning of primary schools. The obvious benefi t to the Church was that it would 

have rhe opportuni ty to play a key role in shaping the knowledge, skills, and 

especially the thinking of the next generation of young French. T his possibil

ity was not lost on the Church's opposition. T he anti-clerical fac tions and 

Republicans became imbued with an intense suspicion of the Church and 

its orders, especially the teaching orders, of which the Jesuits were the major 
one. 

T he outcome of this reactio n against C hurch influence in education was a 

series oflaws enacted starring in 1879, known as the Ferry Laws after their cab

inet sponsor, Jules Ferry. The laws had their greates t impact o n primary and 

secondary schools. According to these laws, members of the Catholic reaching 

orders were to be denied the right to teach in publ ic schools afte r a five-year 

transitio nal period . Catholic teaching orders faced an econom ic penalty as 

well. Primary education became compulsory, and because state schools were 
free, Catholic schools lost those who preferred to avoid paying Church fees. 
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In the public schools, emphasis was to be placed o n providing a b road civic 

education, aimed at instilling patriotism and loyalty to the French Republic. 

The bitter debate over these educational reforms only deepened the existing 

divide and encouraged the arguments of extremists on both sides. It also in

spired some w ho wanted to follow a teaching vocation to consider becoming 

missionaries and teach ing abroad at one of the new mission stations. 

T his overheated atmosphere became further inAam ed by the notorious 

Dreyfus Affair, beginning in 1894. BrieRy summarized, Alfred D reyfus was a 

captain in th e French General Staff who was arrested and charged with treason. 

As a Jew and a Republican, Dreyfus was an outsider among the aristocratic and 

Catholic officers of the General Staff. T his helped make him vulnerable to the 

charges and an easy mark for fabricated evidence against him. As the case wore 

on, w ith increasing public awareness of serious irregularities, the personal fate 

of Dreyfus became something of a side issue. Afte r trial by a m ilitary tribunal, 

he was convicted and sentenced to life on D evil's Island, in French Guiana. 

What mattered in the case was that the reproofs of a Jewish Republican led to 

broader condemnations against French Protestants and other Republicans by 

the military and the Church. In short, the Dreyfus Affair grew into a h eated 

battle between the Catholic Church and t he French state. It split the French 

educated elite into two sides, with the most vocal side exclaiming that the 

Dreyfus Affair and its fallout was at heart a clerical-monarchist plot to unseat 

t he Republican government. 

The Third Republic entered a radical period following the Dreyfus Affair, 

with government leaders determined to restrict and punish those regarded as a 

threat to the French state and irs ideals. T he targeted groups included the Je

suits, who, they believed, were deeply involved in the Dreyfus Affair, and who 

were usually included as fa ir game in just about any anti-clerical campaign. 

To exact thei r revenge, the Republican deputies passed legislation exiling all 

religious orders involved in the Dreyfus Affair. The Jesuits and others, having 

been expelled from France, accepted their fate and set out for new missions 

in Spain , Indochina, C hina, the United States, and elsewhere. France's diplo

matic relations with the Vatican were broken off in 1904. 

Still another major onslaught against the Church and clergy occurred the 

next year, in 1905, when the French parliament denounced Napoleon's Con

cordat of 1802, which had been negotiated with representatives of Pope Pius 

VII. According to that agreement, the state, recognizing that Catholicism was 

the religion of the "great majority of the people" in Fra nce, had allowed for 

a semi-privileged status for the Church. It legalized the rights of clergy and 

agreed to pay the salari es of priests and bishops in return for t heir taking an 
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oath of loyalty to the French government. T his peaceful framework for coop

eration and compromise came to an abrupt end in D ecember 1905, however, 

when the Repub lican government passed legislation that severed all ties be

tween the C hurch and state.8 Members of the clergy were taken off the state 

payroll, and t he state assumed the titles to all Church property. By losing its 

identification wi th the state, the C hurch, of course, suffered diminished pres

tige in rhe aftermath of th is action. Records showing fewer baptisms and more 

civil marriages document the impact of this legislation marki ng the official 

separation of C hurch and state. 

FoRMATION oF A ]EsurT 

T he bad blood between the C hurch and the Republican government had 

direct repercussions for the young Jacqu inor and his chosen vocation. Having 

been expelled from France, the Jesui ts had to find new means of support and 

o ther t rain ing faci lit ies for t he all-im portant formation for the priesthood. 

Since irs foundation in 1540, the Jesuit O rder had required a lengthy and 

rigorous training program , always based o n diverse intel lectual, spiritual, and 

service experiences. W hat follows is a description of Jacquinot's varied and 

most important experiences in p reparing for the taking of final vows years 

after ordination. As indicated in the above discussion, Jacquinot's required 

training progra m to become a Jesuit could not be undertaken in Fran ce. Pro

viding th is rather detailed informatio n on Jesuit training is meant to show 

how well prepared priests like Father Jacquinot were to take up t heir service 

in China. Their language ski lls, knowledge of history, philosophy, and even 

science, would add to their teaching, pastoral work, and general effect iveness 

in relating to the com m unities they served . This is in add ition to the discipline 

and depth of commitment that a priest had to live in o rder to serve in this 

Order. It was im portant preparatio n for the challenges ahead at this time in 

history and especially at this time in C h ina. 

For most Jesuits, their period of priestly formation usually rook about fif

teen years. In Jacquinor's case, his preparation extended to nineteen years, 

lengthened o r at least complicated by the parricular circumstance of the Jesuit 

Order at the turn of the century in France. T he Jesuit adm inistrative system 

was d ivided into provinces, each under a provincial superior, with a superior 

general domiciled in Rome holding rhe pivotal position a t the top of the hier

archy. France existed as one of the provinces wi th in th is system, but because of 

the expulsion of the Order, the French province came to occupy rhe pecul iar 
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status of a province-in-exile. These unusual circumstances had the most seri

ous impact on the Jesuit formation programs. 
First, it should be noted that not all members of the order were forced to 

leave France. Those who had been ordained and with final vows for many 
years and, over those years, had received all rhe necessary training, could re

main in place. The troublesome stipulation was that no addit ional training 
of prospective Jesuit priests could rake place in France.9 By necessity, then, 

Jacquinot's training rook place abroad, as it happened, in England and in Bel

gium. His Jesuit formation required him to undergo what are called the three 
probations: the first to be fulfi lled during the initial weeks after join ing the 
order. Following Loyola's Spiritual Exercises, the core of Jesuit training empha
sized a systematic form of meditation and contemplation meant to lead one 

to examine one's conscience and promote berrer understanding of the card inal 
concepts of sin, the life and passion of Christ, and his resurrection and ascen

sion. Of all stages of formation, this is the most "monastic" and regulated. 
This state lasts two years, culminating in the fi rst vows. 

The second probation, usually considered the m ain part of Jesuit forma
tion, consisted of a rigorous fourteen-year course of study and apostolic work. 

In this part of the formation program, as a novice, Jacquinot would engage 
in prayer, reflecting on the lgnatian Exercises, and spend two years learning 

in depth about all aspects of the Jesuit Order and its lengthy history. Jacqui
not received th is early training at St. Mary's College in Canterbury, England. 
Next, two more years, known as the juniorate, were devoted to learning G reek, 
Latin, the classics, and the humanities. T he rigorous language training was 
necessary for entering the next phase of training, which involved three years 

of devoted study of Western philosophy. In Jacquinor's case, he undertook this 
intensive course of study (1898-1901) at the Maison Sr. Louis, in St. Helier, on 

the Isle of Jersey in the English Channel. 10 

At this point, Jacquinot had received sufficient training to begin a pastoral 
phase of the commitments, usually teaching (high school, college, or univer
sity) involved in his formation program. This period, known as regency, lasted 

three more years and involved his service under the supervision of Rev. Father 

Louis Tn!gard in Paris from 1901 ro 1903. The next period, 1903-4, placed him 
in Marneffe, Belgium, where he taught the English language to students at 
St. Joseph's College. 11 For the following year, 1904-5, he was sent tO Salisbury, 
England, as an intern teaching French to English students. 12 

Although Jacquinot had to endure the occasional inconveniences of being 
forced to take his train ing outside of France and in English-speaking serrings, 
his experiences actually had fortui tous consequences, for it provided him with 
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a fi rm grasp of English, a skill that was ro stand him in good stead th roughout 
his career, especially when he entered service in English-speaking Shanghai. 

(Shanghai , of course, was a Chinese city, bur as a treaty port, it was dominated 

by English and French speakers in the foreign International Settlement and 
French Concession.) 

Another foreign assignment before undertaking the final stage of his formal 

training involved Jacquinot's reaching French at Sr. Francis Xavier College 

in Liverpool, England. T hen, fi nally, with all of th is service to h is credit, he 
began the last stage in his lengthy pedagogical training. T his was the especially 

intensive, four years (1906-w ) of study of rheology, during which Jacquinot 
would continue to live the rigorous and d isciplined life of a Jesuit scholastic. 

He completed his rheological studies at the Jesuit theologate at Ore Place, 
Hastings, in East Sussex, England. 13 

Also during this study period, Jacquinor received more immediate pastoral 

experience when he was directed ro serve as an aide to the clergy in the parish 
of Rye in Sussex.14 The trad ition was that at the end of the third year of this 

part of the formation, the prospective Jesuit priest was ready to be ordained. 
On what must have been a very special occasion, Father Jacquinot was or
dained deacon/priest at Hast ings, England, in 1909. During the next year, 
1910-n, he served at Sainte Croix in Le Mans. 

There remained in his broad fo rmation program rhe third and final proba
tion, the portion of formation known as rerrianship, during which rhe priest 

could reflect on his journey and renew his commitment to his calling. Last
ing one year (r9II- 12) in Canterbury, England, Father Jacquinor's tertianship 
began with a 30-day retreat known as the Long Retreat. T his retreat period 
was taken up with more reflection upon and contemplation of the Spiritual 
Exercises. Also included was an intensive review of the Jesuit Constitut ions 
of the Society of Jesus, written by Ignatius h imself, readings and discussions 
wi th others of the aims of the Jesuit Order, and then serving in pastoral work, 

such as serving as a parish priest to a congregation of parishioners. D uring the 
month-long silent retreat, the Tertian reflects on his many years of experience 
as a Jesuit since the period of his novit iate when he took his first lengthy re
treat. 

Father Jacqui nor, after his terrianship, was able to return ro France and 
take up pastoral ministry in two different parish locations: Le Mans and Paris, 
so that from 1911 tO 1913, he was fi nally engaged in active pastoral work in 
his native France. W ith all of th is spiritual, rel igious, intellectual, and service 
exposure and fo rmation brought to a close, the way became clear for taking 
the ul timate o r final vows. These vows had two primary goals: the individual's 

..... 
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commitment and service to the Jesuit Order, and, most important, the Jesuit 
order's incorporating the individual into itself on a permanent basis. Father 

Jacquinor rook his last vows in Paris on February 3, 1913. 
In addition to his studies and service commitments, Jacquinor spent several 

of his summer vacation periods working with underprivileged youth in the 
poorest sections of Po iriers, a city located southeast of Nantes. He was rail and 

in robust health. Fernande Monnot, who was baptized and married by Jacqui

not during her years living in the Shanghai's French Concession, recalled rhar 
his square-cur, reddish beard gave him an imposing presence, often remarked 
upon by his colleagues. 15 In his later years, his hair and beard turned white, 

adding to his aristocratic personal bearing. When carrying out his duties, his 
usual attire was a long black cassock, which made him seem even railer than he 

was, and an ever-present blue French beret. The overall effect was of one not 

easily missed o r fo rgotten. 
Jacquinor excelled in several sports, often serving as a referee at the frequent 

soccer games. W hen he was only watching a game, his booming voice could 

be heard cheering on his ream. W hat seemed to please h is young charges most 
was his willingness ro join the celebrating players in rhe festivities that usually 
followed the games. He was also admired as an excellent swimmer, participat
ing in swim meers and other nautical sports and was able to pur those skills 
ro work on one important occasion. Nearing the end of the summer camp, 

he organized a river excursion to reward his assembled group of campers for a 
successful camp experience. The event almost ended in tragedy. T he river cur

rent that day was very swift and turbulent, making keeping one's balance on 
the pitching river craft difficult. On the downside of a roll , some of the camp
ers lost their footing and tumbled in to the water. Alerted to the emergency, 
Jacquinot, fully dressed, threw himself into the river and with great effort 

succeeded in rescuing the panicked campers. His bravery on this occasion and 
successful rescue mission became a common subject of conversation at various 

public occasions in the Poi tiers region. 16 

In that same year that he rook his final vows, Father Jacquinor learned 
that his firs t missionary assignment was to be in Shanghai, China. lr is nor 
likely that his top priority was to serve in C hina. Shortly before he returned to 

France, during his ret reat period, he wrote a personal letter to his provincial 
superio r, which indicates that he expected to meet with the latter ro discuss 

his future assignments after he arrived home. Anticipating the topic of their 
discussion, Jacquinor raised the subject of his service in China and his future 
service there. He stated directly that he had no inclination to go to C hina. 
Of course, he ·prefaced this with the statement that he offered himself to the 
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order to fulfi ll whatever mission it had planned for him. H e explained that he 

wanted to work in France and might be of useful service to those who did have 
a religious calling to serve in China.17 Aware of the di fficulties fo r the faith in 

France, he believed he might be useful in helping to strengthen and rebuild 
the foundations of Catholicism in his home country. Another consideration 
he no ted , likely the key one, was his elderly and ailing mother and the sacri
fices she would have to endure if he undertook a lengthy commitment in far
off China. 18 In the end, his clearly stated considerations and reservations were 

overridden by the order's decision that h is full service as a Jesuit p riest would 

begin in Shanghai. 
Father Jacquinot seems ro have preferred speaking directly to the point, 

even with his superiors. It was a characteristic often noted by those comment
ing on his personal style. Described as intelligent, with an ebull ient personal
ity, he would receive much praise fo r being both decisive and personable. Borh 
gentle and zes tful, he won a lot of respect fo r being able to make his point and 
still garner o thers' support . Some described him as not being easy in character, 
but also observed that his heavy involvement in charitable work seemed to 
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temper his nature over time. Still, his independent nature and superior train

ing sometimes got in the way of his being entirely agreeable to the ways of his 
superiors. 

Within the territorial jurisdiction of the Jesui t O rder abroad, Shanghai was 

included in the domain of the province of Paris. Accordingly, Jacquinot was 
under the French provincial of the Province of Paris, with irs headquarters in 

that city at 42 rue de Grenelle. 19 Once in Shanghai, he would live in the Jesuit 
community, and his service would be observed and guided by the rector of the 

famous Jesuit Universite l'Aurore (Aurora University) . Com pleting the peck
ing order, the vicar apostolic of Shanghai was over all the Catholic religious 

communities there, including the Jesui ts. Monsignor Augustin H aouisee was 
the vicar apostolic of Shanghai from 1915 until 1943. He took his d irection 
from the apostolic delegate in Nanjing, who outranked the vicar apostolic of 

Shanghai. The guidance from Rome was clear and emphasized that Catholic 
missionaries serving in China should stand aloof from political matters and 

occupy themselves only with matters of rel igion and the well-being of those 
under their care.2° Father Jacquinot, about to enter this new Shanghai com
m unity, was joined by Father de Boynes, S.] ., who had taken his final vows 

at the same rime as Jacquinor. These two young priests made their prepara
t ions fo r departure for service in Shanghai. It would be a long journey by 

ship, probably raking anywhere from 23 to 72 days, depending on the ship, its 
route, and the weather. 

Not long before his departure, what Jacquinot feared most occurred. H e 
suffered the death of his mother, Madame Jacquinot de Besange (nee Got). 

Like o ther aristocratic women of the period, Madame Jacqui not had engaged 
in active relief work within her community in Brest. She devoted most of her 
energy to the care of poor French children, becoming well known in the Brest 

and Metz regions for her energy and service. Her lifework was always a rich 
source of inspiration fo r her son and helped shape his future life and work 
choices.21 His mother's death in 1913 closed an important chapter in his life, 

but opened another that would challenge his talents and personal resources. 
During his years in C hina, from 1913 to 1940, he would provide remarkable 
and varied services to the C hinese population at all social and age levels. 

The two priests were leaving France on the eve of World War I, the war to 
end all war, which in just three weeks' time from its starting date on August 
4, 1914 , would claim the lives of 260,000 French soldiers. At its bitter end, 
France was left demoralized and its resources were severely depleted. 

When Jacquinot and de Boynes reached Shanghai, they found another 
country struggling to deal with and survive a chaotic poli t ical and mili tary 
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situation. Defeated by Japan in the Sino-Japanese War of 1894- 95, China 
had attempted to reform an archaic and tottering poli tical and social order, 

but without success, further increasing its vulnerability to outside aggression. 

Powerful Chinese anti-foreign, especially anti-missionary, sentiments found 
violent expression in events such as the Boxer Rebellion, but fai led to save the 
failing dynasty. A new republ ic, led in its formation by Sun Yat-sen (1866-

1925), laid the framework for the new China established in 1912. T his political 

revolution was a promising beginning, but failed to stave offfurther social dis
ruption, warfare, and turmoil, all of which Jacquinot witnessed with pain and 
misgivings. Under these circumstances, the French Jesuits' talents and services 

were sorely needed. 

jACQU INOT AND TEI L HARD DE C H ARDIN 

Another French Jesuit serving in China for many of the same years as Jac

quinot was the famo us paleontologist and theologian Pierre Teilhard de Char
din (1881- 1955). T he d ifferences and similarities between the lives of these two 

Jesuits are interesting. Al though they followed very separate paths, each made 
significant contributions along the way. Teilhard lived and worked in C hina, 
mainly in Tianjin and Beijing, on and off for twenty years.22 He made at 
least five geological research expeditions, which included work in Mongolia, 

Manchuria, and areas of eastern China. He wrote his most famous book, The 
Phenomenon of Man, in Beijing in 1940. In addition to his work as a respected 
scientist , Teilhard's writings on evolution, bringing into prominence a faith

science dialogue, got him in trouble mainly with the Vatican Curia.23 Against 
the fundamental differences in their career choices, there is one dear similarity 
between their performance of thei r duties. Both were pioneers in their fields, 

and both stretched the accepted boundaries of their callings, sometimes ex
ceeding the norms and often bringing uneasiness to their Jesuit superiors. 

It is uncertain whether Jacqui not and Teilhard ever met in Ch ina. It is like

ly that they were acquainted, in that both studied theology at Hastings, Eng
land, during an overlapping time period. In any case, Jacquinot spent his rime 
mainly in Shanghai, except when he visi ted the southern provinces during his 
flood and refugee relief work. Teilhard, on the other hand, worked in north 
China, visiting Shanghai during World War II in November and December 
of 1942, after Jacquinot had returned to France. On one visit, while lodging 
at Shanghai's Aurora University, Teilhard received a full account ofJacquinot's 
humanitarian refugee work, especially involving the key 1937 period, from 

.... 
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the university's rector, Georges Germain. 24 Father Germain gave Teilhard a 

detailed report on the remarkable success of the Jacquinot Zone. The contrast 

between the two lives of these French Jesuits becomes easily apparent. While 
Teilhard would make his mark through his work in philosophy and theol
ogy, as well as his scientific contributions as an accomplished paleontologist, 

Jacquinot's work cook a different direction and meaning. He would contribute 
to bringing relief to the Chinese suffering from poverty, floods, and war. His 

talents as a negotiator would bring warring parties together co find a common 
ground for compromise and a workable solution to very difficult situations. 

His organizational skills in relief work earned respect and support even from 
critics of his many humanitarian endeavors. In short, he was less a philosopher 

or man of ideas than a man of skilled action dedicated to improving the lives 
of those around him, in his case, the Chinese. 

CHAPTER Two 

Arrival in China 

Man was created to praise, reverence, and serve God, 
and by this means, attain salvation; the other things 
on the face of the earth were created for man's sake, to 

aid him in the prosecution of the end for which he was 
created. It follows that man must make use of them in 
so far as they help him to attain his end or rid himself 
of them insofar as they hinder him from attaining it. 

- Saint Ignatius Loyola 

~ 

Shortly after Father Jacquinot arrived in Shanghai, he was assigned to language 
school in Zikawei (Siccawei), the Jesuit complex in the southwest portion of 
the city. This established and respected Jesuit compound included a meteoro

logical observatory, founded in 1871, that provided essential information for 
shipping along the east coast, 1 a twin-spired cathedral, training workshops, 
an orphanage, a library, a printing press, and schools for young Chinese. It 
was a requirement that all young Jesuits arriving at their new posts become 

proficient in the local languages. At least one year of intensive study of the 
written language and both Mandarin Chinese and the Shanghai dialects were 

necessary for Jacquinot's work. His knowledge of Latin and Greek would nor 
help with these new language requirements, but the discipline and language 
sense needed to master those difficult classical languages must have been of 

some practical use to him in the process. 
The first and tradition-setting early Jesuit in China was Matteo Ricci (1552-

1615), whose work paved the way and set the precedents for all of the Jesuit 

missionary activities that followed. Ricci joined the Society of Jesus in 1571. In 
Rome, he studied under celebrated scholars such as the Jesuit mathematician 

Christopher Clavius, friend of Kepler and Galileo, and the Jesuit theologian 
Roberto Bellarmino.2 His humanistic and scholarly background played a key 
role in his acceptance among the scholar official class in China. Had he gone 
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to China without this train ing, it is questionable whether he would have been 

successful in establishing the flo urishing Jesuit mission in China. 
Ricci's first goal was to study the Chinese language intensively. He consid

ered this essential to effective missionary work, thus setting the precedent for 
later Jesuits, including Jacquinor. His aim was to reach a good understanding 

of the C hi nese classics, the mainsprings of C hinese society. In dealing di rectly 

with the classics, Ricci was able to bypass the interpretations of the predomi
nant Neo-Confucianists, claiming that the ancients were more purely inspired. 
The classical texts had not yet been corrupted by the pernicious influences of 

Buddhism. At the same time, this approach afforded a new basis and means 

to root his ideas in the revered wisdom of the ancient sages. Ricci dazzled the 
C hinese literati with his knowledge of the Chinese language. He mastered the 
Confucian classics and made the Four Books the basis of his ministry. Bending 

the Confucian classical texts to serve h is own purposes aided psychologically 
in introducing Christian teach ings to elite scholarly circles in China. It also 

explains his readiness to rei nterpret in order to advance the cause of Christian
ity. Ricci rationalized that after Christiani ty was sufficiently understood and 
established in China, the undesirable principles previously tolerated, such as 
the Chinese exclusive emphasis on man and his human relationships, might be 

enriched wi th Christian ideas and teach ings and eventually perfected.3 Ricci 
was convinced that any approach other than this initial toleration and accom

modation would render the Christian message unacceptable to the Chinese 
mind. 

Matteo Ricci can be rightly called the Father of the Catholic mission in 
China, even though Francis Xavier and Alexand re Valignani were concerned 

there before him. H e initiated policies and established precedents that were 

carried on after his death in r615. In following his example, Jesui ts in China 
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries turned themselves in to math
ematicians, geographers, astronomers, engineers, doctors, painters, and musi
cians, all professions of potential value to the C hinese.4 The Academie des 

sciences extolled the advantage of France of havi ng scientific data furnished 

by the Jesuits concerning travel routes to China and the geographies of the 
countries visited. And the French king, Louis XIV, was eager to share in the 

commercial advantages that the Portuguese had already long enjoyed in the 
lucrative Far Eastern trade. As a leading French scholar, Virgile Pinot, points 
o ur: "During this period, if trade already followed the flag, it fo llowed the mis
sion even more so."5 T he Jesuits' combination of religious commitment and 
train ing in Western mathematics and science is well expressed in a letter from 
Father Jean de Fontaney, professor of mathematics at the college of Lou is-le-
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G rand, to Father La Chaise, Jesuit confessor to Louis XIV: "I consider myself 
a thousand times happier in carrying our sciences to the ends o f the earth , 
where I hope to win some souls for God, and find some occasions to suffer for 

H is love and the glory o f His saintly Name, than to continue reaching them 

[the sciences] in Paris at our best colleges."6 

The Kangxi Emperor, whose reign lasted from 1661 to 1722, greatly valued 
the services of the French Jesuits in particular. T heir personal instruction to 
him and his male heirs in mathematics, geometry, philosophy, music, and art, 
and their intensive study of the Chinese classics, history, geography, and chro
nology made them exceptio nal foreigners at his court.? The empero r viewed 
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rhe European Renaissance sciences and arcs, especially rhe former, as valuable 
for strengtheni ng Manchu rule. The Jesuits translated scientific, even medical 
texts, into Manchu and Chinese and compiled dictionaries to support these 

efforts. In 1689, they contributed their talents as skilled linguist intermediar
ies in the negotiation of the Treaty ofNerchinsk between Russia and C hina.H 

Written in Latin, the finished treaty was very favorable to the C hinese, and 
the emperor publicly acknowledged the important role that two Jesuits had 

played in this agreement. Shortly after, Kangxi issued the Edict of 1692, which 

established the Catholic religion as a legal faith within the Chinese Empire, 
giving it a definite status alongside Taoism, Buddhism, and ConfucianismY 

During the following year, 1693, Kangxi became seriously ill with malaria, 
and he was on the brink of death when French Jesuits presented the court 

with quinine, which had been discovered by Jesuits in Peru, to treat him. Mrer 
resting its effects on others, the foreign medicine was deemed safe for treat
ing the emperor, who showed signs of recovery. To reward the French Jesuits, 
Kangxi gave them buildings near his palace in the Imperial C ity as a residence 

and approved land and funding for their construction of a church. Under the 
direction of an Italian architect, Brother Gio Gherardini, a large cathedral of 

Western ecclesiastical design was constructed and completed with a marble 
plaque above its entrance inscribed: "The Temple of the Lord of Heaven, built 
by order of rhe Emperor." 1° Christianity had reached its peak of influence in 
China. 

Through their cartography, rhe Jesuits shaped what was essentially rhe Eu
ropean image of the C hinese Empire. The Kangxi Emperor, in 1701, ordered 
six French Jesuits to assemble and begin planning a map of China. They par
celed our rhe C hinese provinces and worked tirelessly on the projects until 

17 17 , when all rhe charts and descriptions were brought together and maps 
were compiled in thi rty-two folios. T hen, in 1721 or 17 22, an atlas covering 

C hina, Manchuria, Mongolia, and T iber was published; rh is eighteenth-cen
tury carrographical masterpiece, which was revised and edited by the great 
French cartographer Jean-Baptiste Bourguignon d'Anville in 1735, served to 
inform Europe about China. 11 

At the turn of the eighteenth century, the Catho lic C hurch in China ap
peared to be flourishi ng. And yet, a bitter controversy, known as the Chinese 

Rites conrroversy, had been raging within the Church and gradually caught 
the attention of leading circles in both Europe and China. Briefly scared, the 
d isputed issues concerned the Chinese conception of God, tian, and shangdi, 
and of the immortali ty of the soul, and whether they were comparable to 
C hrist ian conceptions. T he Jesuits said they were equivalents of the Christian 
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concepts of H eaven and Jehovah. Those opposed saw rhe Chinese as material

istic and atheistic, explaining that the Chinese concept of heaven emphasized 
rhe dominanr role of the taiqi, or primal cause, which is purely a material 

concept, with no room for the spiritual. Moreover, the C hinese concept of 
shangdi asserts mainly that it is posterio r and inferior to taiqi. 12 

A second key issue was allowing Chinese convertS to perform the rites to 

Confucius and their ancestors. In reply to a memorial asking him to explain 

the Chinese ceremonies in honor of Confucius and the ancestors, Kangxi said 
that they were simply civil ceremonies, wi thout religious significance. A cen
tury earlier, Matteo Ricci would have found this posicion very compatible, but 

Franciscans, Dominicans, and papal legates sent to Chi na saw in these rituals a 

form of idolatry and pagan worship--in effect, calling into question the basic 

religious and social practices of Chinese empire. 
The debates raged on, with papal legates sent to China to learn firsthand 

the arguments and differences among the orders. When asked for his position 
in the Rites Controversy, Kangxi's response was: "Henceforth, whoever does 
not follow the customs ofLi Ma-tou [Li Madou, i.e., Matteo Ricci] shall posi

tively not be permitted co live in China bur must be expelled." 13 

O bviously, this d id not bode well for rhe future of rhe Christian mission in 
C hina. In March 1715, Pope C lement XI, hoping to terminate the ecclesiastical 

struggles in both China and Europe, issued the formal and solemn apostolic 

constitution Ex ilia die, sanctioning what was appropriate terminology and 
condemning the Chinese ri tes. 14 Emperor Kangxi was enraged by an assembly 
of cardinals and theologians in Rome deciding whether Chinese rites could be 
practiced in his empire. T he dispute dragged on until, in 1720, another Iegare, 

George Ambrose de Mezzabarba, patriarch of Alexandria, arrived in C hina 
with papal orders to enforce the apostolic constitution and end the disputes. 

Annoyed by what he saw as interference in his empire's affairs, Kangxi com
pared these Catholic legates to Buddhist and Taoist priests, with their faulty 

interpretations and despised wrirings. 15 

In 1721, reviewing the arguments presented by Mezzabarba, Kangxi ex
claimed char he had never seen a document chat contai ned so much non
sense. He ruled chat Westerners would henceforth nor be allowed to preach 

in China. The next year, 1722, Kangxi died, and his successor, Yang Z heng, 
adopted a harsh posicion regarding rhe divided and quarrelsome Christians in 
C hina. From the Catholic standpoint, the long legal controversy over Chinese 
rices and ceremonies was finally brought to conclusion by the papal bull Ex 
quo singulari, issued by Benedict XIV in 17 42. It was the last apostolic bull 
and restated the papal admonitions, clarifying the Holy See's firm position for 
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Christians in C hina. Subsequently, successive emperors initiated a long period 
of Christian persecutions in China. Jesuit fortunes diminished further in 1773, 

when the Society of Jesus was suppressed in Catholic Europe and its colonies, 
and nearly d issolved , followed by the cataclysms of the French Revolution and 
Napoleonic Wars. 

T H E EARLY YEARS 

When Jacquinot arrived in C hina in 1913, the country was a place very dif
ferent from when Ricci and the early French Jesuits had worked there. The 
Qing Dynasty, under inept and decaying rule, was threatened with dismem
berment by the European powers, which were determined to force China open 

to their lucrative commercial ambitions. According co the terms of the 1842 

Treacy of Nanking, at the conclusion of the Opium War, Shanghai became 

one of five treaty ports where foreigners were granted very favorable terms 
of extraterritOrial rights. T his meant that foreign treaty participants operated 
under Western legal systems in their dealings in C hina and were exempt from 

C hinese law. Equally important, this treaty gave legal sanction to Christian 
missions in the new ports. Further protection of foreign in terests came from 

gunboats patroll ing the Yangzi River and from superior foreign power as it 
came to be expressed in finance, commerce, invention, and military strength, 
all of which would further diminish C hinese sovereignty. In r86o, France, in 
a treaty settlement, demanded the return of properties acquired during past 
centuries by the Church, which were co be placed under French protection. 

Westerners demanded and won both the right to proselytize in China and 
protection in the form of roleration of C hristian converts. Members of the 
restored Society of Jesus began to return to China. 16 

Shanghai was really three cities in one. Most of the business and foreign res
idential d istricts were located in the International Settlement and the adjoin
ing French Concession. Both fronted on the Bund, or bank of the Huangpu 

River. Entirely surrounding these two municipalities was Greater Shanghai. 
To the north of the two foreign concessions, but still inside the boundaries 

of Greater Shanghai, was Zhabei. To the south was Nanshi (Nanrao), the old 
Ch inese city, and its surrounding area. 

China's resistance to foreign economic, poli tical, and cul tural incursions 
sparked numerous attacks on missions and C hinese converts. With the prolif
eration of C hristian missions, the aim was to limit foreign power in China to 

the extent possible and protect China's heritage from foreign contamination . 
The protests, sometimes spontaneous and other times deliberate, often had 
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"official" support from the Empress Dowager, as was the case with the ill-fated 

Boxer Uprising of 1899-1900, which included the slaughter of forty-four Cath
olic missionaries and mass ki llings of Christ ians. Still, the China missions grew 

substantially during the early decades of the twentieth century. In 1901, there 
were 1,075 foreign Roman Catholic priests in China; in 1920, there were from 

2, 5oo co 3,000 foreign priests and nuns. Estimates of the numbers of Catholic 

communicants are 721,000 in 1901 and reached two million by 1920.
17 

Following the precedents established by his French Jesuit predecessors, Fa

ther Jacquinot immediately enrolled in full-time Chinese language training at 

the Jesuit school in Zikawei in southwest Shanghai. There would be no need 
for extensive study or exegesis of classical C hinese texts, however. Shortly after 

his arrival, beginning in 1917, China became engrossed in a protest movement 
aimed at overturning any evidence of orthodoxy, Eastern or Western. The civil 
service examination system, rooted in the classical traditions, which had for 
centuries defined the path co power and influence in China, ended in 1905. 

Chinese intellectuals believed that C hina was on the brink of disaster and re
quired a thorough transformation of the traditional culture tO survive. These 

ensuing attacks on Confucianism broadened out tO include the condemnation 
of all religions and particularly Christianity. The May Fourth Movement of 
1919 helped evoke the upsurge in anti-Christian fervor of 1920-22 to go along 
with its primary objectives of national unity for C hina, national sovereignty, 

and equal icy with the West. Young intellectuals scorned the Christian religion 
as unscientific, outdated, and, in practice, detrimental tO Chinese sovereignty 
and thei r attempts to build a strong nation. Many Chinese of this period 

described the C hristian missionary movement in China as being merely the 

willing handmaiden ofWestern imperialism. 18 

Ricci's strategy of honoring Confucian traditions, and the commitment 
of the early French Jesuits to immersing themselves in the study of Chinese 

hisrory and the classics in order co find a common ground for the possible in
tegration of C hristian and Confucian concepts, was no longer relevant. Father 

Jacquinot clearly faced a very d ifferent set of circumstances and conditions. 
There was no longer the option of winning over the emperor, because the 
imperial dynastic system had come tO an end in 191I, and China was in the 
process of establishing a new republican system of government. T he ensuing 
dismantlement of the ancient imperial system and tradition would leave a 
social and political vacuum, which competing forces and individuals would 
contend to fill. In 1924 , the leading figure in the new China was Sun Yat-sen, 
who, to address his country's needs, proclaimed an eclectic and progressive 
revolutionary program of three stages: first, military d ictatorship, then a pe
riod of political tutelage, and finally constitutional democracy. What actu-
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ally occurred, however, was a lengthy period of mil itary rivalry between the 

G uomindang under Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek; a number of provincial 
warlords, each with a substantial army and some with foreign backing; and the 
C hinese Communist Party (CCP), founded in Shanghai in 1921. 

Under these different circumstances, Father Jacquinot was faced with the 

question of what new approaches might be taken to promote his missionary 
work in ways that would influence and win over the Chinese to the Catholic 
faith. Which of his talen ts might he apply to building a strong community in 

China? How would he deal with the many nationalities that populated Shang

hai, each with its own national interests? 

THE Ho NGKou P AR I S H 

After complet ing his language train ing, Father Jacquinot assumed the Chi

nese name Father Rao Jiaju tJE~UY.~ and became the parish priest for 7,ooo 
Chinese C hristians in H ongkou (Hongkew). This was an area situated in the 
northeastern portion of the International Setdemen t and heavily populated by 
Japanese. He served as vicar of the Church of the Sacred Heart of Hongkou 

for twenty years, from 1914 to 1934, ministering to Chinese and also to the 

large Portuguese population, which had been in Shanghai for generations. 
His signature appears on numerous Macanese baptismal certificates of the 
period.19 In addition to h is performing the expected priestly functions, Fa
ther Jacquinot offered English-language instruction to the local Portuguese, 

taught English, and offered spiritual guidance to the brothers at the Marist 

Brothers School in Hongkou. H is popularity and competence were such that 
he became president of the Catholic C ircle in Hongkou and was appointed 
president of the Shanghai General Hospital in 1917 and d irector of the Apos
tolate of Prayer in 1918. For his many services to the community, the Chinese 
government bestowed an award called the Golden Ear [of Corn] (I'Epi d 'or) 

on him in 1924.20 

Jacquinot's English-language skills and knowledge were again put to work 
during his appointment as professor of English language and literature at the 
h ighly respected Jesuit-run Universite l'Aurore (Aurora University), located 
in the French Concession.2 1 He served at the university from 1913 to 1921, 

sometimes reaching beyond his recognized competence in English to teach 
the sciences. One of his ventures in the chemist ry laboratory resulted in a real 
disaster. He had intended to help provide a more festive atmosphere, which he 
felt would please his students, by showing them how to m ake fi reworks in the 
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Shanghai's one-armed priest. Courtesy of Malcolm 

Roshost. 
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laboratory, to be used to enhance the much anticipated annual student proces
sion for the celebra tion of the Sainte Yierge (i.e., Saint Mary) of the College 
of Zikawei. Unfortunately, the mixture he produced somehow overheated in 

the mortar, causing a powerful explosion, which tore off his right arm halfway 
up to the elbow. The extent o f h is injury required amputation of most of h is 

arm that same evening. T here was also great concern about the condition of 
his eyes, which had been burned by gases from the explosion. Fortunately, 
this injury proved to be only temporary, and his eyes were saved. Some of the 
students were also hurt, bu t because of their distance from the explosion, their 
injuries were only minor, and after a brief visit to the hospital, they were sent 
home. Of course, Father Jacquinot would have to learn to manage all of his 
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daily right-handed activities, includi ng eating and writ ing, with only his left 
arm intacr. 22 From this rime on, he was often referred to as the one-armed 

priest of Shanghai. 
Father Jacquinot seems to have made a strong impression on those who 

met him in China, as he had in France. He is described as tall, fine-featu red, 

and very manly in appearance, wi th a physique well developed by his involve

ment in various sporrs. His students recalled his positive outlook and easy 
smile. H is peers noted h is complete self-assurance, hearty laugh, and charis
matic presence, all of which complemented his aristocratic bearing. He was 

often seen on buses or going about his duties wearing a long black cassock, 

decorated with a Red Cross pin, and a French beret. In his free rime, his fa
vored diversion was writing poetry, usually with themes closely related to his 
circumstances and experiences. T he following is a poem he migh t have written 

to celebrate the lives of h is Chinese students, many of whom were struggling 
with poverty, disease, and the chaos of a Peking government in disarray: 

To Many Years.' 

At the edge of a clearing 
An oak tree drops an acorn 
In the thick grass and the heather. 
Ir sproured, grew, and became call. 
Often the harsh winter winds 
Chased the white snows through its branches 
And covered it with frost. 
But so many young, alive with hope, 
H ave grown up under its shade. 
Dear God, after the dark storm 
Give it a long and genrle evening!23 

SAV I NG TH E C H I LDREN 

The 1920s in Shanghai were replete with local turmoil involving large-scale 
p rotests against the foreign presence in China, both the official p resence, espe
cially in the foreign concessions, and the missio nary movement. The C atholic 
orders were among Shanghai's largest landowners, with office build ings, apart
ment ho uses, and elaborate hom es. T heir members were not averse to being 

represented at the tables of local srockho lders' m eetings. T heir power, wealth , 
and close associatio n wirh rhe Western powers made them targets of p rotest 
movements. In additio n, the reported successes of the Bolshevik Revolution 
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gave added momentum ro student expression of universal res istance against 

foreign oppression through foreign imperialism. The foreign concessions in 
Shanghai, with their protections through extraterritoriality, became prime tar

gets even though their existence often benefited C hinese seeking sanctuary 
in their midst. The abuse of rapacious warlord militarism and its frequent 

connection to rhe imperial ist powers was still another cause for demonstra
tions. The demonst ratOrs viewed the foreign m issionary presence as merely a 

cultural version of imperialism bent on subverting China's indigenous mores 

and society. 
The momentous May 30 incident of 1925 greatly inflamed these passions 

and expanded their expression to many parts of the country.24 Overall, the 
incident centered on the intolerable working conditions and harsh treatment 

of Chinese employed in foreign-owned factories. A series of strikes broke out 

in a Japanese-owned textile mill, and in responding, Japanese supervisors fi red 
on the demonstrators, wounding several Chinese workers and killing one. 

A furious outburst of local resistance erupted on May 30, mainly by student 
demonsrrarors, and led to the Bri tish-run Shanghai Municipal Police open

ing fire, killing eleven and wounding many more. The immediate effect was 

to focus C hinese attentio n on the injustices do ne China by the t reaty system 
and extraterritoriality and on the obvious foreign feel ing that Chinese lives 
and sovereign ty were expendable. It altered relations between Chinese and 
foreigners, with many C hinese converts becoming increasingly critical of the 
Wesr. 25 Anti-Christian and anti-Western sentiments remained as important 

undercurrents in the Chinese community at least until Chiang Kai-shek made 

public his suppo rt of Christianity in 1930. In the meantime, C hinese Com
m unist and other leftist organizers fo und ample o pportunities to influence the 

emerging revolutionary senriment, which spread beyond Shanghai. 
In the wake of the burgeoning revolutionary movement in Shanghai, Fa

ther Jacquinot found h imself caught up in some of its most violent aspects. 
Rather than involving patriotic students, the new violence included well

armed military forces, some with Soviet Comintern support. In the face of so 
much violence and division, Chiang Kai-shek launched the famous Northern 
Expedition with the lofty purpose of unifying China. 26 It began in Canton 
and came to involve communist, mi litarist, and nationalist armies. These dis
parate elements, in the course of the fighting, became embroiled in a mutual 
struggle to become the paramount fo rce in establ ishing a new Chinese govern

ment. 
W hen the Exped itio n reached Shanghai, its presence set off a furious srrug

gle between left ists and communists, many of them members of the Shanghai 
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General Labor Union, and the moderate and rightist elements in the ciry. The. 

Shanghai Municipal Council on March 21 issued a proclamation declaring a 

state of emergency and putting the ciry under marshal law. Foreign troops dis
embarked from ships in the harbor and took up positions guarding points of 
entry to the concessions. T he British Concessions at Hankou [Hankow] and 

Jiujiang [Kiukiang] had been overrun in January 1927, suggesting that local 
authorities could not o r would no t protect the foreign enclaves. On March 24, 

at Nanjing (Nanking), two French Jesuits were murdered and British, Ameri
can, Italians, and Japanese residents were assaulted. Shanghai was divided into 

defense zones to accommodate the arrival of American, British, French, and 

Japanese troops called in to restore safety and order. The Shanghai Volunteer 
Corps and foreign police received the assignment to protect the prosperous 
Central DistrictY 

C hiang, who had enjoyed remarkable success in leading the campaign 
northward, used his inAuence and took the opportunity to strike out against 
the leftists and communists, his erstwhile expeditionary supporters. O n April 

12, 1927, he launched a sweeping purge, which devastated their unions, and 
organizations, sent their leaders underground, and claimed the lives of several 
thousand leftists in Shanghai. A virtual massacre took place in Zhabei (Cha
pei), involving the buildings of rhe Huzhou Guild and Commercial Press, 
believed to be a headquarters of communists and leftist labor leaders.28 

The fighting in Shanghai centered on the C hinese-administered parts of 
the ciry, especially in industrial Zhabei, where radical union strength was at 

irs greatest. Father Jacquinot had gotten word that the Holy Family Con
vent on the North Honan Road extension was under siege, with many of rhe 
surrounding buildings on fire. T he structure was completely surrounded and 
isolated in the firefight. Alarming accounts reached him that some of the op

posing forces were receiving the aid of White Russian soldiers in the employ 

of the warlord Zhang Zongchang, manning a colorfully camouAaged armored 
train called the "Great Wall ," which bombarded this dense urban area with irs 
massive firepower. 29 H astily, he set about trying to persuade the warring par
ties to allow him safe passage to the convent. 

O n March 23, 1927, the Bri tish consul general, Sir Sidney Barron, the Brit
ish military commander-in-chief, Colonel Lord Gort, the chief of intelligence 
of the British Special Defense Force, and Father Jacquinot set out to evacu

ate the nuns and their charges. Jacqui not's presence was essential, not only 
because he knew the whereabouts of the convent, bur because he also had the 
language skills to deal with any encounters en route. Gorr was in full uniform, 
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but unarmed, when the parry arrived at the border between the International 
Settlement and Chinese Zhabei, where they were met by two Cantonese of

ficers, who asked the purpose of their journey inside the Chinese area. Jacqui
not explained the plight of the Catholic group at the convent and the parry's 

wish to come to their aid and escort them back into rhe settlement. The two 
officers gave them safe conduct, and they proceeded through the debris and 

smoldering ruins toward the convent.30 

The group's second encounter was less fortunate. About halfway between 

the Settlement border and the convent, they mer with a detachment of Can
tonese troops, who were less willing to accept their avowal that they were on a 
goodwill mission. O ne of the Cantonese, who happened to speak some Eng

lish, began to interrogate Barron and Gorr and ordered the two men searched. 

He also considered that the two would make valuable hostages fo r some pos
sible future purpose of the Cantonese. After considerable time and discussion, 
however, Barron finally succeeded in convincing this leader of his identity. 
Barton's status apparently did give pause to the Cantonese, probably more 

than his lecture on the protections afforded by the hated extraterritoriali ty 
provisions. The official parry was turned back and ordered to return safely to 

the International Settlement. Jacquinor alone had permission ro proceed to 

the convent. 
The Holy Family Convent was located near the North Railway Station, a 

prime military target, placing it in the middle of a pitched street battle that 
was taking place. T he surrounding houses, which had fo rmed a kind of barrier 

for the convent compound, had burned to the ground , making the convent 

an easy target. W hen Jacquinot arrived in the neighborhood, all around were 
cannon barrages, bullets Aying everywhere, a dangerous broken gas main, and 
multiple fires burning in the neighborhood. During a brief jostling with one 
of the fighters attempting to turn him back, he suffered slight bayonet wounds 
to his hip and hand. Still in the zone of fire as he hurried on, he also received 

a slight injury to his forehead from an exploding shell just before entering the 
convent.31 

The convent housed 400 nuns and various charges. In addi tion, refugees 
from the surrounding d istricts had taken refuge from the street warfare in the 
courtyard of the convent compound. Among those inside were 150 C hinese 
children, some huddled with their parents behind the convent walls. Many 
of the Chinese chi ldren in the convent had been orphaned in the fighting. In 
addition, the mother superior introduced some 53 foreign child ren from the 
local school fo r poor children located in Z habei. All of the child ren were in 
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a stare of terror and rhus very difficult ro console. Some welcome help came 

from the 78 boarders who lived on the premises or who had sought refuge in 
the convent. T hei r attempts to entertain the children with stories and mime 
had good results for a while. Still, the numbers continued to grow and soon 

included some 6oo Chinese and 500 Eurasians who had found themselves 
caught in the midst of the street fighting. Even more difficult to look after were 

the 37 babies, who needed fresh milk daily. The mother superior marveled ar 
the courage of a Chinese milkman who braved rhe dangers in the vicini ty to 

make sure deliveries of milk to the convent were regular and uninterrupted. 

The beleaguered community was also plagued by the lack of fresh water and, 
for a time, rhe convent had to operate without any ligh ts. T he power had been 
shut off, and even the use of candles was forbidden, because of the broken gas 

main. One of the residents did manage to patch up the gas main, however, so 
that at least candlelight became available. 

Early in the morning of March 22, 1927, during a lull in the fighting, Father 
Jacquinot managed to lead a procession made up of most of the nuns, rhe 
children, and the babies out of the Zhabei fighting zone, across the Garden 
Bridge, in to the International Settlement, where he arranged for their trans

portation to St. Joseph's Orphanage Institution in Nanshi, next to the house 
of the Little Sisters of Poverty. Children with no homes to go to were lodged 
ar this institution, where they would remain until they could be returned to 

Zhabei. The tattered frightened refugees fi ling out in a semblance of o rder 
from battle- torn Zhabei must have been quite a dramatic scene. 

Jacquinot was not without prior credentials as a rescue worker. He had 
served the Shanghai Volunteer Corps as its senior chaplain for several years 
and attended many of its rescue exercises. Moreover, as part of the accolades he 
received for accomplishing this successful and dangerous rescue of the convent 

group, he was promoted to the rank of major in the Corps. During the fo llow
ing year, in a public ceremony, Admiral Marcel Bas ire, commander-in-chief of 
the French naval forces in the Far East, recognized Jacquinot's leadership and 

bravery in the convent rescue by awarding him the French C roix de guerre.32 
T he C hinese government awarded him "Ia Plaque d'Or de Ia Chine" for his 
heroism. 

Because of his well-publicized success in planning and carrying out the 
rescue of the nuns and children in 1927, Father Jacquinot began to acquire a 
reputation as a superb organizer and a man of action. Even the military officers 
of the various powers in Shanghai expressed their admiration for his pluck and 

courage. H e was becoming known to official circles, both Chinese and foreign, 
as someone who could handle difficult situations. Although wel l educated, 
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Father Jacquinor (far right) in uniform as senior chaplain of the Shanghai 
Volunteer Corps. Courtesy of Greg Leek 
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able to speak mul tiple languages, and an appointment as university professor, 

Jacquino t's primary commitment remained working in the community in 

ways that served his parish ioners and engaged his talents in alleviating crises. 
With C hina, and Shanghai, in almost a constant state of chaos for much of the 
late 1920s and 1930s, there were plenty of occasions fo r him to do so. 

THE GR EAT FLOOD OF 1931 

T here is nothing unusual in China's history about the Yangzi or Yellow 

Rivers flooding and wreaking havoc in the countrys ide, but 1931 and 1932 
were especially bad flood years. The flooded area came to include the Yangzi 
River, Yellow River, Huai River, and the Grand Canal. A report issued by 
C hiang Kai-shek's new government claimed that 25 million C hinese in an area 
of 70,000 square miles suffered from this d isaster. T he report called it "the 
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Protecting coffins from the flood in 1931. Courresy of rhe Shanghai Municipal 
Library. 

greatest flood in Chinese h istory." Some 140,000 Chinese drowned, and crop 
losses were listed at 900,000 mou.33 · 

Babies were left on rooftops and in treetops, apparently in the hope that 
they m ight be found and survive. Some 1,000 persons found refuge living on 

the top of the Nanjing city walls; others made their homes in godowns along 
the banks of the swollen rivers. In northern Jiangsu Province, 250 miles of 
dykes on the Grand Canal collapsed. A similar situation existed on the Yangzi 
River, where a small portion of dykes that still held became home to 8o,ooo 

men, women, and children. Because of their inaccessibility in the treacherous 
floodwaters, many eventually starved to death. As water levels rose, farmers 
furiously beat large gongs day and night when any began ro trickle over the 

dykes, rousing helpers to come and repair the break.34 Many had little faith in 
these efforrs, bur rhe only alternative was to flee, and more than 30,000 refu
gees poured into Shanghai. In south Shanghai, those without family contacts 
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in the city found support from organizations such as the Nanshi Guild and 
Nanshi charitable o rganizations.·15 Besides more flooding, the C hinese who 

survived feared that fam ine and d isease would follow the floods, as had often 

happened in the past. 
Father Jacquinot became involved when he learned that 40 percent of the 

people in the flooded area had become refugees. On August 14, 1931, he helped 

establish a National Flood Relief Commission, chai red by T. V. Soong (Song 
Ziwen), to provide food, shelter, clothing, and protection from disease to the 

refugees.·16 T he commission raised $ro million in cash ro provide these neces
sary services and to help rebuild the broken dykes. Jacquinot, already secretary 

of the Famine Relief Committee, rook on the additional task of investigat ing 

the flood relief efforts. H e worked closely with the prominent Shanghai leader 
Yu Xiaqing (Yu Ya-ching), who was in charge of transportation and logistics. 
In his new position, Jacquinot had charge of the distribution of relief funds 
and oversaw the machinery of the local relief organizations, accounting for the 

funds expended by the comm ission. 
Ever resourceful when faced with a refugee challenge, Jacquinot also man

aged to persuade the authorities ro provide additional funds for producing 
a film of the flood damage and relief work. He wanted the scenes of flood 
damage and its victims to be captured by film professionals, so he engaged 
the French film company Pathe to make the fi lm. Left unsaid for the moment 

were his intentions to use such a film to attract addi tional fund ing from the 
wealthy C hinese and foreign communities in Shanghai and abroad. If there 
was any money left over from producing the fi lm, he planned ro make it avail

able for purchasing and distributing rice and clothing and providing small 
subsidies to the destitu teY 

Sir John Hope Simpson, director-general of the In ternational Flood Relief 

Commission, in reporting on his own flood relief efforts, emphasized that 50 

percent of the flood relief funds came from overseas C hinese and 30 percent of 
the remainder from Chinese in C hina.38 Altogether, the commission reported 

contributions received during the year 1931 totaling $6,875.456. The commis
sion's field operations deparrment servicing the various provinces underrook 
the distribution of these funds, the amounts being calculated according to the 
seriousness of the local flood situation. 39 The most pressing and unexpected 

expense the commission encountered was that of supplying the refugees with 
wheat shipped from America. T he United States had supplied I7J,500 tons of 
wheat and I05,000 tons of flour for flood refugee rel ief. T he wheat was sup
plied on credit, but the freigh t expenses had to be met by the commission. 
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This body's revenues were insufficient to cover the customs tax and distribu
tion costs, so the wheat remained piled up on the Shanghai docks. 

Shanghai was not wi thin the flooded area, but refugees from Hubei, Ji
angxi, Anhui , and northern Jiangsu provinces fled there in large numbers. 
The city's Nanshi and Z habei districts became sites for eleven refugee camps. 

Visiting Chinese Boy Scouts reported on the deplorable condi tions in these 

camps, where ext reme cold and lack of adequate shelter took a daily tolL40 The 
official call for donations of funds and cloth ing met with considerable initial 

success. A welcome response came from the author Pearl Buck, who wrote the 
short story "Barren Spring" especially to help raise funds for flood victims.4 1 

Multiple and successful fu nd-raising efforts brought gifts from many differ
ent donors in Shanghai. Nevertheless, the overriding concern of relief officials 

had always been that although funds existed in September and even O ctober, 
there might not be enough to meet the need when the weather turned cold 

and people began to tire of making pledges. 
With so many refugees forced into deplorable living conditions, a press

ing concern was the perceived increased left-wing and communist activity in 
areas where relief work was still nor fully or effectively operationaL To help 

combat this trend, Jacquinot urged placing more refugees in relief work and 

rehabilitation projects so as to engage them in productive activity and make 
rhem less suscept ible to communist influence. This situation was especially 
urgent in the areas around Wuhan, where 300,000 refugees were crowded into 
camps and suffered greatly from rhe cold. The construction of mar-shed hous

ing on high ground further exposed these refugees to the elements, bur it had 
hitherto been the only dry ground available. Officials also feared that leftists 

might use rhe camps ro spread propaganda and agitate among the destitute 
refugee hoards and so began making plans to relocate the refugees. T here were 
reporrs that in Jiangxi province, communist activists were actively engaged 
in reconstructing roads and dykes and helping with relief efforts there. In 

Hubei province, the Hankou C hamber of Commerce focused its atten tion on 

transferring refugees away from the city. According to their strategy, officials 
promised relief in the form of wheat ratio ns to those who agreed to leave, with 
additional wheat to be available to them at their new destination. Unfortu
nately, the number of incoming new refugees more than made up for those 
willing to accept the offer. 

CHAPTER THREE 

Shanghai in Torment 

W ithout a declaration of war and without warning 
or justification of any kind, civilians, including vast 
numbers of women and children, are being ruthlessly 
murdered with bombs from the sky. 

- President Franklin D. Roosevelt, October 1937 

-=-:, 
The 1930s were a decade of disruption, violence, and warfare in Shanghai. 

This troubled period followed a brief respite of relative calm after the for
mation of the Natio nalist government under Chiang Kai-shek's leadership in 

1928. The first crisis followed on developments in North China. In Septem
ber 1931, the Japanese army successfully attacked Chinese troops and subse
quently occupied all of Manchuria, setting up a puppet regime, Manzhouguo 
(Manchukuo) , in early 1932. These events confirmed the worst C hinese fears 

about Japanese imperialist ambitions in C hina, which included economic 
and military domination, and aroused a strong sense of patriotism among 

the Shanghai C hinese. In Shanghai, anti-Japanese sentiment mounted , partly 
aroused by Chinese newspapers that carried violently anti-Japanese articles 
and editorials. Students held angry anti-Japanese demonstrations, and other 
Chinese groups fo rmed am i-Japanese organizations such as the broad-based 

Anti-Japanese National Salvation Society.1 Boycotts, and sometimes out r.ight 
confiscations of Japanese goods and services, were considered to be especially 

threatening to Japanese interests. Under these pressures, several Japanese busi
nesses were compelled to close down, and Japanese trade and industry suffered 
severe damage. When the anti-Japanese response as expressed through the na
tional salvation gro ups rose to a painful level , the Japanese became convinced 
that fi rm action, backed by military force, was necessary. Local Japanese had 
come to doubt that their diplomats rook rhe th reat of force and volatile Chi

nese nationalism seriously enough. T hey began to see the Japanese Navy as a 

more reliable and responsive ally.2 
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The Japanese arrack Shanghai in 1932. Oriental A./foirs 
(Oct. 1937). 

Taking advantage of a local incident in a facrory where Japanese were in

jured and one killed, the local Japanese naval commander confronted Mayor 
Wu Tiecheng, head of the city government of G reater Shanghai, with a set 
of strict demands, with the implication that armed force would be used if 

they were nor met. The Japanese representative on the Shanghai Municipal 
Council , K. Fukishima, agreed to give the British military authorities under 

Brigadier Fleming twenty-four hours' notice prior tO any action con templated 
by the Japanese Defense Forces. That information was given on the morning 
of January 28, 1932. The Shanghai Municipal Council immediately declared 

a state of emergency in the Internatio nal Settlement.3 This action apparently 
had unforeseen consequences, because the Japanese were later able to claim 

that they were responding in defense of the International Settlement. 
The Nationalist government in Nanjing, still faced with th reats from the 

communists and provincial mili tarists, chose at first to follow a conservative 

course in response to the Japanese demands. T he government tried to enlist the 
help of the League of Nations believing that under the existing circumstances, 
negotiations, international pressure, and possible sanctions were the o nly way 

o ut of the situatio n. It pinned its hopes on the belief that the foreign powers 
would come to China's aid and see the Japanese th reat as a common enemy. 
T he League did issue a resolution urging the withd rawal of Japanese troops 
from Manchuria, bur beyond that, nothing of substance followed.4 Once the 
deadline included in the set of demands passed , Japanese naval forces attacked 
the elite forces of the Chinese 19th Route Army in Zhabei, stationed near 
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Refugees seek protection from the fighting. Courtesy of 
the Shanghai Municipal Library. 
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the North Railroad Station. Japanese naval commanders had little respect for 

Chinese fighting prowess and believed that the Japanese ~avy finally had an 
opportunity ro win accolades like those that had been go~ng to the Japan_ese 

· Army in North China.5 In a bluster of confidence, they esnmated that the JOb 

could be finished in a day or so. And in the process, they would have taught 

the Chinese a lesson. 
What the Japanese fai led to measure was the degree of Chinese reso_lve. A 

surge of national spirit fueled the public ro an unprecedented deg~ee m the 
face of superior Japanese air and naval power. " If we don't fight here Ill. Shang

hai, the Japanese will be like fierce tigers and swallow up our country Ill ~ few 
years," General Cai T ingkai (Ts'ai T'ing-k'ai ), the commander of the C hmese 
19th Army, explained to a correspondent who interviewed him .

6 
The Chmese 

I 
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forces put up an unexpectedly fierce resistance, smashing attack after attack 
over rhe next thirty days. Organizations such as the Shanghai Green Gang 

and the Refugee Aid Society helped by providing intelligence on Japanese 
activities. T housands were killed and wounded, neighborhoods were leveled, 

and the famed Oriental Library of precious rare books and early manuscripts, 
housed in the building of rhe Commercial Press, China's largest publishing 
house, was completely destroyed. 

The Japanese, initially outnumbered by three to one, relied upon firebomb
ing, tanks, and artillery to make up the difference. Their land forces had the 
support o f the Japanese Third Fleet, which lay in the Huangpu River, includ
ing the aircraft carrier Notoro, from which the bombing runs were made. T he 

Zhabei area was bombed by aircraft and set afire, but still the Chinese forces 
held. 

Final ly, in February, in response to frequent and urgent requests, Tokyo 
reinforced its troops in Shanghai with r8,ooo soldiers. Under heavy pressure 

from the aroused public and Shanghai leaders of the Guomindang, C hiang 
Kai-shek eventually responded by deploying the First Army Group, includ

ing two of his bes t National Guard divisions. Another Japanese ultimatum 
followed, supported by more Army reinforcements rushed to the battlefront. 
A major Japanese offensive ensued, which broke the Chinese line. Faced with 
well-armed Japanese forces, now in greater numbers, the Chinese mili tary po
sition became untenable, and Chiang Kai-shek ordered a retreat. By March 

3, the fighting had mostly ceased.? As many as ro,ooo to 20,000 civilians lost 
their lives during these few months of battle, unsupported by any declaration 
of war, known as "the Shanghai Incident." 

Civilian casualties probably were higher than the military ones. Indiscrimi
nate bombing by Japanese pilots rained down death and terror on urban resi
dents. Many had never experienced a bombing raid before and had no idea of 

how to cope. Of course, there were no bomb shelters, since this phenomenon 
was a new kind of urban warfare. Civilians usually simply fled the immediate 

battlefield area with their families and most precious possessions and huddled 
in alleys or buildings that looked as though they might offer some protection, 
bur that were often just minutes away from being consumed by fire or bomb
mg. 

For Father Jacquinot, the desperate situation in Zhabei must have brought 
back memories of the rescue of the nuns and children in 1927, but this time 
the threat was even greater and more terrifYing, because the C hinese in Shang
hai now faced a modern army. Jacquinot approached both the British consul 
general, J. F. Brenan, and the U.S. consul general, Edwin S. Cunningham, to 
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ask thar rhey work together with him to organize a rescue mission. Those to be 
rescued included Chinese and foreign noncombatants who had been trapped 
between the lines of fire, and also wounded C hinese and Japanese soldiers. 

In the meantime, the crisis was the topic of several meetings of the Shanghai 
Municipal Council (SMC). One proposal recommended establishing a neu

tral zone in the Chinese-administered northern areas ofZhabei and Hongkou, 
to be policed by forces orher than Chinese o r Japanese troops. T he Japanese 

member of the council declined support for this idea, saying that he would 

only trust the defense of rhe numerous resident Japanese to Japanese forces. 
Chinese on the council countered rhar Japan was actively using that area as a 
base for subversive activities in the adjacent Chinese territories.8 The British 
and American authorities, interested mainly in preserving order, raised this 

protest with the Japanese in the form of a "friendly remonstrance" and were 

told firmly that if it were lawful for the Americans to maintain U.S. Marines 
permanently in Shanghai in accordance with the Defense Plan of O ctober 
1931, rhey could scarcely protest when the Japanese landed bluejackets in self

defense.9 
This argument seemed to receive some support from the Shanghai Mu

nicipal Council, whose secretary-general pointed out that the SMC was not 

responsible for the Japanese being assigned to the Defense Sector, which bor
dered the Chinese territory. Rather, it had made sense to give them that area, 
because it was where the Japanese resided in greatest numbers. It was also the 

Japanese responsibility to protect thei r own nationals.10 

T he foreign settlements in Shanghai did not base their legitimacy o r deci

siofls to use force on any specific treaty provision. Their basis for supporting 
any forceful action was to provide protection for their nationals in Shanghai, 

at t imes when the C hinese autho rities would not or could not provide ad
equate protection. As for the nervous foreign enclaves bordering the battle
fields, the American secretary-general of the SMC calmly reassured his foreign 
colleagues on October 27 that the sections of the International Settlement 

south of Suzhou Creek and east of the railroad track would not be affected by 

the change in the local war situation." 
The British and American participants worried about the number of Chi

nese refugees entering the International Settlement and counseled not offering 
food o r much support to them, because doing so would only attract more ref
ugees. Refugees from Zhabei were trying to enter the International Settlement 
by water, but the Shanghai Volunteer Corps and Municipal Police blocked off 
all entry points from the creek. Th is caused Suzhou Creek to become filled 
with boats of refugees with nowhere to go. Others crawled along the beams of 
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burned bridges spanning the creek. The council responded with the sugges

tion rhar a refugee camp be established at Minghong, outside the settlement 
territory. At fi rst, this camp was to house all refugees, but then the plans were 
al tered ro house only C hinese ratepayers from the affected areas. Finally, even 
this idea was withdrawn, and rhe proposed funding of $50,000 was used in

stead ro pay the heavy expenses incurred during the International Settlement's 

state of emergency.12 The SMC decided rhar in rhe future, it would not spend 
public money on the evacuation or maintenance of refugees, leaving those 
duties instead to charitable and volunteer organizarions.13 Concerned about 

the spread of disease during the refugee influx, the council gladly received rhe 

commissioner of public health's report rhar 20,000 refugees had been vacci
nated against smallpox. T he Chinese Department of Public Health reported 
that it had administered 12.430 vaccinations. 14 

Several newspaper accounts document the work of the Red Swastika So
ciery, rhe Canton Residents' Association, the Ningbo Residents' Association, 

the Chinese YMCA, and the Shanghai C itizens' Relief Commission in pick
ing up these responsibilities. The la tter body's Refugee Relief Division spent 
$roo,ooo on repatriating refugees or housing them in camps.15 It also spon

sored a substantial medical program ro vaccinate refugees. A reported 30,000 
refugees from the war zones left Shanghai on eight steamers bound for Ningbo 

and other parts ofZhej iang Province. In mid February, rhar number increased 
to roo,ooo, with the Ningbo Residents' Association hi ring additional boars 
to transport the refugees. 16 The Cantonese Residents' Association rook on re
sponsibility for 2,500 refugees from the Hongkou district of Shanghai, in addi

tion to running four camps for 4,000 war refugees. After registration, refugees 

received rwo meals a day and vaccination against smallpox. This Cantonese 
group's shortage of funds meant that efforts increased to repatriate resident 
refugees in order to make room for those newly arrived.17 

Refugee aid also came from Buddhist monks, who opened their temples in 
the French Concession as refugee camps. The Shanghai Christian War Relief 

Committee collected donations and ran a refugee camp with help from food 

kitchens set up by the Chinese YMCA. Meanwhile, the French authori ties 
marshaled their efforts to construct barricades of barbed wire to control and 
minimize the flow of refugees into the Concession.18 

In addition to the battlefield refugees, there were the thousands who had 
arrived in the wake of the heavy flooding in 1931. Zhabei refugees who had 
originally come from flooded areas in the Yangzi valley had been forced to 
flee again from the fighting. O ne flood refugee camp on the border of Zha-
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bei suffered bombing by the Japanese three rimes in early February, killing 
more chan fifry people.19 This particular camp housed IO,J99 refugees and 49 
staff members. The Shanghai C itizens' Relief Commission rook on the task of 

transporting many refugees in the International Settlement back to their na
tive homes free of charge. Their destinations included the Yangzi port cities, 
Ningbo, the Canton area, and Hangzhou. By the end of February, Hangzhou 

had replaced Shanghai as the main destination for refugees. 20 

Another British-American concern was rhar with Shanghai under rhe scru

tiny of the world press because of the host ilities, which were widely docu
mented and photographed, the protected status of the In ternational Conces
sion might come under further review, especially in the wake of the report on 

the subject to the Shanghai Municipal Council by Judge Richard Feetham in 

1931.21 T he Chi nese government had been pressuring the League of Nations 

to consider rendition of the concessions back to C hinaY T here was also the 
issue of what to do with Chinese soldiers who had been cu t off from retreat by 
rhe Japanese and wanted to seek refuge in the International Settlement. T he 
SMC chairman, Brigadier General E. B. Macnaughten, ordered char soldiers 

might be permitted to come into the settlement but must first be disarmed 
and chen temporarily confined to a cage chen under construction until shelters 

for interning them were built.23 

While all these particular interests were being debated among rhe authori-

ties, Father Jacquinot was becoming increasingly anxious to rescue those he 
knew to be still trapped in fighting in Zhabei. Looking for an ally with the 

right skills, he enlisted the willing support of Major F. Hayley Bell of the 
Shanghai Volunteer Corps. Bell had been heavily involved in efforts to protect 
the borders of the foreign settlements and had witnessed the ferociry of the 

fighting raking place in Zhabei fi rsthand. 
Jacquinot and Bell set out first to meet with both sides to explain the pur

pose of their proposed rescue mission. The best they could get from the Japa
nese side during their meeting with Vice Admi ral Nomura Kichisabur6, com

mander of the Japanese Naval Forces, aboard his flagship, Idzumo, anchored 
next ro rhe Japanese consulate, was an agreement for a four-hour truce to begin 
at 8:oo on rhe morning of February II and last unti l noon. Additional support 
came from the British and American consuls, who mer with the C hinese and 
obtained their consent to the four-hour truce. The agreed-upon truce gave 
the Jacquinot parry a window in which to attempt to rescue the 250 civilians, 
mainly women and children, plus as many injured soldiers from both sides as 

they could in rhe fighting area.24 
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Taking along a C hinese interpreter, fourteen French nuns, nine stretcher 
bearers, and six motor trucks converted into ambulances, the parry began irs 

mercy mission. 25 Several members of the Holy Family Institute joined the 
mission as volunteers. Major Bell, waving a white Aag, led rhe parry into the 

war zone near rhe railroad station. C hinese soldiers who were not informed of 
the truce fi red some shots, but word quickly went to their commanders about 
rhe nature of rhe mission. The parry and irs charges succeeded in evacuating 

the wounded and refugees, often having to coax and prod those roo frightened 

to move. Seeing rhe extent of their misery and scope of the damages, a request 
went forward to the Japanese side to extend the rruce. 26 An extension would 
also allow more C hinese outside Zhabei to go in and visit their former homes 

and perhaps retrieve a few personal items. The Japanese commanders declined 

to extend the truce, claiming they had reliable reports that many of the depart
ing o r entering refugees were young men of military age who were C hinese 
soldiers disguised as civilians. Any further respite in the Japanese advance was 
out of the question. 

Unfortunately, Major Bell, rather than being rewarded for his brave and suc
cessful mission, found upon his return that the commandant of the Shanghai 

Volunteer Corps had rel ieved him of his duties, claiming that Bell had failed to 
inform him of the rescue m ission. Major Bell relished his position in the Corps 
and decided to petition the SMC for an enquiry into the circumstances and 
his actions. He supplied various documents justifying what he had done. This 
placed rhe council in a difficult position, because there had been considerable 

press coverage of the rescue mission. Public praise and commendation of Bell 
filled the media. Nor wanting the matter to escalate, the council resolved to 

keep him in the Corps, "if he would withd raw his application for an enquiry." 
The outcome was in Major Bell's favor, because in the minutes of this council 
meeting, he abruptly began to be identified as Lt. Colonel F. Hayley BellY 

Father Jacquinot, like Major Bell, felt frustrated with the lack of action on 

the part of the settlement authorities and took matters into his own hands 

to rescue those in danger. Jacquinot's willingness to do so, even insistence, is 
reminiscent of the way he had sought out similar action during the 1927 rescue 
mission in Zhabei. The chemistry experiment that had cost him his right arm 
was another instance of his unorthodox behavior. T hese proclivities, unusual 
in the general Jesuit community, gave Jacquinot's superiors some uneasiness, 

although he had a reputation for being an excellent organizer, a budding dip
lomat, and an able doer, qualities desperately needed on several occasions to 
deal with refugee crises during the decade. His talents emerged in ways that 
probably surprised even him. But then his peers described him as one nor 
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likely to advertise h is abilities or accomplishments. Anyone observing his ac
tions, however, would have noticed that he was a tireless achiever who gave 

little consideration to his own well-being and even his personal health when 

it came to meeting a crisis situation. The recror of Aurora University, Father 
Georges Germain, spoke of Jacquinot "[b]eing reckoned with the orthodox 
and yet feeling for the hererodox."28 Not withstanding any reservations that 

might have existed regarding his motivations or methods, however, the Jacqui

not-Bell mission resulted in the rescue of more than 2,000 civilians, mostly 
women and children.29 

W ith the expiration of the truce, the fighting resumed, and both sides 

brought in more troops. The refugee camps in rhe International Settlement 

housed 2.JII refugees, managed with rhe help of 6o volunteers. The number 
of refugees arriving increased at a rate of about 2 ,000 daily. T he YMCA and 
Chinese YMCA facilities opened their doors to the refugees. T hree hundred 

found refuge in a temple in the French Concession.30 By the end of February, 
Japanese military reinforcements of land and naval units brought the total of 

Japanese forces in the Shanghai battle to about 20,000. With the devastation 
described as the worst in Shanghai history and fear of imminent attacks on 
Nanshi like those that had occurred in Zhabei, and threats even to the famous 

Bund, the time had come to work out a rruce.31 

The confl ict ended with the signing of a peace agreement on May 5 by 
Japanese and C hinese representatives, in the presence of British, American, 

French, and Italian envoys, described as "Representatives of the fr iendly Pow
ers assisting in the negotiations in accordance with the Resolution of the As
sembly of the League of Nations of March 4, 1932.":12 The explanation was 

given that during the fighting, the Chinese Army's Rank had become exposed 
to Japanese forces, making irs position untenable and causing the Chinese 
to retreat even beyond the line insisted upon in one of the earlier Japanese 

ultimatums. T he Peace Agreement that fo llowed st ipulated that the C hinese 
remain in their present position and the Japanese forces withdraw inro the 
Inrernarional Settlement, thus creating a twenty-kilometer (12-4 miles) de
militarized zone in between them in rhe former area of rhe fighting. Only 

Chinese police forces would be permitted to function within this evacuated 
and restric ted territory. In addition, any rime the Ch inese troops wanted to 

transverse Shanghai, the permission of the Jo int Commission , acting in con
sul tation with Japanese consul was required. T he "fr iend ly participating pow
ers," acting as this Jo int Commission, were to certify the mutual withdrawal 
of military forces and continue to assure that both parries were observing the 
agreement. 
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This Shanghai armistice agreement did not deal with the issue of Chinese 
troops still serving south of Suzhou Creek. In addition, a proposal accepted 

by the League Council to convene a conference to clarifY that Japan had no 
political or territorial designs in Shanghai, and that China was fully commit

ted to the safety and integrity of the foreign settlements was considered by the 
foreign powers to be untimely. Resolving these sensitive matters must have 

seemed to the committee roo ambitious, rime-consuming, and difficult to 
take on. There had been so many heated and stressful rounds of negotiations, 

requiring a resort to obfuscation and shading to gain agreement. But with this 
continued lack of clarity regarding these key issues, the still precarious situa
tion in Shanghai was allowed to drift.33 It was only a matter of time. 

The completion of a formal truce aroused significant public opposition 
from those so impressed by the sturdy performance of the Chinese military, 
particularly the 19th Route Army. But it was in keeping wi th Chiang Kai
shek's policy of avoiding serious and prolonged warfare with the superior Japa

nese forces. No one could question the fact that the Chinese military forces 
had made a credible stand against the Japanese, but further engagement d id 

not hold promise. The one crucial development that followed the Shanghai 
Incident was the greatly enhanced intensity of public anti-Japanese feeling. 
The widespread expression of these sentiments and the organizations built 
around them would soon come into play and fuel the Sino-Japanese conflict 

starting in August 1937. 
A new phase in Father Jacquinot's service in Shanghai opened with the res

toration of peace and calm. In 1934, he left his parish in Hongkou and became 
vicar of a new parish of St. Pierre and the grand new church constructed on 
the grounds of Aurora University in the French Concession. This relocation 
also put him in closer proximity to his teaching position at Aurora University, 
where he resumed his position as professor of English. For at least a decade, 

Father Jacquinot made almost daily visits to the Shanghai C entral Hospital ro 
visit parishioners and friends there. He served on the board of governors until 

1934, when he was elected president of the board of administrarors.34 He also 
made frequent visits to the Hospital of Saint Marie, which was the hospital 
of the Catholic Mission. These services were in addition ro his preaching in 
English at Saint Joseph's Church, teaching catechism classes, and acting as se

nio r chaplain to the Shanghai Volunteer Corps in the French Concession. He 
capped off his new duties in 1937 by becoming spiritual advisor to the Euro
pean College of the Sacred Heart, the women's division of Aurora University. 

Two of his positions, as president of the Famine Relief Committee and 
a newly appointed member of the International Committee for the Social 
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Welfare of Shanghai, made him a key person to help deal with China's new 

disaster, another major flooding of the Yangzi River in 1936. During the night 

of September u - 12, the great dyke to the north of the city of Hankou (H an
kow), roo kilometers in length, broke under the force of waters of the swollen 
and flooding Yellow River. In its wake came another period of widespread 

desolation, suffering, and famine. Just as he had done in 1932, Jacquinot orga
nized relief and support in the form of donations, food, and clothing drives. 

He toured the region and worked with the local authorities in dispensing 
money, medical relief, food , and other necessities. He often had to exhort and 

reprimand lax officials in the interests of the flood refugees.35 His reputation 
among Chinese officials as a fair, honest, and effective organizer received still 

another boost from his performance in provid ing relief services during the 

1936 floods. 
Jacquinot realized that the rising tensions between the C hinese and Japa

nese forces might ignite into warfare at any time. He recalled the intense suf
fering inflicted upon Chinese civilians, especially by the new urban warfare, 

with its aerial bombings. He had been close to the individual tragedies that 
always happened in these circumstances. The feared second attack by the Japa
nese on Shanghai would begin on August 13, 1937, but the likelihood of its 
occurring was obvious long before. The distress that followed was greater than 

ever before. Some of these dark sentiments and bleak presentments gathered 
from his experiences are reflected in another of his poems: 

Prayer 

At night when the breeze murmurs, 
And the sobbing wood owl 
W hispers low its mysterious pain, 
Sorrow floods out from the soul. 

Hastening dark specters, 
Frighten us endlessly, alas! 
And the Future and the Past 
Turn darkly around in my dream. 

The Future frightens us most. 
It is no t, it was not, maybe it will be 
No more than a tear, 
An emotion with no more than a pale dream. 

God, please renew our hope! 
The Future is Yours alone: the shadow 
Is spreading more thickly this evening 
Make it a little less dark for us.->6 
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The 1932 truce aimed at keeping the peace between C hina and Japan un
der rhe watchful eye of the Joint Commission. Just how superficial it was in 

operation can be seen by the fai lure of rhe Joint Commission to meet even 
once after the truce was signed. Several incidents followed during the suc
ceeding years, bur the ongoing decisive factors were the continuing Japanese 

pressures o n North China and rhe responding anti-Japanese o rganization of 

patriotic feelings by the Chinese. The avowed intention o f rhe Japanese Army 
to separate five northern provinces from China and rhus expand its puppet 
state, Manzhouguo, was widely discussed in the Chinese press. Manzhouguo 

was already seen as an extension of Japan in C hina, and with the possible ad

dition o f the northern provinces, Japan's imperialist ambitio ns threatened to 
consume all of China. 

Japanese officials would always claim that the bold actions Japan rook were 

justified by the need to protect Japanese residents or nationals from the anti
Japanese actions and sentiment now widely expressed in Shanghai. If the Chi

nese (or foreign) authorities would not or could not p rotect Japanese from 
negative and harmful actions, the Japanese military was needed to assume that 
ro le. In many respects, the foreign settlements were built on just rhat kind of 
reasoning. The Mixed Court, rhe Shanghai Volunteer Corps, and the call ing 

in o f fo reign troops to meet rhe perceived threat in 1927 were all actions taken 
by the fo reign powers based largely on the belief that the C hinese, acting alone 

or opera ting under a weak government, were not up to the task o f protecting 
foreign rights, lives, and property, or that they chose not to respond. 

G iven these premises, it seems that war between C hina and j apan was inev
itable, even though when it did happen, it was undeclared. T he consequences 

for mainly the Chinese civilian population, taken hostage by three months 
of violent combat, were terrible. Traditional C hinese organizations such as 

guilds, native place associations, and regional bodies played an important role 
in meeting the desperate needs that arose, and Father Jacquinot's humanitar
ian endeavors were as notable as before. 

Japan's continenral policy and China's growing un ity through its consen

sus around ant i-Japanese resistance formed the background for an inevitable 

clash. Events in North China, including Japanese plans for broader autonomy 
in that region, were the fundamental issues in the impasse in Sino-Japanese 
relatio ns, the issue that eventually led to war. T he Japanese Kwantung and 
North China Armies engaged in frequent mi lita ry training operations, often 
over several days, using live ammunition and in close proximity to C hinese 
military forces. The Japanese also began strengthening their mili tary faci lities 
in Hebei Province, the location of the former C hinese capital, Peking, a devel-
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opmenr that greatly alarmed Chinese commanders. A whole series of scattered 

antHapanese activities continued throughou t the spring and early summer 
months, which became so intense that some believed that an anti-Japanese 
conspiracy existed and was o rchestrating these incidentsY In the Japanese 
view, these widespread and damaging anti-Japanese activities were neither in

evitable no r demanded by the situation, leaving Japan with no optio n bur ro 

act for the protection of East Asia and its peoples. 
The incident that led to war rook place on July 7, 1937, when Japanese 

troops engaged in war games near Marco Polo Bridge (Lugouqiao) in Hebei 

Province, near Beijing. Japanese units became embroiled in a battle involving 
Chinese troops of the Twenty-Ninth Army. Arrempts to reach a lasting settle

ment of the incident were made, but the momentum of developing hostility 
on both sides was so overpowering that renewed fighting constantly flared up, 
further inciting the will ro make war. The Japanese cabinet, by now openly 

determined to dominate North C hina, mobilized its military forces to carry 
out rhis policy. Eventually, irs ambitious plans were to establish a basis in 

central C hina for economic development, w ith Shanghai as the cenrer. A gov
ernmenr-controlled company, the Cenrral China Progress Company, located 
in Greater Shanghai, would administer and control public utilities: telephone 
service, electric power, water and gas, streetcars, buses, and so on. The whole 

operation would be supervised by a cabinet-level Department of Economic 
Relations with China, managed separately from the Foreign Ministry.38 

China, under Chiang Kai-shek, reached the conclusion that pacification 

first and then resistance was no longer a viable po licy. Both sides resolved to 
go to fight it out. 39 Known to the Chinese as the Anti-Japanese War or War of 
Resistance in C hina, the Asian phase of World War II had begun, four and a 
half years before Pearl Harbor. It lasted over eight years and by some estimates 

brought about some twenty million deaths, most of them civilian, as well as 

immense damage ro C hina's coastal cities.40 

The incident that brought the war to Shanghai involved the shooting death 
on the afternoon of August 9, 1937, of a Japanese officer, Lieutenant O yama 
Isao, and his naval chauffeur in the Hongj iao or western regio n of the city. As 
usual, there were two very differenr versions of what had led to the incident 

and rhe investigation that followed. Unhappy with the o utcome and handling 
of the incident, the Japanese landed forces ro reinforce their Naval Landing 
Parry on August 11. Additional ships, muni tions, troops, and supplies arrived 
the same day. Immediately, the conditio ns of the 1932 truce were brought 
to bear on the dangerous situation. At a meeting of the Joint Commission, 
Japanese Consul G eneral Okamoto Suemasa charged rhar Chinese units of 
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the 87th and 88th Divisions, Nanj ing's most elite forces, were gradually fi ll
ing the North Station and Jiangwan area in d irect violation of the 1932 truce. 

T he Chinese mayor, Yu Hongjun (0. K. Yui), rejoined that the Japanese had 

made the 1932 truce null and void by stationing troops on the Eight Character 
Bridge near the railway and within the neutral zone area. 

On August 13 the Shanghai Municipal Council mobilized the Shanghai 
Volunteer Corps and British and American units guarding the Internation

al Settlement in their respective defense sectors, with the stated purpose of 

pro tecting the life and property within the area of council's control. The 
French consul general, Paul-Emile Naggiar, claimed that he had no record of 

his country's agreement to serve on the Joint Commission as required by the 
truce and thus was hesitant to participate.41 He did initiate a curfew in the 

Concession, which was duplicated in the Settlement the next day. Sensing the 
imminence of hostilities, those of the panic-stricken residents of Zhabei and 
H ongkou who had the means to do so exited these prospective battlegrounds. 
Some from Nanshi in the southern parts of the city fo llowed. Many of these 

rook up residence in the foreign settlements. 

The Nanjing government perhaps hoped that a showdown with the Japa
nese, employing its best troops and material in Shanghai, rather than in the 
North, would enlist foreign intervention and support . W ith the enormous 
Chinese and foreign interests in the city, such aid might in some form rea
sonably be expected. If that was part of the planning, it failed to produce 

intervention by foreign leaders, roo preoccupied with conditions at home and 
in other places to respond.42 Instead, the attitudes and policies of the great 

powers displayed a continued unwillingness to challenge Japan on behalf of 
China. 

C hinese public opinion, so well articulated by the Shanghai press, national 
salvation organizations, and the population in general, combined with the 
insistence of military generals, must have helped motivate the Nationalist gov

ernment to treat a local, if serious, issue as a national one. T he intensity offeel

ing and plentiful past incidents were such that the government became will
ing to entertain the policy of risking Shanghai, and the C hinese and foreign 
interests there, by resisting the more modern and powerful Japanese Army and 
Navy. 

The first aerial bombing in the battle of Shanghai came on the morning of 

August 14, when Chinese airplanes, aiming for the Japanese flagship, Idzumo, 
missed it and hit areas of Hongkou, causing numerous casualties and a panic
stricken flight of refugees on to the Garden Bridge and into the Public Gardens 
and the entire Bund, or waterfront area. An even greater disaster happened 
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later in the afternoon, when Chinese planes dropped a powerful bomb on a 
traffic circle crowded with refugees, and still ano ther on the Bund end ofNan
jing Road, at the location of the Cathay and Peace Hotels. The slaughter was 
appalling, wi th at least 1,047 persons killed and 303 injured. At the Nanj ing 

Road location, there were over 200 casualties and at least 145 killed. Most were 
Chinese, but some Americans and other foreigners were among the victims. 

It taxed the efforts and resources of the foreign settlements to cope with 
these early disasters. Their severi ty and impact left no doubt that the era of 
urban warfare, with aerial bombing, street fighting, and waves of terrified refu

gees was well under way. The ensuing battles were som e of the most strongly 

contested in the C hinese War of Resistance. 
The evacuation by ship of British and American women and children be

gan on the morning of August 17, the British to H ong Kong and the Ameri
cans destined for Manila. On the next day, Father Jacquinot and others estab

lished the International Refugee Committee with headquarters at the C hinese 
YMCA on the Boulevard de Montigny.43 T his Refugee Committee would 

serve as a coordinating body for several d iverse relief organizations, including 
the Chinese Red Cross, the Catholic Mission of C hina, the Chinese Buddhist 
Associations, the Federation of Chinese Benevolent Organizations, and oth
ers. T he new body's m ission was to deal with the flood of Chinese refugees 

fleeing m ainly from Zhabei and Hongkou, which were under heavy attack by 
both warring parries. T heir key initial task was to set up refugee camps and 

keep them supplied with all necessary provisions. By August 21, sixty refugee 
camps were up and operating, housing 50,000 refugees. With crucial support 
from Chinese native place associations, professional associations, and guilds, 
arrangements followed to send refugee groups away from Shanghai to safe 

locations elsewhere. In this regard, Father Jacqui not contacted the Japanese 
Vice Admiral Hasegawa Kiyoshi and won his permission to send five thou
sand C hinese refugees a day off to safety at the port city N ingbo, southeast of 

Shanghai. 
By August 20, Pudong becam e an important target of Japanese aerial bomb

ing, which meant new waves of refugees cam e seeking safety. O n the morn
ing of August 23, Japanese Army troops landed near Wusong, just northeast 
of Shanghai, under the command of General Matsui lwane, commander of 
the Shanghai Expeditionary Force. These reinforcements, totali ng more than 

50,000 troops, underlined General Matsui's warning that "there can be no 
peace until China changes her attitude and ceases her provocative attacks."44 

On August 26, Japanese aircraft machine-gunned the car of the British 
ambassador, Sir Hugh M . Knarchbuii-Hugessen, travel ing from Nanjing to 



Chinese refugees fleeing the battles, crossing the Garden Bridge. Oriental Affairs 
(Sept. 1937). 
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Shanghai, which was flying the Union Jack at the time, and the ambassador 
suffered a serious spinal wound. Even then, however, the foreign response was 
more than circumspect. On September 28, the League of Nations Council 

heard arguments proffered by both the Japanese and Chinese representatives 
in defense of their positions. Before adjourning, the Assembly's only action 
was ro adopt a resolution condemning the indiscriminate bombing of Chinese 

towns and villages by Japanese aircraft. 
The suffering inflicted upon the Zhabei, Pudong, and Nanshi areas of 

Shanghai is often noted to have been indescribable. The northern C hinese sec
tors, Zhabei and parts of Hongkou, were either on fire or reduced to rubble, 

especially Zhabei, which was an industrial area and place of residence for the 

Chinese. Many among the massive Bow of refugees were weeping and crying 
for help. Families became separated, and the incessant cries of those seeking 
family members echoed through narrow streets. Cases of fainting and col

lapse because of exhaustion and hunger were numerous. Having no safe areas 
to turn to, the panic-stricken refugees, miserable and destitute, entered the 
foreign concessions. In addition to raking in and providing services for their 

own people exiting the bombed-out areas, the authorities in the International 
Settlement and French Concession had to deal with countless others. 

The foreign settlements faced their greatest challenge in coping with the in
coming tidal wave of refugees fleeing the Chinese-administered areas border

ing the settlements, and from the villages and towns ravaged in the path of the 
Japanese advances. T he latter came from the south after the Japanese landing 

at Hangzhou Bay on November 5, and from the north after the capture of the 
Wusong Forts and the city ofWusong. 

It was a gigantic task. One C hinese report in September estimated that 
there were 500,000 refugees in the foreign settlements, an area of only thirteen 
square miles.45 Adding to the refugee problem was the growing unemploy

ment in the city caused by the destruction of factories, the protective closing 
of factories, and numerous strikes at mainly Japanese factories.46 Figures on 

the number of refugees in just the International Settlement in September 1937 

show the establishment of 103 refugee camps, housing 53,767 refugees. The 
numbers increased in October to n o camps, housing 72,070, with an ad
ditional 4,190 refugees living in alleyways and on the streets. Thousands slept 
on bedrolls in the parks or vacant lots and wandered aimlessly in the streets 
during the day. T he numbers peaked in November 1937, with 142 camps ac
commodating 91,815 refugees and counting 3,645 living in streets and alleysY 

T he figure for the French Concession in December was 40 camps, hous
ing 25,900.48 On the grounds of Aurora University alone, there were 2,300 
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refugees living in mar-shed housing.49 Jiaotong University provided shelter 
for another large refugee camp, housing 17,000 . The Native Bankers' Guild 

School on Rue Luzon housed some 4,500 refugees. 5° Of course, these figures, 

precise though they may seem, are really only good estimates. Reliable official 
figures for the refugees being assisted by native place organizations and guilds 
are lacking. 

What was happening in Shanghai was, of course, only part of the scale of 

chaos and d istress. One journalist estimated that some 30 million C hinese 
moved westward from the war zones, making this one of the greatest mass 
migrations in modern timesY 

T he Shanghai Municipal Council seems to have had a difficult time fi nding 

the right response ro the refugee crisis. The general drift of irs policy was nor 
to get involved in refugee work, bur to leave it to the Inrernarional Red Cross, 
the other inrernational organizations, and the senior Chinese relief organiza
tionsY W hen the SMC did respond, it was in defense of o rder and the safety 

and property of the Inrernational Settlement. There was also much concern 
expressed about the potential rise in crime, looting, and rice riots as a result 

of the massive influx of destitute people. T he possible spread of infectious 
disease inspired a campaign to inoculate those in the camps against smallpox 
and cholera. 53 

With the onset of cold weather, and the needs that would likely stimulate, 

the SMC formed a committee of eigh t persons in early O ctober to map our 
what actions to take in the coming winter. The air of detachmenr from refugee 
affairs continued, however, as is evidenced by the lament that as late as May 
25, 1938, the SMC still lacked an overall refugee policy. 54 

Even so, the council's response, at least init ially, was more generous than 
that of the French Concession, which as soon as rhe hostilities began, closed its 

doors to the fleeing refugees. Once the numbers of destitute refugees seeking 
refuge in the Inrernarional Settlement overwhelmed the available resources, 

the Setrlemenr authorities also blocked all poinrs of entry and established a 
rigid policy of registration certificates to help control the flow of refugees. T he 
council exerted increased pressure on rhe various relief organizations to speed 
up the repatriation of Chinese refugees back to their native places. 55 

T he C hinese response was to continue wi th the repatriation work and gen
eral relief programs. With so many competing national , international, and 
local organizat ions responding to the crisis, there were lively political battles 
over influence and resources. In October, the Greater Shanghai C ity Govern

ment pur the Emergency Refugee Relief Committee in charge of overseeing 
refugee work that had previously been done by various relief organizations. 
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This committee was to operate under the city government's Social Affairs Bu

reau and included represenration from all the public relief organizations. 56 

At a press conference, the new Emergency Refugee Relief Committee 
chairman, Pan Kung-chan, explained that refugee work could not "be tackled 
successfully by the authorities of the affected cities alone," and that it therefore 

ultimately had to be placed under the supervision of rhe national government. 

The size of the problem in Shanghai, where relief organizations had cared for 
at least 88,303 refugees and repatriated 64,000, had prompted the government 
ro place national relief work under Pan's committee. 57 While the government's 

policy for national supervision of refugee affairs was a reasonable goal, at least 

for a while, it would not solve the matter of group competition. The native 
place associa tions, such as those of Canton, Ningbo, and C hangzhou, contin
ued their work of raising funds, supplying their camps, and repatriating their 

countrymen. 
When the C hinese troops began their retreat , after a ferocious fight, they 

crossed over the Garden Bridge from Hongkou and Yangshupu and cut west 
across the city to the countryside. The damage to the Chinese military in bat
de was immense. The newly trained Chinese officer corps was decimated by 
losses in the fighting. Almost one-third of the C hinese forces under National

ist command had fallen in battle. 58 Industrial losses in Shanghai, according to 
the Social Affairs Bureau, included 5,255 plants in a state of ruin. With aerial 

bombing and artillery fi re, and only fl imsy buildings for cover, many did not 
survive. An estimated 300,ooo C hinese men perished at Shanghai during the 
campaign. 59 As for rhe enormous refugee problem that followed the fighting, 
what was needed was firm and experienced leadership to manage the influx. 

Father Jacquinor happened to be uniquely qualified for this huge task by 
reason of his extensive work and experience in relief and rescue work. He had 
long considered the problem of how to protect civilians in war, based on his 

experiences and service during the 1932 incidenr. He had already seen so much 
suffering by fleeing civilians trying to survive hunger, poverty, and personal 
loss. At least as important, on a practical level, were his good relations with rhe 
mayor of Shanghai and his long-standing friendships with leaders of rhe vari

ous fo reign commun ities. As will be shown in the next chapter, even his work 

wirh the Japanese authorities during rhe Sino-Japanese conflict in 1932 helped 
give him a basis of credibility with these powerful interests in Shanghai. 



CHAPTER FouR 

The J acquinot Zone 

Before attempting to probe the secret of its life, ler 
us take a good look ar ir. For from a merely external 
contemplation of it , there is a lesson and a force to be 
drawn from ir: the sense of its testimony. 

-Pierre Teilhard de Chard in 

-=; 
By the time the undeclared war broke out between China and Japan in August 

1937, Father Jacquinot had built a strong reputation in Shanghai based on 
trust, his competence, and personal charisma. Ir was upheld by most, includ
ing Chinese and foreign officials and diplomats of all sides, local and foreign 

businessmen, journalists, and charity officials. If there were any reservations 
about him, it was again in the spirit of Father Georges Germain, rector o f 
Aurora University, who said: "It is his independence rhat is a little disquieting. 
I have been unable to have full confidence in the methods of his mission. "1 

His religious colleagues echoed these sentiments about Jacquinot's "original 
methods," but at the same time, they were willing to recognize his ingenuity, 

talents, and accomplishmenrs in the service of the Catholic Church in C hina 

and the C hinese community. 
It was Jacquinot's development and realization of the concept of rhe inter

national safe zone that was his seminal contribution to refugee work in Shang

~ai. It became a working example of a successful refugee safe zone for copy
mg elsewhere in China and the world. The Shanghai Safety Zone (Shanghai 
anquan qu) brought securi ty to 25o,ooo-360,ooo Chinese during the most 
chaotic and dangerous period of the undeclared war. It lasted until June 1940, 
when the situation in the Shanghai area had stabi lized to the point where 
the remaining refugees could return to their original home areas. The ques
tion arises of how Jacquinot came up with his ideas for refugee protection. 
Were there any precedents for his proposals? Of course, the idea of a neutral 
zone had shaped the context of the 1932 Shanghai Truce Agreement, discussed 
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above. The basic concept of a neutral zone would be considered again by the 
foreign powers as a basis for yet another truce agreement, meant to end the 

hostilities in 1937. 
The immediate concern was that the Chinese forces would not be able to 

resist Japanese pressure, making densely populated Nanshi a new and horrific 
battlefield. In the likely association with the 1932 zone, popular conceptions 
of this new zone framework initially rook on the aura and flavor of a wartime 

designation. Our of both conviction and diplomatic necessity, Jacquinor of

fered a simpler view of it, saying: 

This district in Nanshi (Nantao), a place of safety for rhe civilian populations, 
is nor a "neutral zone," for it is neither neutral nor a zone; it is nor rightly called 
a demilitarized region; it is certainly nor arranged for rhe French interests nor 
to protect the Church property in Nanshi . ... Iris purely and simply what it is 
called: a district of safety for rhe non-combatants. It has been possible because 
both the Japanese and the Chinese are desirous, for humanitarian reasons, to 

protect the non-combaranrs.2 

THE SAFE DIST RICT OR ZoNE AS A CoN CE PT 

This concept that aimed exclusively at humanitarian goals with no politi
cal or even religious overtones did have some background in contemporary 

European thinking. There is evidence that Father Jacquinot was parry ro the 
discussion and debates among European friends and colleagues regarding the 

protection of civilians in wartime. A central figure in the European debates 
was the French surgeon-general Georges Saint-Paul (187D-1937), who in 1929 
proposed creating zones of safety for civilians and sick and wounded troops 
during wartime. In 1931, Saint-Paul founded the Associat ion des Lieux de Ge
neve in Paris to promote this, which, starting in 1937, published a bulletin 
entitled Lieux de Geneve: Zones blanches.3 He based his thinking on the chaos 

and atrocities he had seen and experienced during World War I, a war, after 

all, in which almost half of all French males between the ages of 20 and 32 in 

1914 had lost their lives.4 

The misery and carnage ofWorld War I had created a receptive audience, 

and Saint-Paul's ideas received the close atten tion of the French C hamber of 
Deputies, which voted in 1935 ro support the concept of such lieux de Geneve. 
Soon afterward, the French government, wanting to make their existence for
mal and permanent, approached the League of Nations for action in giving 
these new ideas international and official backing. T he League responded by 

I 
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Japanese battleships in the Huangpu River. Archives de Ia Compagnie de Jesus, 
Quebec. 

developing preliminary accords in support of these recommendations for pro
tected zones. Still, there were many who doubted the feasibility and likely 

success of his protection plans. Pacifists and others declared that the plans 
were not practical and would certainly not be obeyed by any wartime military 

force.5 

Saint Paul died in 1937, after requesting that the Association be transferred 
from Paris to Geneva. Henry George, a Swiss citizen resident in Geneva, took 
charge of establishing the Geneva organization which bore the same name, 

the Association Internationale des "Lieux de Geneve." Its plans and method

ology obviously were inspired by the ideas and action program developed by 
Saint-Paul in Paris. The new Geneva organization, in order to facilitate further 
discussion and prepare an agenda for any future international conference tak
ing up this matter of security, launched an avant-projet, or pilot study, to bring 
together information and experience that might be useful to those working in 

the fields of international law and the laws of war.6 Father Jacquinot's recent 
successes in Shanghai were advanced as the most importan t and persuasive rel
evant evidence. The activit ies of the Jacquinor Zone are described as "precious 
testimony" and conclusive proof of the practicality of these new concepts, 

especially as they relate co innocent victims of aerial bombing. At the same 
time, such lieux de Geneve, as related to Jacquinot's work, are praised for rep-
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resenting a high standard of moral, judicial, and humanitarian behavior to be 

aspired to by every nation. Feelings ran high to somehow redress the tragedy 
ofWorld War I by considering new institutions that might avoid such carnage 

and m isery in the future. 
Another addition co the Geneva Association's program, as espoused by 

Henry George, was the protection of historic monuments that are not trans

portable during wartime.7 So often in the past, public opinion had expressed 

concern over the fare of the most p recious monuments, art works, and build
ings threatened especially by aerial bombing. The Geneva organization main
tained that the beauty and civilizing influence of these items could form the 

basis fo r an international entente among peoples for including these precious 

treasures in a secure zone according to an international plan. People would be 
able to unite around this high-m inded goal. Always central to the discussion 
was Saint-Paul's conviction that the primary motivation must be humanitar

ian. T he Association des Lieux de Geneve had no prescribed ideology, Sainr
Paul observed. lt was "neither Catholic nor Evangelical [i.e., Protestan t]; not 

Jewish any more than Buddhist or Islamic; neither royalist nor republican, 
neither Soviet nor praetorian [i.e., Fascist]."8 As we shall see, this was also 
the program carefully followed, and successfully realized, by Father Jacquinot 
in Shanghai. And in doing so, the issue of safe zones passed from being just 

speculation, although with substantial wrirren justification and debate, to be

coming a working reality. 
Spain was where the first attempt at practical implemenration of civilian 

safe zones was made. It happened during the course of the three-year Spanish 
Civil War, which began in July 1936Y Fascist forces under General Francisco 
Franco's leadership engaged in a bitter struggle against Spanish Republican 

forces united in a Popular From. Franco received crucial support from Fascist 
Germany and Italy, both of which supplied Franco with arms and supplies and 

benefited from the opportunity to rest out their own mil itary equipment un
der real wartime conditions. German ace pilots mercilessly bombed the small 
rural town of Guernica with tragic results, made famous by Pablo Picasso's 
painting of that name. The Germans, after the aerial bombing missions, ma
chine-gunned the streets of Guernica, killing and wounding about half of the 

city's inhabitants. Only later would the Germans admit that the assault on 
Guernica had been an experiment to test the effects of aerial terror bombing. 
The bombings of Madrid, Barcelona, and other Spanish ci ties were among 
the earliest substantial aerial arracks on civilian populations in history, the 
Japanese bombing of the C hinese districts of Shanghai in 1932 being the firs t. 
Their suffering became a graphic example for the in ternational community of 
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Japanese soldiers occupying 
a bridge. Oriental Affairs 

(Oct. 1937). 

the terrible inhumanity of modern warfare, suggesting the tragic hopelessness 
of unarmed refugees matched against the power of modern weaponry. 

Henry George and his Association made three urgent appeals to the Span
ish authorities: to establish safe zones for at least the women and children; for 

officers and troops to respect the sanctity of these zones; and for neutral police 

supervisors to make sure that the areas were not used for military purposes. 10 

The Swiss charge d 'affairs proposed to his government that it demand that the 
rwo warring parries in Spain agree to set aside a part of Madrid, which was 
especially hard hit, to serve as a safe zone for noncombatants, in accordance 
with the above three terms. T he Swiss government agreed tO study the request 

and contacted the International Committee of the Red Cross, asking that it 
do the same. T he Red Cross had been rhe sponsor of the Geneva Conventions 
of 1929 for the protection of sick or wounded military personnel, but these 
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international provisions did nor include consideration of ways to protect the 

civilian population. The earlier Hague Conventions of 1907 included articles 
that dealt with the protection of buildings char had no military purpose, but, 
again, not with civilians. T he conclusion reached by the Red Cross after irs 
study of the proposals was that any steps that might be taken would come roo 

late to affect the ongoing civil war berween the Fascists and Republicans in 

Spain. Doubts about rhe efficacy of safe zones in the midst of war, which had 
earlier dogged the French proposal and League of Nations accords, continued 
to influence authorities. So the most to be said for the Spanish example was 

that events there contributed to the official international discourse regarding 

the need for zones of refuge. 
With the Japanese attack at Marco Polo Bridge near Beijing, a new chapter 

on aerial warfare was soon to be written. The League of Nations would inef

fectually condemn the Japanese actions in China. Since no war had officially 
been declared, the international community could avoid responsibility for 

taking practical measures or ameliorative actions. Application of the concept 
of lieux de Geneve for the protection of the civilian population in Shanghai 
would thus become the first testimony and proof of their practical merits. 

From the earliest stages of the 1937 war in Shanghai, Japan maintained that 
Nanshi, which included the old Chinese City and its suburbs south of the 
French Concession, was being used by the C hinese as a base of military opera

tions. Conversely, the C hinese insisted that the area was only defended by the 
Peace Preservation Corps police and rhus could not be regarded as a military 
base o r objective. The position and status of the area became even more peril
ous, however, when the beleaguered Chinese military forces, forced to with
draw from Zhabei, retreated across Suzhou Creek toward Nanshi, which was 

located immediately in their rear. This put the troops in the midst of the huge 

Chinese population rightly situated in Nanshi. Fearing for the fate of these 
civilians, the C hinese ambassador to France, Wellington Koo (Ku Weichun), 
made an urgent appeal to the League of Nations on September 9, pleading for 
it to take action to help resolve the dangerous confrontation. 11 Koo's alarm 
was heightened by a statement by the Japanese foreign minister, Hirota Koki, 

during an interview on September 2 to the effect that the fighting in Shanghai 
had been caused by Chinese intrusions into the neutral zone set up under the 
1932 truce agreement, and that these actions amounted to a "direct provoca
tion ofJapan."12 Accordingly, Hirota claimed that the foreign ambassadors in 

the Chinese capital ofNanjing had not supervised the 1932 truce well , as they 
were charged to do. At this stage, the tenor and substance of Hirota's evalua
tion made it unlikely that Japan would regard seriously or permit the active 

I 
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intervention of a thi rd party, even the League, in rhe ongoing Sino-Japanese 
confrontation. The situation had reached coo late a stage and began to re

semble the comparable situation just described with the Spanish C ivil War. 

Locally in Shanghai, rhe two foreign municipal councils maintained their 
inabi lity to hair rhe progress of the war and, instead, focused their energies 
on the troublesome Aood of Chinese refugees. By early September, there were 

500,000 Chinese refugees crowded into the International Senlemenr. 13 To deal 

with this problem, the Shanghai Municipal Council established a Refugee 
Survey Committee to advise it on developments and to coordinate informa
tion and work with the already existing Committee for Coordination of the 

Evacuation of Refugees and Refugee Advisory Committee. 14 Because of the 

chaotic circumstances and fears of widespread destruction of foreign property, 
almost every official entity in the foreign settlements decided it was necessary 
to establish a working refugee committee to monitor events. Meanwhile, the 
panic-stricken Chinese in Nanshi sought refuge in the French Concession, 

crowding up against its iron gates and seeking co force entry into the protected 

area. There were at least 25o,ooo refugees without protection, and the idea 
of Japanese aerial bombing of this densely populated area, whose inhabitants 
might well be caught between bombs and burning buildings, was· horrifying 
to all. The widespread fear was that the death and destruction that had already 

occurred in Zhabei, Pudong, and Hongkou would be repeated in Nanshi and 
areas south of the city where so many had Aed and others sti ll lived. 

NEGOTIATING W ITH THE WARRING P ARTIES 

From his parish in the French Concession, Father Jacquinot began to seek a 
way to avoid this potential d isaster and managed ro calm rhe terrified refugees 
by persuading them to awai t a promised sanctuary just outside the French 

Concession. His position as a foreign national aided his neutral status and 
gave him a secure position from which to act. He invited the French Vice 

Admiral Le Bizot to accompany him ro the Japanese consulate and meet with 
Admiral Hasegawa Kiyoshi, commander of the Japanese Third Fleet, to dis
cuss the refugee problem. He intended to explain his proposal to set aside an 
area in Nanshi as a protected refugee area rhat the Japanese would nor bomb 
or attack. He expected the area ro offer rhe same amount of protection char 

refugees were able to receive in the privileged foreign settlements. After hear
ing the details of Jacquinot's plan, the Japanese admiral promised ro learn if 
the authorities were ready to respond to rhis innovative request. Jacquinot in-
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sisted that, in the meantime, he would move ahead even wi thout the Japanese 
response and prepare to create the faci lities p lanned, because the dire circum

stances demanded such action. 15 

As vice president of the Shanghai International Committee of the Red 
Cross and head of its Refugee Committee, Jacquinot started a movement to 

set aside a portion of Nanshi to serve as a protected safe zone where 25o,ooo 
Chinese and other refugees could find a haven from the fight ing. 16 It would 

become a Shanghai Safe Zone, or Shanghai anquanqu. A new committee 
called the Nanshi Supervisory Committee, headed by Jacquinot, became the 

responsible body for implementing his idea. It was multinational in charac
ter-the members included three French, two English, one Norwegian, and 
one American-and represented Shanghai's foreign elite well. 17 T he caliber of 
representation on this refugee committee ensured that Jacquinot would have 
strong backing when he approached the Chinese and Japanese authori ties and, 
of course, the foreign powers as well. In this regard , both the Chinese and 
the Japanese had often def!Ionstrated their high regard for status and connec-
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Father Jacquinot meeting with 
the Japanese consul. Archives 
de Ia Compagnie de Jesus, 
Quebec. 

cion to foreign prestige in their social and professional dealings. To Jacquinot's 
added advantage, of course, was the usually unspoken desire on the part of for

eign communi ty leaders that a way be found to accommodate these refugees 
in some place other than their own privileged and admittedly overcrowded 
foreign concessions. 

The task at hand was to persuade the Japanese civilian and military author

ities that bringing order to the refugee situation and limiting damage to civil
ian populations and areas of the city would clearly be in Japan's interests. W ith 

this goal in mind, Father Jacquinot began a series of intense secret negotiations 
with the Chinese and Japanese authorities that lasted day and night over a 
period of three days. He first approached the mayor of Greater Shanghai, Yu 
Hongjun . His work with the C hinese mayor produced a letter fromJacquinot, 
co-signed by the mayor, marking out the area in Nanshi that would become a 
refuge and be free from attack by Japanese forces. It specified that the area was 
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to be bounded on its eastern, northern, and western sides by Min Kuo Road, 
just south of the French Concession, and on the southern side by Fong Bang 
Road.18 Jacquinot was then able to report the existence of this "agreement" to 

the Japanese consul general, Okamoto Suemasa. With the Chinese position 

somewhat clarified, Okamoto agreed to consult with the local Japanese Army 
and Navy authorities and cabled to Tokyo concerning the contents of these 

discussions with Jacquinot, noting the proposal to mark out a protected area 
to accommodate the refugees. A significant personal asset in all of these nego

tiations was that, as Chinese sources assert, Jacquinot spoke "good" Mandarin 
Chinese and also the local Shanghai dialect. In addition, they credit him with 
fluency in Japanese, along with English and, of course, his native French. 19 

This would be invaluable in the crisis. 
After these consultations, Okamoto praised Jacquinot "for your noble and 

worthy efforts to save the civilian population in the C hinese city from the de
plorable consequences of warfare."20 He confirmed that Japan was more than 
willing to minimize damages to noncombatant Chinese and agreed to the fol

lowing three points: the area in question would be restricted to the enclosure 
adjacent to the French Concession; the Chinese authorities must assure that 

no Chinese soldier would enter this zone; and that in the event that Nanshi 
were captured by Japanese forces, the area in question would automatically 
come under Japanese jurisdiction, and so long as its occupants behaved to the 

satisfaction of the Japanese authorities, they would be treated kindly. As early 
as November 3, the Japanese press carried confirmation that Japan supported 
the Jacquinot plan and that the Japanese authorities were awaiting Mayor Yu's 

signature of agreement. 21 Jacquinot would have preferred to have all ofNanshi 
included in the Safety Zone, not just the northern portion, but given Tokyo's 
recent military successes, he decided not to ask for too much. Mfirming his 
appreciation and support for Jacquinot's equitable stance and cooperation, 

Okamoto said, "he [Father Jacquinot] understands our position ."22 The Japa

nese consul general then informed the local Japanese Army and Navy com
manders that he was satisfied with the discussions Jacquinot had had with the 
Chinese authorities, both civilian and military, saying that these amounted 
to assurances that Chinese military forces would not enter the Safety Zone 

area.23 

When first confronted with the Japanese terms, Mayor Yu Hongjun ob
jected to some points, but after further discussion and prodding from Jacqui
not, he at least agreed not to insist upon the Chinese use of two unspecified 
"military structures" located within the proposed zone. Mayor Yu also con
firmed by letter dated November 5, 1937, that "our policemen in the zone will 
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be open to the inspection and investigation of the International Committee 

at any rime for the purpose of ascertaining that the terms of the arrangement 

are being complied wirh."24 Aware of rhe acute sensitivities inherent in the 

situation, Jacquinor chose not to show the Chinese side one of rhe letters he 

had received from Okamoto. This letter, dated November 5, reported that the 

Japanese mil itary and naval authorities were convinced that hostilities in the 

neighborhood of rhe new zone would also affect the zone, and "further that ir 

is our intention ro take over the district after C hinese troops have been driven 

out from the adjacent area."25 Instead, Father Jacquinor shared with rhe C hi

nese a letter from Okamoto to Jacquinot, also dated November 5, in which 

the Japanese position appeared softer, as is shown by the use of more general 

language: 

I now have the pleasure of confirming that the Japanese Military and Navy, 
strongly moved by humanitarian considerations and in cognizance of the guar-
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antee offered by the Chairman of the International Red C ross Refugee Com
mittee [Jacquinot], as well as the assurance chat any violation of the status of 
che said district, which will be guarded by special policeman, will be reported 
at once, have agreed that they will nor attack the said district so long as ir re
mains ... an area exclusively for the civilian population and entirely free from 
any military operations or armed hostile acts as is guaranteed.26 

The Japanese stated that when the International Committee reported to the 

Japanese side that it was supervising the new zone, and confi rmation had been 

received that the C hinese were carrying our their pledges to rhe International 

Committee, the overall "understanding" would go into effect. On November 

9, Okamoto received word from Jacquinot that the committee had inspected 

the area and confirmed that rhe understanding with rhe Chinese had been car

ried our. He provided assurances that rhe committee would carry our irs pre

scribed duties in accord with rhe understanding. The Jacquinot Zone opened 

formally at 5:00 p .m . on November 9, 1937, with its boundaries marked by 

Red Cross Aags.27 To make it official, the Nanshi Supervisory Committee is

sued a decree staring that it had reserved the area for noncombatants, having 

satisfied itself that all pledges given had been duly observed, and declared 

the area open for residence under the conditions of the understanding. There 

was one slight omission, however, in rhar Japanese documents indicate that 

they had never received written confirmation from the Chinese side, as was 

intended. 28 

It should be noted that the Japanese authorities were not unfamiliar with 

the concept of safe zones and the arguments offered for their inclusion during 

periods of armed conflict. The Japanese Red Cross had hosted a conference 

of the International Red Cross in Tokyo in 1934, often referred to as "Project 

Tokyo," during which a resolution provided by rhe Belgian government was 

adopted to form a diplomatic conference to study the exist ing rules of warfare 

and the creation of safe zones, especially with regard to neutral countries deal

ing with Roods of civilian refugees.29 Such a diplomatic conference followed 

in Geneva in 1936 and gave some initial consideration to rhe use of zones for 

civilian protection. The Tokyo conference, the "XV Conference," was pre

sided over by Prince Tokugawa lyesaro, president of the Japanese Red Cross. 

As a follow-on , Japanese pride of sponsorship of this pres tigious international 

body inspired the leaders of the Japanese Red Cross Society to write its own 

history, highlighting various memorabilia from the 1934 conference. The proj

ect included establishing a museum to better showcase the souvenirs. In any 

case, what matters here is that Japan remained party to the several meetings 

' 
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The Jacquinot Zone shaded in on the French map. France: Dimanche 

(September 21, 1946). 

and the conference that followed these early attempts to look at the implica
tions of modern warfare, even though Japan was not a signatory to the Geneva 
Conventions of 1929 and exited the League of Nations in 1938. 

The key to Jacquinot's "diplomatic" negotiations with both sides was his 
ability to work out the language of the arrangements so that the end resul t, 
published in the press of the various countries and communities, presented 
the situation as having the support of both the Japanese military and civilian 
authorities as well as their Chinese counterparts. Rather than pressing for a 
formal agreement, Jacquinot focused his attention on reaching a somewhat 
less conclusive but more palatable "understanding." His strategy involved hav
ing both the Japanese and Chinese authorities come to accept the existence of 
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a protected area in Nanshi, the Jacquinot Zone, but without using terminol
ogy indicating that an "agreement" had been reached between the two warring 
sides.30 The Japanese "acknowledged" the existence of the protected zone, as 
did the Chinese. A Chinese spokesman emphasized that "the consummation 
of the plan does not involve any agreement between the Chinese and Japanese 
authorities ... the important point is that any understanding is with the Inter
national Committee and not with the Japanese. This is also true for the Japa
nese side."3 1 This put the agreement into the hands of a "benevolent group" 
and not a rival third power. By his astute tactics and terminology, Jacquinot 
was able to bring the two sides together in a way that enabled their acceptance 
and, most important, permitted rhe realization of his plan for a safe area of 
refuge for Chinese refugees in Shanghai. 

THE SAFE ZoNE AS R EALITY 

The Jacquinot Zone, as it came to be known, had its southern border 
formed by Fang Bang Road, completely crossing the old Chinese city; Min 
Guo Road, the former site of the old city wall, formed the northern boundary. 
French Concession boundaries formed the eastern and western borders of the 
zone. Barbed wire delimited the Fang Bang boundary, but elsewhere there were 
no barriersY The International Committee issued a second decree repeating 
that two accords had been reached: one between the International Red Cross 
Committee and rhe Chinese authorities, and one with the Japanese authori
ties. It explained that the efforts that had led to the signing of two separate 
accords were motivated only by the humanitarian desires of the three parties.-B 
"The area was to be kept free from the presence of armed forces, military 
establishments and acts of armed hostile activiry."34 It was to operate under 
Chinese civil administration, and Chinese police patrolling the zone were not 
permitted to carry any arms other than service revolvers and barons needed 
for the usual police business. The Chinese side considered the policing of rhe 
Zone to be a matter of sovereignty and insisted that it be the responsibility of 
~he Chinese. Chinese sources claim that C hina's historic experiences with the 
Imperial foreign powers in Shanghai regarding issues of territorial expansion 
made the Chinese authorities determined to ascertain clearly that establishing 
the Jacquinot Zone was nor part of a French plan to extend the area of the 
French Concession southward. Furthermore, rhe Chinese also made sure that 
no other agreement was signed and that the Zone would go out of existence 
when the war ended.35 
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Surrounded by war, the Jacquinot Zone struggles to survive. The Story of the 
jacquinot Zone (Shanghai, 1939). 

The mayor of Shanghai gave a pledge in writing tO free the area from mili

tary structures and operations, and Jacquinot's Refugee Supervisory Commit
tee undertook to see that all pledges made were observed. As additional pro

tection, Jacquinot added the condition that if any violent outbreak occurred 
in the area, making th is kind of supervision unworkable, the committee was to 

inform both the C hinese and Japanese authorities, after which the committee 
would be absolved of irs pledges of maintaining security and all guarantees of 

safety would be withdrawn. As an acknowledgment to the Chinese side, the 
committee also made clear that setting up this zone was not robe interpreted 

in any way as affecting the sovereign rights of the C hinese government, as 
demonstrated by the zoo Chinese police who would maintain the securi ty of 
the zone.·% 

A steady stream of refugees that had previously sought shelter and safety 
in the International Settlement wound through the French Concession to rhe 
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The tiny Jacquinot Zone within the city. North China Daily News. 

new Safety Zone. Initially, in order to ensure necessary order in the Zone, the 

Refugee Committee added an additional level of security by engaging a small 
body of stateless White Russians with military training to support the Chi
nese police. Refugee status was familiar ro these Russian police officers, who 

had themselves become refugees after the Bolshevik Revolution, fleeing to the 
open port of Shanghai. Many were former members of the White Army and 
Navy forces, including even some officers, so their skills were in demand in 
Shanghai. An inspector from the French police force worked discreetly with 
these Russian police. Besides keeping order within the huge refugee popula
tion, police also had to take into account the widespread existence of bandits 
and opium and gambling dens operating in the Zone, as they did elsewhere in 
Shanghai. Passes permitting entrance to the Zone were strictly limited to only 
those with legitimate business within the area, such as Red Cross workers, 

-
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doctors, and members of the Refugee Committee, who also needed to have 

their own passesY These passes, signed by Mayor Yu Hongjun, identified the 
individual and served as the basis for a preliminary registry containi ng per

sonal informacion about the refugee population in the Zone. Oddly enough, 
the overall effect of the Zone's separate existence was that the area became an 
isolated island (gudao) alongside rhe isolated island of foreign Shanghai, with 

precious securi ty like chat offered in the privileged foreign concessions. 

Jacquinor's presentations to the Japanese civilian authorities, as impressive 
as they were, still had to restrain and deal with the most important party ro rhe 
crisis situation, the Japanese military. The International Committee faced a 

crisis almost immediately after the Nanshi Safety Zone opened. Just rhree days 

Iacer, on November 11, fighting broke our in the larger Nanshi area, threaten
ing rhe safety of rhe new Zone as well. In the course of ongoing negotiations 
with rhe International Committee about the future status of the Zone, Gen

eral Matsui !wane di rected Japanese troops to launch a furious attack on the 
Nanshi area. In tense Japanese air bombing and artillery shelling took a heavy 

roll on life and property in the unprotected area around rhe Zone. The old city 
was full of old wooden structures, crowded together on narrow streets. The 
ensuing onslaught of bombings produced at least thirty deadly fires and de
Struction that ravaged large portions of Nanshi and also Pootung (Pudong) .38 

One large fire lasted for twenty-two days, destroying homes, schools, the 
railway station, and factories in the Nanshi area. Thousands of refugees suf
fered from a lack of food or water that lasted for several days.39 St. Joseph's 

Convent, run by the Little Sisters of the Poor, burned to the ground. In the 
midst of th is chaos, terrified Zone refugees pushed up against the entrance 
ro the French Concession hoping for protection. T he gates opened for only 
five minutes, during which a huge swell of refugees pushed into rhe Conces

sion. Immediately, the gates were closed again, barring any more refugees from 
gaining entrance. People inside the Concession in sympathy with rhe refugees' 

plight tossed food and water over the gate to the milling crowds below, who 
caught most of it in wide baskets and upside-down open umbrellas. Nearby, 
a large fire threatened co engulf rhe Zone, aided by wind from rhe sourh.40 

Some wooden structures did catch fire, bur fortunately, these blazes were small 

enough to be quickly extinguished or contained. The question prominent in 
everyone's mind was, who would save the refugees now from the Japanese 
onslaught?41 

Japanese batteries near western Xujiah ui and St. John's University fired 
their howitzers located in the Jessfield Park area across the territory of rhe 
International Settlement, the French Concession, and the Jacquinot Safety 
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Refugees press against the closed gates of the French Concession. The Story of the 
Jacquinot Zone (Shanghai, 1939). 

Zone, a d istance of four miles, at their Chinese targets. Nanshi, the section 
of the Chinese city, south of the Zone, became the new major battleground, 
making refugees in the adjacent Zone again feel unsafe, even though both dur
ing the shelling and the frequent heavy aerial bombing, the Japanese spared 

the Zone serious damage and many casualties. Jacquinot remained in the 
Zone throughout all the attacks, overseeing things from his office base in rhe 

Catholic Cathedral. C learly, he faced an enormous challenge in persuading 
rhe Japanese military to abide by his plan. In his entreaties to them, he re
peatedly stressed the importance of having local foreign and Chinese support 
in maintaining order among rhe burgeoning civilian refugee population. He 
also pointed out the damaging press reporting chat would surely accompany 

any new and extreme behavior by the Japanese military in heavily foreign and 
media precocious Shanghai. 

Chinese t roops, numbering about 5,000 and unequipped to handle the 
Japanese assault, attempted to escape the Japanese arrack on Nanshi by flee
ing into the French Concession. The French authorities agreed to take them 
in, but only after they surrendered their arms. Once inside rhe Concession, 
the French stripped rhem of their arms and placed the sold iers in a temporary 
holding area until secure housing could be readied for their in ternment. The 
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next day, General Matsui, commander of the Central Japanese Area Army, 

occupied Nanshi, excluding the Jacquinot Zone. He rold the foreign press 
that as "virtual master" of Shanghai, he felt free ro rake "any steps" dictated by 

military necessities, in the International Settlement as well as in the Chinese 
terrirories.42 As early as November 1, he had declared rhat wirhin ren days, 

rhere would be no Chinese soldiers remaining in rhe Shanghai region, which 
was ro be encircled, and all communication with Nanjing cur.43 

General Matsui called rogerher rhe Japanese ambassador, Kawagoe, and 
the Japanese Navy commander, Admiral Hasegawa, for a meeting at military 

headquarters ro discuss rhe Shanghai situation. Disagreement arose over two 

of the four points raised during the discussions. Matsui intended the Japanese 
military ro occupy the Chinese banks, cusroms, and telegraph offices inside 
rhe International Settlement in order to weaken their economic influence and 

damage the Chinese economy. Furthermore, he proposed changing rhe British 
Defense Secror so that the left bank of Suzhou Creek would be given over ro 

the Japanese forces and allow for rhe better movement and safety of Japanese 
military supplies on rhe creek. The ambassador and admiral countered wirh 
worries about rhe likely British response ro these proposals and their possible 
negative effect on Japanese international relations. Marsui characterized thei r 
responses as "passive arrirudes" and accused the two of nor having the will to 

destroy rhe financial and administrative base of Shanghai and bring about the 
surrender of the Nanjing government. Instead, he complained, "they ralk only 
about international relarions."44 

Japanese reporrs claim that during the three-day period of intense conflict 
in Nanshi, rhe C hinese administrative agencies, particularly the police, fled 

the Jacquinot Zone. Even Father Jacquinot found himself in serious danger 
when, on the way to deal with water supply problems in rhe Zone, rhe two 
policemen accompanying him were shot dead. The buller meant for Jacquinor 

rore a hole in rhe hem of his cassock. In rhe meantime, nine carloads of police 
officers exired rhe Zone, rhe lasr one on November 13.45 

This lack of security within the Zone required an urgent meering between 

the Refugee Committee and rhe Japanese military ro examine the new securi ty 
situation. The outcome of rhe review was that the Japanese military would 
send a small number of mili tary police to help supervise security in the zone.46 

T heir orders were to patrol the Zone twice a day. T he refugees hid inside their 
homes during rheir rounds. No doubt this Japanese policing was a bitter pill 
to swallow, but the security situation had to be addressed. 

Certainly, the French also had a strong interes t in bringing the situation in 
Nanshi under control. The French Waterworks, essential to a broad segment 
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of Shanghai's population, and the docks on the French Bund, which received 
desperately needed supplies from abroad, were in danger of being destroyed. 
French officials were also feeling srrong pressure from the Japanese regarding 

an ti-Japanese activities in areas under their control or influence. General Mat

sui had downplayed earlier press reports rhar he had far-reaching plans for rhe 
foreign concessions, bur made it clear that abstention from occupation did not 
imply indifference to what was taking place within the two settlements. On 

his instructions, Major General K. Harada informed both the French consul 

and SMC secretary-general that suppression of all forms of anti-Japanese ac
tivities must occur in the settlements to a degree satisfactory to the Japanese 
Army. Otherwise, it would be imperative to rake the necessary action as re

quired from a military perspectiveY 
At a meeting with the French naval commander, Vice Admiral Jules Le 

Bigot, and rhe French consul general, M. Baudez, General Matsui heard of 
their appreciation for his patronage of the Jacquinot Zone, which had brought 
some order ro the general refugee crisis. Taking his turn, Matsui then requested 

French cooperation in permitting the Japanese military to pass through part of 
the French Concession near the Huangpu River embankment in order to al

low for better communication between Japanese troops in Hongkou and those 
engaged in Nanshi. After all, the International Settlement authorities had al
ready allowed the Japanese military to stage a victory parade through their 

concession territory. Matsui also asked rhe French authorities to terminate the 
fiscal operations of C hinese banks that were benefiting by their protected loca
tion within the Concession. The French argued in response that permitting 

armed military personnel to pass through the French Concession would be 
difficult to accept in light of French interests and existing treaty arrangements. 
And as for the banks, they were private, outside of French jurisdiction. Matsui 
rejo ined that in that case, the Japanese would be forced to consider raking 

certain actions regarding French forces in Nanshi. Writing larer that day in 
his d iary, Matsui wrote: "In this way, I threatened rhem."4H French troops 

subsequently rook up protective positions in the Xujiahui village and at Jiao
rong University, where rhere was a large refugee camp.49 The Xujiahui Zone, 
under rhe leadership of rhe American Jesuit Father James Kearney, provided 
for more rhan II,ooo refugees. Housing was provided for 4,000 at Sr. Ignatius 
College. Forrunarely for the French, Marsui would soon rurn his attemion to 

rhe Nanjing campaign. 
By late November, the Jacquinot Zone housed 250,000 refugees, most 

having crowded in from other parrs of Nanshi. 50 It is estimated that at least 
roo,ooo of them were destitute. In addition ro hunger and lack of shelter, at 
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A truckload of refugees enters the Jacquinot Zone. Archives de Ia Compagnie de 
Jesus, Quebec. 

night, certain areas just outside the Zone still experienced the fighting, so that 

fh mes from rhe burning neighborhoods could be clearly seen and heard by 
the refugees. To calm their nerves and boost morale, members of the Refugee 
Committee made a point to visit the Zone daily. Most of the Chinese who 

had lived in what became the Safety Zone had moved our in anticipation of 
Japanese attacks on the Chinese areas. Like the refugees fleeing from Zhabei 
and Hongkou, many of rhese fleeing from Nanshi had sought sanctuary in 
the International Serrlemenr or rhe French Concession. T he wave of refu

gees that came later took over rheir abandoned houses, fi lling every available 

space, living eight to ten rogether in rooms nine feet square. School buildings 
and guildhalls were turned into dormitories. The typical refugee daily d iet 
consisted of bread and hard cake, twice a day. The Refugee Committee de
scribed the condi tions for the most destitute as follows: "They live in the riny 
rooms rucked away in rhe huddle of dark houses, a family together, with their 

bedding on rhe floor and virtually nothing else. In the same room is gener
ally a sick man, sometimes two; the air has been unchanged for the past few 
months."51 
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VIO L ENCE CoNTINU ES 

Nor everything developed smoothly within the Jacquinot Zone. The com

parative security lasted until December 4, when J~panese troops entered the 
Zone after allegations surfaced that a Japanese sold ter had been shot at on the 

boundary road between rhe Zone and the Japanese security perimeter along 

rhe conquered area of Nanshi. The Japanese response to this incident was to 
expand the security perimeter to envelop the area around the Jacq.uinor Zone 
and to initiate a door-to-door search within the Zone for the smper. At the 

same time, a Japanese spokesman challenged the reason for the continued 

existence of the Jacquinor Zone, saying rhar mosr of the hostilities had now 
moved farther west in preparation for rhe move on NanjingY Since rhe fight

ing had d ied down, what was the purpose of the Zone? 
During rhe house-to-house search, on December 16, a grenade was thrown 

at a Japanese sentry. Fortunately, it was a dud, bur this was followed by a 
Chinese sniper attack on a Japanese sentry rhat resulted in injury. T his time, 

rhe Japanese expanded their security perimeter into rhe Jacquinot Zone and 

expelled irs existing security force. 53 

Jacquinot immediately initiated intense negotiations wirh Lieutenant Co~
onel Oka Yoshi ro. His success ar somehow placating the Japanese officer ts 
demonstrated by the statement he issued following their meeting, in which he 

was able to deny that any shooting had taken place. Jacquinor also stated rhat 

rhe area still remained under the authority of the Refugee Committee, and 
that the Japanese troops "continued to live up to rhei r side of the agreement 

by which the Zone came into exisrence."54 

O n December 16, Jacquinot continued lengthy negotiations with the Japa
nese over rhe futu re srarus of the Zone. He explained rhe remedial work of 

the various Zone committees and recounted his progress so far in meeting 

the many refugee needs, emphasizing his ability ro keep them orderly and 
calm, housed and fed. Afrer the ralks, he stressed rhat he was "hopeful" that 

in spite of the presence of the Japanese troops in the Zone, its status would 
remain unchanged, and the Refugee Committee could continue its primary 
functions. 55 On December 19, the announcement came that a full agreement 
had been reached between Jacquinot and the Japanese authorities, under 

which the Zone would continue to be administered by the Refugee Com
mittee, with "the Japanese giving full cooperation in policing and assisting in 
administration."56 A Japanese spokesman praised Jacquinot for having "risked 
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his life while supervising the carrying out of the agreement reached between 
the Committee and Japanese authorities."57 W hat was left unsaid was that the 

Japanese, before their departure, had independently established a new security 
force to take over the policing of the Zone. 58 

Jacquinot was putting a good face on a very bad situation. This was re

vealed in a message from Nelson T. Johnson, U.S. ambassador to China, to the 
chief of the Far Eastern D ivision at the State Department, Stanley Hornbeck. 

Nelson reported that Jacquinot had made a short trip to the city of Songjiang 
(Sungkiang), just southwest of Shanghai , and that along the way, he had seen 

almost no Chinese alive and noted that desperately needed rice crops were 
untended and rotting in the fields. Furthermore, Jacquinot had told him that 

Japanese troops had entered the Zone to round up refugees, including wom
en. 59 In his public statements regarding this, Jacquinot explained otherwise, 
saying only that "Japanese troops took charge of a number of refugees yester

day and removed them to the southern part of Nanshi presumably to be used 
as laborers."c.o In short, Jacquinot was confronted with managing a series of 

very difficult situations, some of which required uncomfortable compromises 
and even sacri fices, but his mission of providing credible security to the Zone 
refugees in his charge remained intact. 

On December 22, a detachment of about roo police officers from the new 

Japanese-sponsored G reat Way [Da dong] Municipal Government Police De
partment came into the Zone ro perfo rm securi ty duty.61 W ith th is devel

opment and the enlargement of the Japanese security perimeter, fears again 
flared up among the refugees. These only gradually subsided with new and 
intense efforts by the Refugee Committee ro provide various kinds of refugee 
assistance to the now 300,000 refugees in the Zone.62 Still other sources pu t 
the number of refugees at 360,000, in an area only one-th ird the size of the 

entire Nanshi d istrict. 63 In the midst of the rising widespread fear and anxiety, 
Mayor Yu expressed the common sentiment of most Chinese in Shanghai: "All 

we have left of the Municipality of G reater Shanghai is Nanshi, bur, even if we 
lose Nanshi , we st ill have our people and their spirit of resistance, which will 
last forever. "64 

Monetary supporr for the new refugee Zone began to come in from a va

riety of sources. The C hinese government, th rough Mayor Yu, gave Jacquinot 
50,ooo yuan to support his refugee work.65 Even the Japanese m ilitary leader
ship became involved in the funding, in pursuit of its own agenda. D isplaying 

Japanese gratitude for the o rder and high degree of organization achieved by 
Jacquinot and the Refugee Committee within the Zone, the Japanese C om
mander Matsui provided Jacquinot's committee with IO,ooo yen.66 On No-
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BY SAPAJOU 
NANTAO'S GOOD SAli-IARlTAN 

Father Jacquinot as "good Samaritan." The Story of the jacquinot Zone (Shanghai, 
1939). 

vember 16, Jacquinot met with Admiral Hasegawa aboard the flagship ldzumo 
to express his appreciation for the Japanese assistance in setting up the Zone, 
whereupon the admiral praised Jacquinot's "good works" and also contributed 
Io,ooo yen to his continued refugee relief efforrs.67 

PRA I SE 

Praise for Jacquinot and his refugee work came from several quarrers. T he 
Japanese m inister of foreign affairs, Hirota Koki , congratulated Jacquinot, 
stating: 
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Thanks ro your courageous intervention between the Chinese and Japanese 
authorities, in complete disregard of the greatest dangers, a refugee zone was 
established at Nansh i, at the rime when our forces dislodged Chinese troops, 
thus sparing from the worst fare about IOo,ooo peaceful and innocent Chinese 
inhabitants. I wish particularly ro convey to you the sentiments of admiration 
and respect of the Japanese nation cowards your humanitarian task, which was 
accomplished in a spirit of complete service and sacrifice. I sincerely wish you 
good health, and the continuation of your beneficial action. l beg you ro accept 
the expression of my highest respecr.Gs 

Shortly thereafter, the local Japanese Army organ, Tairiku shimpo, awarded 

Jacquinot its first annual prize for his humanitarian work, along with I,ooo 

yen in prize money. T he prize included also a silver plaque showing two fe
male figures symbolizing "Sino-Japanese friendship." 

President C hiang Kai-shek expressed his admiration and praise of Father 
Jacquinot's work and service with the following commenrs: "Our brothers ... 

having neither a piece of rile to shelte r themselves nor a peck of grain ... were 

brought through cold and hunger to a state of approaching death ... they 
owed their lives to the philanthropic and unceasing valuable efforts of your 
good self. ... They numbered more than 20o,ooo."69 Later, Jacquinor received 
the Medal of the Order of the Jade from the Chinese governmenr in recogni
tion of his services to the Chinese community and humanitarian endeavors. 

The commander in chief of the French Naval Forces, Vice Admiral Le Big

o t, who had praised Jacquinor for his long and difficult negotiations with the 
Japanese, had this to say: "Father Jacquinot has found a formula, which is good 
nor only in Shanghai, not only for Nanking, but for the entire world. In this 
'treaty,' there are no losers, the adversaries, and the spectators, C hina and Japan, 
rhe Concessions and Humanity gain all, and all win."70 The French ambassa

dor to China, Paul-Emile Naggiar, said in a letter ro Father Jacquinot: 

Those who have encouraged your efforts have seen you striving against the 
horrors of war with the firm patience and courage to which the Refugee Jac
quinot Zone owes its existence. Due ro your efforts more than a hundred thou
sand innocent lives have been saved on the borders of the French Concession 
... an admirable project which is ro your credit as a Christian, a Priest, and a 
Frenchman.? I 

Ambassador Naggiar also played a key role in Jacquinot's receiving the Croix 
de chevalier de Ia Legion d'honneur for his Shanghai work, stating that he 
had accomplished a "most conspicuous task o r action en hancing the prestige 
of France."72 
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Finally, some of the heartiest praise came from the local American and 
Bri tish commanders, who no doubt were very glad o f any measures that might 
lead to a more stable atmosphere in Shanghai on their watch. Admiral H. E. 

Yarnell, from the U.S. flagship, Augusta, said of Father Jacquinot: "Your own 

efforts in securing a neurral zone where over 200,000 people were fed and 
housed under your direction mark an achievement that will be known to fu
ture generations as o ne of the greatest cases of relief work in recorded his

rory."7.l T he British commander, Major-General A. D. Telfer-Smollett, in his 

letter to Father Jacquinot, said: 

In November when I visited the Jacquinot Zone in Nanshi . .. I found thou
sands of refugees .. . being cared for under your guidance. I was profoundly 
impressed by your wonderful work. You have shown the world what can be 
done in the way of a safety zone for non-combatants in times of war and I 
am convinced that in the future, the excellent example you have set will be 
followed J4 

There were also social evenrs celebrating Jacquinot's remarkable success. 

Ambassado r Naggiar hosted a luncheon in Jacquinot's honor on January 29 
and invited eighteen guests, including rhe French consul general, M. Baudez; 

Lt. Colonel L. Peretier; the headmaster of the French College municipale, 
M. Grosbois; and Commandant Fabre. Sti ll another luncheon hosted by Am
bassador Naggiar rook p lace at rhe French C lub, with fifty guests. Jacquinot 
was the guest of honor along wi th members of the Relief Committee. Dr. 

W. W. Yen, chairman of rhe Ch inese Red Cross, was an honored guest. In his 

speech during the fest ivities, Jacquinot graciously gave credit to the "French 
authorities" for maintaining order in the Nanshi Zone.75 

T here is no doubt that Jacquinot had made excellent connections within 
the foreign communities during his long career as parish p riest, professor, and 
spiritual advisor. It is safe to assume that he was trusted as a neutral parry, 

without any political agenda. His involvement in many earl ier humanitarian 
endeavors was so apparenr that it became a solid foundation for rrust among 

all the parries to the series of crises. In the Chinese community, his work in 
Rood relief and in rescuing those in danger during earlier emergencies gave 
him a favorable reputation and convinced them that he could successfully ad

dress the form idable tasks to be faced during the 1937 emergency. Certainly, 
his language skills were crucial to his negotiations during the crisis, enabling 
him to understand the full extent and content of the d iscussions and to know 
both what information to provide and what to hold back. 

There is the inevitable question of whether Father Jacquinot might be 
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viewed as a collaborator with the Japanese authorities in Shanghai. Of course, 

France and Japan were not at war during the time he served in Shanghai, so 
that the term "collaborator" really does not apply. Jacquinor's neutral status as 
a foreign national appealed to borh the Japanese and the C hinese. T he Japa

nese needed to find competent leaders to help them deal effectively with the 

uprooted civi lian population, and Jacquinot's record of service to refugees in 
China enhanced his suitability for this role. As far as rhe C hinese authorities 
were concerned, rhey could nor but be thankful that the agreements amelio

rating the lor of the refugees were made through Jacquinot, and not directly 

wirh rhe hated Japanese. Jacquinot's own primary com mitment was to pro tect 
the refugees, and more rhan once, he accommodated Japanese demands in 
order to achieve rhis goal. A pragmatist, he believed that there was no other 

way to get the job done.76 

With the establishment of the Shanghai Jacquinot Zone, a precedent now 
existed for the protection of noncombatants in rime of war. Jacquinot's ambi

tious plans did not stop at Shanghai. He was so convinced of the need and 
u tility of his zone concept that he decided to apply th is refugee organizational 
experience wherever he could gain official acceptance. He repeatedly stated 
his vow ro create safe ty zones in all Chinese cities, "wherever the Japanese 

invaded."77 As we have seen, similar efforts were going on in Spain ar this 

rime.78 Jacquinot suggested that his Zone might be a useful example, saying: 
"I am fully aware of the fact that such an arrangement [the Jacquinot Zone] 
is o riginal, but would it be vain to express hope that it might, with advantage, 
be copied elsewhere, for instance in Europe(?]"79 In the next chapter, we shall 
see that the Jacquinot model was indeed copied , albeit with uneven success, in 

other parts of China. 

C H APTER FIVE 

The J acquinot Zone Copied 

This is not war but merely an incidenr; foreign nations 
are spellbound by Japan. 

-Madame Chiang Kai-shek 

---:> 
Word of Father Jacquinot's success with the Safety Zone in Shanghai spread 

quickly ro other areas- just ahead of the advancing Japanese armies, it seems. 
Nanjing (Nanking) was rhe next city to seek ro adopt Jacquinot's idea, fol
lowed by Hankou (Wuhan). Then Canton explored rhe idea, as did Hang
zhou, Zhangzhou, Shenzhen, and O uchang. Conditions were different in 

each of these places, as was rhe level of understanding of how ro set up a safe 
zone. These and other factors led ro differing outcomes, but there is no ques
tion that working with Jacquinot's ideas resulted in saving many lives, and 

a measure of protection and relief to countless others. T his chapter will at
tempt to describe rhe safe zones of other areas. Because of a dearth of material, 
and the broad scope of any research effort needed to adequately illuminate 
some key features, coverage cannot be equally thorough for all places. Rather, 

the in ten tion is to broaden and deepen understanding of Father Jacquinot's 
unique contributions to rhe protection of civilian refugees, which extended 
far beyond Shanghai. 

THE NANJ I NG SAFETY ZoNE UNAPPROVED 

Nanjing, China's capital city in 1937, has received voluminous reponing 
and scholarly research, particularly focused on what is commonly referred to 
as rhe Nanjing Massacre. Books, articles, tracts, memoirs from those on the 
scene, postwar trial records prepared in both China and Japan, conferences, 
and conference proceedings, films, and even museums all attempt ro illumi
nate the essence or root causes and meaning of th is ho rrific event. 1 T he city 
had become a primary target, if nor the primary target, when the Japanese 

I 
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forces launched a new stage of their undeclared war with China, beginning 
with the arrack on Shanghai. The city of Nanjing suffered sixty-five aerial 

bombing raids beginning as early as August 15 and before October 15, 1937; 
many more followed in December.2 A map, discovered as early as July in the 

jacket of a crashed Japanese pilot, noting strategic bomb sires in the city, con
vinced some that Nanjing had always been the primary target of the Japanese. 
Adding co the mix of suspicion and fear were Asahi shimbun newsreels show

ing the landing of Japanese troops at Hangzhou Bay. T hese troops, under 
the command of General Matsui, are heard to yell: "On to Nanking," even 

though their immediate mission and destination was Shanghai.3 In reports to 

Washington from Nanjing, U.S. Ambassador Nelson T. Johnson said he was 

convinced chat the Japanese believed rhar once they rook the Chinese capital, 
they would be able to dictate peace terms to the Chinese governmenr.4 

With the ominous events in Shanghai , and as the bombing grew heavier 
with each passing day, wealthy Chinese departed Nanjing for Hankou with 
their fami lies and valuables. Soon, middle-class professionals joined their 

ranks, leaving only defenseless poor civilians and the C hinese military. John 
Rabe, the representative in Nanjing of the German engineering company Sie

mens AG C hina, was one who chose to stay behind in the service of the 
resident Chinese and, especially, his trusted Siemens staff. At fifry-five, he 
had already served twenty-nine years in China, which meant that it was re
ally home to him. As an international businessman, he was fluent in English 

and French in addition to his native German. He did not know Chinese and 
relied instead on conversing with the Chinese in Pidgin English like most 
of the fabled "Old China Hands." He was described as well liked, a simple 

man, practical in demeanor and with only a moderate interest in politics. 
He handled his position in the Nazi Parry, as number two man to Legation 
Councilor Lautenschlager, with some modesty, except when it proved use

ful later on to impress japanese soldiers. On one occasion, as the story goes, 
Rabe, seeing a Japanese soldier about to rape a Chinese woman, roared at h im 

in German, and holding his swastika armband to his face, threw him our the 
door.5 He had lirrle real knowledge of what had transpired in Germany since 
his last brief visit in 1930 and had little opportunity in C hina to learn about 
events there. His attitude ro and views on the Japanese are said to have been 

rather negative, making his approach notably different from that of Jacquinot, 
who, whi le entirely apolitical, was always willing to work amicably with the 
Japanese, as long as it benefited his refugee mission. H owever, Rabe seems ro 
have shared many attributes with Jacquinot, among them congeniality, a sense 
of humor, humanity, and courage. 

Rabe left a diary recording many of his experiences in Nanjing, which has 
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become a valuable primary source on events there. Rabe's November 17, 1937, 
entry records his observations on the departure of rhe Chinese governmenr 

from the capital, using every available means of transport.6 Three days later, 
the Chinese government announced officially char it was moving to Chong
qing, thus leaving the city without a functioning administrative structure? In 

addition, the heads of many diplomatic missions and members of their staffs 

also reported their intentions to move to Hankou. The American ambassador, 
together with certain members of his staff and all U.S. citizens who wished to 
leave Nanjing, departed on November 23 for Hankou aboard the USS Luzon, 

the flagship of the Yangzi River flotilla. 8 With the eventual departure of most 

of the foreign community, as well as the legitimate Chinese government, what 
remained in their place, at least providing relief and some limited amount 
of protection for the C hinese community, was a kind of quasi-governmental 
structure known as the Nanjing International Safety Zone. 

The Shanghai Jacquinot Zone was up and running by chis rime, and word 

of irs success had spread to Nanjing. W. Plummer Mills, the American head 
of the Presbyterian Mission in China, had been impressed by what he heard 
of Father Jacquinor's work in Shanghai with the Refugee Supervisory Com
mittee and the Zone, and he recommended to his colleagues in Nanjing that 
they attempt to establish a similar body rhere. 9 An International Committee 

was established by November 19, made up mainly of missionaries, including 

American doctors from Kulou Hospital, professors from Nanjing University, 
and prominent local foreign business representatives. 10 At a committee meet
ing just three days later, Rabe was elected chairman of the new committee and 
spent the evening drafting a telegram to the Japanese ambassador explaining 
the committee's existence and irs purpose. In language closely resembling that 

submitted for similar purposes by Jacquinor in Shanghai, the telegram read in 
parr: 

The International Committee will undertake to secure from the Chinese au
thorities specific guarantees that the proposed "Safety Zone" will be made and 
kept free from military establishments and offices, including those of com
munications; from the presence of armed men other than civilian police with 
pistols; and from the passage of soldiers or military officers in any capacity. The 
International Committee would inspect and observe the Safety Zone to see 
that these undertakings are satisfactorily carried our. J I 

In addition, the International Committee asked their mentor, Jacquinot, to 

contact the Japanese ambassador and request permission to establish a Nan
jing Safety Zone, hoping that his influence would be decisive in winning Japa
nese official support. 12 

I 
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T he committee next outlined the boundaries of the proposed new Zone, 

which would include, in its area in the western part of the city, Nanjing Uni
versity, Ginling Women's Arts and Science College, the U.S . Embassy, Rabe's 

own home, the German Embassy, the Nanjing International C lub, and the 
Japanese Embassy. It would occupy an area of about two square miles, or 12.5 
percent of the city, and include the following specific road boundaries: on 

the eastern border, Z hong Shan Road, to the west was Xikang Street, and on 

the south and southeast, Hanchung Road. Red Cross Bags were to be used to 
mark the specified boundaries, as in the Jacquinot Zone in Shanghai. 

Al though appropriately formal, Rabe's telegram had a less amicable tone 

than Jacquinot's correspondence with the Japanese authori ties. It ended with a 

strong plea for a "prompt reply." Of course, Rabe and the others were not on 
familiar terms with the Japanese authorities, certainly not with the Japanese 
ambassador in Shanghai. And as time wore on, Rabe became quite frustrated 

with his Japanese contacts and was often impatient and rather sharp in his of

ficial dealings with them. 
The Japanese authorities responded on November 24, saying that they re

garded the proposed zone in Nanjing as entirely different from the one in 
Shanghai. 13 First, Nanjing was the Chinese capital and, as such, the center of 
military planning. At the local level, while they were still studying the pro

posal, the Zone as proposed included Drum Tower Hill, which was mounted 

with Chinese anti-aircraft guns. T hey also charged that one of the Zone's bor
ders was Zhong Shan Road, the likely passage of C hinese troops along which 
could not be tolerated. And most objectionable of all , the exis tence of a Zone 

would only hamper the Japanese drive on Nanjing. This was, in effect, equiva
lent to saying no to the proposal. The Chinese authorities, not surprisingly, 

strongly supported an International Safety Zone Committee in Nanjing. 
Thinki ng to further bolster his case, Rabe rook the unusual step of writing 

a personal telegraph to Adolf Hitler, sending it through the German Consul
ate in Shanghai and asking rhe FUhrer to intercede with the Japanese govern

ment to grant permission for the creation of a neutral zone for noncomba
tants. T his somewhat na·ive appeal produced no response from Berlin, and, 

in a state of anxiety, Rabe sent a second telegram to Tokyo on November 28 

looking for a posi tive reply. Finally, it was left to Jacquinot to inform Rabe 
and his committee by telegram that the "Japanese authorities have duly noted 
the request for a safety zone in Nanking, but regret that they cannot grant 
it." 14 The Japanese added that they would respect the area if it were militarily 
justifiable. Clearly disappointed, Rabe replied that he would continue to wai t 
for an official response directly from the Japanese authorities to him and the 
Nanjing International Safety Zone Committee. 
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Rabe lacked Jacquinot's close proximity and long-standing relationship 
with local authorities, both Japanese and foreign, military and civilian. He 

was, after all, a businessman whose main job was representing the Siemens 

China Company. When he did make contact for the benefit of the commit
tee and refugees, he had to go through a circuitous route that often involved 
officials of the U.S. Embassy, located aboard the USS Panay, anchored in the 

river, during much of the crisis, who queried Japanese officials in Tokyo or 

Shanghai by military radio. Even mail deliveries depended on when the next 
gunboat had a scheduled sailing for Shanghai, and official dispatches were 
often forwarded by foreign news services. It was a very different community 
from cosmopolitan Shanghai. 

Jacquinot, on the other hand, had frequent personal contacts with Chi
nese, French, American, British, and Japanese officials, civilian, diplomatic, 
and military, to assist him in dealing with the refugee and relief crises. As 
already noted, his credibility as a negotiator during this sensitive period was 

further enhanced in that inasmuch as he was a priest and not a government 

official, the Japanese viewed Jacquinot as a "benevolent third party" and not 
a representative of a rival "third power." '5 W ith a large foreign press estab
lishment in Shanghai reporting on the war, and the existence of two large 
foreign concessions with primary concern for the lives and property of their 

inhabitants, Jacquinor's prospects for success were no doubt greatly enhanced. 

Nevertheless, the Jacquinot Zone was situated outside the protected "extrater
ritorial settlements" and surrounded on three sides by the devastated Chinese 
territory in Nantao, an area still wracked by Japanese aggression. It would not 
be fair or accurate to say that Jacquinot faced lesser challenges in his work of 
protecting the Chinese refugee community. 

The Japanese authorities were willing to say to the Nanjing International 

Committee largely what they had said in Shanghai: that as long as the pro
posed zone did not harbor any C hinese military t roops, weapons, or military 
facilities, it would not be attacked. The Japanese military would endeavor to 
respect the specified district as long as doing so was consistent with military 

necessity. 16 W ith three columns of Japanese troops advancing toward Nanjing 
and 50,ooo C hinese troops pledged to defend the capital city "ro the last," this 

was indeed a tall order for the Nanjing Committee to fill. C hiang Kai-shek 
had ordered his generals to "defend the established lines at any cost." 17 

On December I, the mayor of Nanjing, Ma C haojun, turned over the ad
ministrative responsibilities for the Zone to the International Committee and 
provided it with 450 Chinese policemen to provide security, as well as 2,ooo 
tons of rice, ro,ooo bags of Aour, and a substantial amount of money. 18 The 
establishment of more than twenty refugee camps followed, as more and more 
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refugees streamed into the Zone area, which eventually housed more than 

200,000 refugees. The International Committee asked the Chinese military 

to remove all military personnel and fortifications from the Zone, including 

three trenches already being dug in the southwest portion of the Zone, which 

was done.19 To aid in their work, the International Committee welcomed the 

close cooperation of the newly established Nanjing Chapter of the Interna

tional Red Cross, seven of whose members also served on the International 

Com m ittee. 
But the situation continued to worsen. On the morning of December r, 

the U.S. Embassy staff held a meeting to explain to the remaining American 

citizens in the city the plans for evacuating them. Rabe was invi ted to leave 

with the Americans but chose instead to stay, as did the other members of the 

International Commirree. As one of his German colleagues noted, Rabe did 

not remain in Nanjing for business reasons, but in order to establish a Nan

jing zone of refuge for the 200,000 noncombatants, similar to that created 

by "Pater Jacquinot" in Shanghai. 20 With the foreign departures, the com

munity was reduced to just twenty-seven, including eighteen Americans, five 

Germans, one British , one Austrian, and two (White) Russians. For purposes 

of comparison, the resident foreign population in Shanghai was 33,410 in the 

International Settlement and 10.377 in the French Concession. 21 The Japanese 

military considered the fact that there were so few foreigners in Nanj ing an

other reason for a forceful attack. 
This same German friend ofRabe's doubted the viability of the Nanjing In

ternational Safety Zone, because it lacked, in his view, the authority to prevent 

either Chinese or Japanese soldiers from entering the Zone. His doubts proved 

to be well founded . In early December, the Chinese military commander in 

Nanjing, Tang Shengzhi, ordered the entire outside circumference of the city 

walls be cleared by fire for the purpose of creating a battle zone outside the 

city. While this allowed certain temporary advantages for the C hinese forces, 

it also meant that when the Japanese forces arrived, there was no place for 

them except inside the city walls. Furthermore, the Japanese advanced toward 

Nanjing so quickly (II kilometers a day) that they outran their supply lines, 

meaning that when they arrived in Nanjing, they would need to forage within 

the city for basics such as food and water. These factors alone would create and 

inflame an already dangerous situation in this city lacking a government and 

an effective military force, and occupying what many considered a strategi

cally indefensible site at a bend in the Yangzi River. 

On December 7, President and Madame Chiang Kai-shek left Nanjing 

by airplane for Nanchang, entrusting the protection of the C hinese capital 
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to General Tang. T he German ambassador, Dr. Oskar Trautmann, agreed to 

act as mediator for Chiang Kai-shek with the Japanese, even though he was 

not optimistic about Japanese willingness to negotiate. The Japanese military 

considered the terrain of Nanjing and the defense works constructed by the 

Chinese as having turned the city into o ne huge fortress. They claimed it was a 

contradiction in terms that a safety zone should exist in such an area. After the 

Shanghai Japanese consul general, Okamoto Suemasa, called for the evacua

tion of all foreigners from Nanjing, Trautmann warned that those who went 

to the Safety Zone in Nanking did so at their own risk. 22 The next day, the 

American Embassy evacuated all the remain ing staff to the USS Panay, where 

temporary offices were established.23 

On December 9, the Japanese began their attack on Nanjing with unceas

ing aerial and artillery bombardment and armored forces. As ordered, Chinese 

soldiers met the attackers with courage and stamina. But by evening, after a 

very bloody day of fighting, it was clear how the battle would go. On the next 

day, Japanese airplanes dropped tons of leaflets with a message from General 

Matsui to General Tang demanding that the Chinese surrender by noon the 

next day or "Nanjing cannot but witness the horrors of war, with the atten

dant destruction of age-old cultural relics." He stressed that those innocent 

civilians who complied with this order would be treated with mercy, as would 

"all non-hostile soldiers."24 

Minnie Vautrin, an American m issionary and dean of studies at Ginling 

College, witnessed the events that followed in the attempt to avert the loom

ing crisis. General Tang received a proposal from the International Comm ittee 

for arrangements to be made for a three-day truce during which the Japanese 

would hold their position while the C hinese forces retreated from the city. 

Rabe also presented the proposal to the American officials aboard the Panay, 
with the request that they contact the Japanese m ilitary to arrange the truce 

and to inform them of the existence of the "Safety Zone" in Nanjing. In the 

meantime, General Tang sent a rad io message to Chiang Kai-shek in H ankou, 

asking for his approval of the truce proposal, which C hiang, holding to his 

original policy of all-out defense and no negotiations, immedia tely rejected. 

When no Chinese representative appeared the next day to respond to the 

Japanese demands for surrender, General Matsui gave the order for an all-out 

attack on Nanjing. Alarmed and anxious, members of the International Com

mittee went on board the Panay and requested still another attempt to arrange 

a truce with the Japanese. The next day, Panay left, sailing upstream on the 

Yangzi, thus ending any contact th rough the U.S. diplomats.25 
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THE N ANJI N G MA SS AC RE 

Recognizing that the city was about to fall , General Tang sent a telegram to 
Chiang Kai-shek, reporting on the perilous situation. The city was now with

out water or electricity, and night was approaching. Chiang responded with 

an order to retreat "at an appropriate time." Then, apparently upon further 
consideration of the reported desperate situation, he sent another telegram 
ordering Tang to organize a retreat. Tang tried one more time to effect a truce. 

Two committee members agreed to carry a white flag and proceed to the front 

to negotiate this time directly with the Japanese military, but it was already too 
late. After meeting with his officers and issuing the order for the troops to re
treat, Tang fled the city that evening. When the news spread of his departure, 

chaos and a state of panic seized the city. The following describes the scene at 
this time written by an eyewitness to the events: 

There was panic as they made for the gate to Hsiakwan (Xiaguan) and the 
river. The road for miles was strewn with equipment they cast away-rifles, 
ammunition, belts,-everything in the way of army impedimems. Trucks and 
cars jammed the roads, were overturned, caught fire; at the gate, more cars were 
burned- a terrible holocaust,-and the dead lay feet deep. The gate blocked, 
terror-mad soldiers scaled the wall and let themselves down on the other side 
with ropes, puttees and belts tied together, clothing torn to strips. Many fell 
and were killed. But at the river was perhaps the most appalling scene of all. A 
Aeet of junks was there. It was totally inadequate for the horde that was now in 
a frenzy to cross to the north side. The overcrowded junks capsized, then sank; 
thousands drowned.26 

In the early hours of December 13, Japanese forces entered the city under 
the command of Lieutenant General Prince Asaka Yasuhito, son-in-law of the 
late Meiji Emperor, grandfather of the reigning emperor, Hirohito. The troops 
met with little resistance from C hinese forces, most of whom were fleeing o r 

had already disappeared into the civilian population and International Safe 
Zone. There was no government or even military leadership in the city ro 

negotiate with, although it is doubtful that any negotiations were intended. 
T he Japanese troops still had a vivid memory of the bloody Shanghai cam
paign, which had claimed the lives of 9,n 5 of their comrades, as well as 31,257 

woundedY Logistics had been poorly planned, so that the troops had not 
been well supplied with food and water en route and had even received orders 
to depend on provisions available locally. This obviously carried the intention 
that the troops should reward themselves by looting and pillaging, which they 
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did no holds barred. Gangs of roving Japanese soldiers entered shops, homes, 
and buildings where they loo ted at will and repeatedly raped the women they 
encountered , brutally killing any husband or child who might prorest. Often 
they killed the woman as well when they had finished with her, or passed her 

on to others for repeated rape. John Rabe would report to the War C rimes 
Trial that no fewer than 20,0 0 0 cases of rape occurred during the first month 
of Japanese occupation of Nanjing. This number may well be conservative in 

light of the likely reticence of family members to report cases. 

The International Committee reported 425 cases of looting, theft , rape, 
and murder to the Japanese authorities.28 These were ones about which they 
knew enough and could provide some details. Any examination of the record 

reveals that the murderous behavior of the Japanese troops included appall

ing savagery. Any original reasons for the fighting quickly became obscured 
by the random violence. One observer equated what he heard and saw to the 
brutality of Attila and the Huns, with the raping of children and cold-blooded 
slaughter of civilians. He noted one drunken Japanese soldier who, unable 

to obtain the women and drink he demanded, shot and killed three Chinese 
elderly women and wounded several others. Photographs of the atrocities and 

accounts from traumatized women have been made available in several works 
and illuminate how humans apparently can harden themselves to barbarism 
and go through strange mental and physical transformations.29 Given the fail

ure of their officers to restrain the Japanese troops who were out of control and 
prevent atrocities, the events in Nanjing became a paroxysm of sadism and 

anguish. 
An immediate problem for Rabe and the others on the International Com

mittee and International Red C ross Committee once the Japanese occupied 
Nanjing was that so many C hinese soldiers had melted into the civil ian popu

lation, including in the International Safe Zone. They had d iscarded their 

weapons and exchanged their uniforms fo r regular clothing to disguise their 
identi ty. In the days and weeks that followed, many insisted on being taken 
inro the Zone for protection. The Japanese Embassy claimed that as many as 
20,0 0 0 Chinese soldiers in plain clothes were hiding in Nanjing, many in the 

Safe Zone.30 In a letter to the japanese commander on December 14, Rabe 
naively reported that some trapped soldiers had pleaded ro be taken in, and 
that he had agreed to allow them protection once they were disarmed .-} 1 Rabe 

was, of course, relying on the promise made earlier by General Matsui that 
the Japanese would not punish C hinese troops who did not threaten them or 
harbor resistance. Rabe and the committee learned quickly that there was no 
protection for unarmed soldiers in the Zone, and that for others, especially 

t 
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women, there was only a limited amount of safety provided, if any. Japanese 
soldiers entered the Zone in search of former Chinese soldiers. Their method 
of identifying soldiers was to gather all the able-bodied males together for in

spection. T hey examined the skin on thei r foreheads for any telltale marks that 
might suggest a helmet had once been worn; their shoulders for calluses from 

carrying heavy equipment; and their hands for calluses from carrying a gun. 
Those who fai led the rest were tied together in groups and transported out to 

rhe edge of the city, where, after digging a trench, they were machine-gunned 
and bayoneted in large numbersY The American news correspondent for the 

New York Times, who was an eyewitness to the Japanese raking of Nanjing, 
later estimated Chinese military casualties at 33,000, a figure that included 

20,000 who were executed by the Japanese.33 

Chinese troops similarly trapped in Shanghai's Nantao were more fortu
nate owing largely to the different local circumstances. As we have seen, the 

4,000 Ch inese soldiers who had not been able to retreat with their units and 
becam e trapped in Nantao were able to flee into rhe French Concession for 
protection, where they were summarily disarmed and interned. The most the 

Japanese authorities could do about this asylum was tO complain loudly to 
the French police and French consul. And with this possible avenue of refuge 

available ro C hinese soldiers, Father Jacquinot could more easily maintain a 
very strict policy of denying the soldiers access to the Jacquinor Zone. This 
meant he was able to avoid the prospects of mass killings of former soldiers 

that occurred so frequently in Nanjing. 
Civilians in Nanjing also trusted the Japanese promises of generosity and 

kind treatment, at least at first. D r. Robert W ilson, one of the three American 
doctors in Nanjing and the only surgeon on the scene ro care for the wounded 

after the Japanese conquered the city, reported: 

This afternoon I put a cast on a lovely little girl of 13. When the Japanese 
came to the city on the 13th, she and her father and mother were standing at 
rhe entrance of their dugout watching them approach. A soldier stepped up, 
bayoneted the father, shot the mother and slashed open the elbow of the little 
girl giving her a compound fracture. She has no relatives and was not brought 
to the hospital for a week. She is already wondering what to do when she has 
ro leave. Both the father and mother were killed. -~4 

In sharp contrast , the Jacquinot Zone had no reported civilian casualties or 

bombings after its establishment and for its three-year duration. 
There have been many different estimates of the number of people killed in 

Nanjing. The count is determined by the quantity and quality of the available 
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data and the vantage point, political leanings, or patriotic feelings of the one 

making the estimate. Rabe offered the low figure of 50,ooo-6o,ooo, bur chis 
excluded the military fatalities and the many killings beyond his knowledge 
or viewing. The 1985 Massacre Memorial to the Nanjing victims has the fig

ure 300,000 inscribed on its fas;ade. Nanjing University researchers, working 

with those from the famous Second Historical Archives in Nanjing, further 
researched the issue and put the number at 340,000.35 The postwar Tokyo war 
crimes trial insisted that the number of civilians and prisoners of war indis

criminately killed during the first six weeks of the Japanese occupation was 
over 20o,ooo.36 

In contrast to all of these estimates, Japanese revisionists have argued that 
the Nanjing Massacre is nothing but a historical fabrication, just as some have 

denied the existence of the European Holocaust. Others claim that the num

ber killed was very small , with one account putting the figure at just 47 civil
ians killed by Japanese soldiersY Whatever the "correct" number, and many 
scholars and researchers seem to accept the figure produced at the Tokyo Trial, 

there can be no question that the Nanjing Massacre of 1937-38 was a horrific 
evenr.38 

In the circumstances, it is perhaps nor surprising that the Nanj ing Safe 

Zone was short-lived. Of course, the Japanese had never approved of its exis
tence from the start. The first step in its demise was the announcement by the 
Japanese military attache, Fukuda Tokuyasa, that in the future, all refugee and 
relief business, including the key responsibility for provisioning the refugees 

with food, was to be handled through the new Self-Government Committee, 
or Autonomous Government, established on January 1.39 Having lost irs key 

function, the International Committee received orders to transfer all of its ad
ministrative power, cash, and provisions to this Japanese-controlled new body. 
Next was the required registration of all civi lians with the Japanese military 
authorities by February 4, 1938, after which time they were to leave the Safe 

Zone and return to their homes. The final blow came on January 28, when the 
Japanese military ordered all the refugee camps closed. 

Even into March, there was still no respite from the rape and ki lling by 
Japanese soldiers. G iven these circumstances, and still hoping to exert some 
influence, the In ternational Committee decided to change its name to the 
Nanjing Relief Committee. Rabe hoped to make clear that the committee, 
with no administrative authori ty, still could play a key role in provisioning, 
especially if the Japanese military could establish security in the city. The nam e 
change occurred on February r8 and was followed by a farewell party for John 
Rabe who in the meantime had been ordered by his company to return to 
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Germany. Rabe left Nanjing on February 23 after being honored by Chinese 
and other foreigners for his courageous service in protection of the Chinese 
community and his leadership of the In ternational Committee. 

W ith the name change and growing Japanese resentment over irs contin
ued existence, the Safety Zone ceased to exist, and most of the twenty-five 

refugee camps were finally closed.'0 The Ginling camp and five other small 

camps lasted until May 31, 1938. Capping the Japanese conquest of the Chi
nese capital, a Japanese puppet government, styled the Reformed Government 

of the Republic of C hina, was launched at Nanjing on March 28, 1938, under 
President Liang Hongzhi, amid a flurry of Japanese and five-colored Chinese 
flags. All authority and services were now firmly in the hands of the Japanese 

and their puppet organizations. 
After the end of World War II , the International Military Tribunal for the 

Far East (IMTFE), convened in Tokyo, found General Matsui guilty on the 
last of the many counts brought against him, count 55· The charge read that 
as a responsible governmenr official, he and others had "recklessly disregarded 
their legal duty by virtue of their offices to rake adequate steps to secure the 

observance and prevent breaches of the laws and customs of war."41 Matsui was 
subsequently condemned and executed. Another key figure in this story, the 

Japanese Foreign Minister Hirota Koki , was found guilty of omission under 
the same count and likewise condemned and executed. To this day, conrempo
rary Japanese foreign ministers' repeated visits to the cemetery containing the 
Yasukuni Shrine honoring rhe 2.6 million Japanese war dead, which includes 
the remains of the executed war criminals, is an issue that evokes continued 

tension between China and Japan. The Chinese identify rhe shrine visits and 

the favorably revised historical accounts of the 1937 Nanjing events appearing 
in some Japanese school textbooks as major irritants in their ongoing dealings 

wirhJapan. 
Of course, many Japanese are aware of the catastrophe that played out in 

Nanj ing. One good example of this thinking is contained in a prominent 

Japanese biography of Foreign Minister Hirota, which makes the key point 
that "the moral compass had been lost by the Japanese military, causing the 

Japanese to go below a humanistic standard. T hat was the primary cause of 
what happened at Nanjing."42 W hat was the moral compass? To some, it was 
General Matsui. To others, the circumstances were too complicated to settle 

on one cause. 
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THE H ANKOU APPROVED SAFE ZONE 

Along with H anyang and Wuchang, Hankou is one of three cities that 

straddle the middle Yangzi River in what is known today as Wuhan . Together, 
rhey make up a major commercial transshipmenr cenrer on rhe river. Hankou, 
the governmental cenrer of rhe three Wuhan ciries, becam e the new focus 

of Father Jacquinot's efforts to establish anorher safe zone for Chinese refu
gees.43 

In November 1937, as Nanking was about to fall, mosr Chinese government 
offices moved to Hankou and Chongqing, wirh the exceptions of rhe Customs, 

the Posr Office, and the Special Disrrict Court.44 The Foreign Affairs Bureau 
and Ministries of Health and Finance set up their offices in Hankou, while the 

Ministry of Communications wenr on to Changsha. Other principal organs 
of government, the Judicial, Examination, and Control Yuans, began their 

lengthy move to a more protecred and permanent residence at Chongqing in 
western China. In rhe interim, H ankou would serve as the C hinese capital 
until the consolidation of the various government bodies could rake place at 
Chongqing. 

In a bewildering array of political developments, the Japanese, as nored 
above, had set up rhe new Reformed Government of the Republic of China 
at Nanjing. This body was in addition to the Chinese Provisional Govern
ment established earlier in Peking, led by Wang Kemin. So when these two 

pro-Japanese regimes are added to Chiang Kai-shek's Narional Government 

at Hankou and the key Chinese government agencies that had moved to 

C hongqing, China's confused political scene in early 1938 included at least four 
governments. And in the midst of these jerry-rigged political developments, 
the war continued unabated. The Japanese, while reiterating rheir intention ro 

conducr no negotiations and have no dealings with Chiang Kai-shek, pushed 
on to their next military objective, Wuhan, where they expected to overcome 
all organized Chinese resistance once and for all and reduce China's national 
government to the stare of an insignificant local regime. 

The Wuhan cities came under severe attack as early as September, when 
Japanese airplanes launched a daytime raid aimed at destroying the Hanyang 
Arsenal. The target remained undamaged, but 700 Chinese lost their lives. 
More raids followed sporadically, raking an enormous toll on the cities and 
their facilities, with serious loss of life. The refugee throngs, made up of peas
ants, workers, merchants, students, and reachers raised the population ofWu
han from r million to 1.5 million by late spring 1938.45 The Japanese military 

I 
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regarded the Wuhan complex of cities as a Chinese military stronghold. T he 
ongoing series of bombings and attacks could nor have been unexpected , in 
that General Matsui had made known his intention, after taking Nanjing, of 

moving on toward Hankou, and even C hongqing, if necessary, to "overcome 
C hinese resistance." 

Father Jacquinor played a very important and direct personal role in estab
lishing a safety zone in Hankou. Because rhe H ankou Zone opened almost a 

year after the Jacquinot Zone in Shanghai, he had the benefit of the consider

able experience gained from the operation of the latter, as well as of the safety 
zones in Nanjing and H angzhou. 46 His deft hand would be needed, because 
press reports noted that Japanese military authorities were increasingly resent

ful of refugee zones established without their approval, and rhat any zones 

usually caused d ifficulties fo r the Japanese military during tactical operations. 
As for the si tuation in Hankou, the Japanese questioned why foreigners want
ed to stay in dangerous war zones. Suspicious of a hidden Chinese agenda, 
they urged the foreign leaders to use their influence with the Chinese national 

government to stop ir from using foreign areas of the city for military purposes 
and to remove the foreign civilians from the city."? 

In considering plans for H ankou, the Shanghai Jacquinot Zone was held 
up for praise, because its establishment had been approved by both rhe Chi
nese and Japanese forces and it had proved to be very successful, especially 

as viewed by the Japanese. Hankou, on the other hand, presented a different 
set of problems, because of its being viewed by the Japanese as a government 

center and the main base of resistance to Japan. It was also thought to harbor 
numerous espionage agents and saboteurs. Like Nanjing, it was regarded as 
strongly defended and the protection of noncombatan ts (hi-sentoin) under 
these ci rcumstances necessitated the complete and rapid withdrawal of all 

C hinese military forces from the city. More specifically, the Japanese regarded 
the Hankou foreign areas (the French and former foreign concessions) and 

Zone location, where thi rd country nationals were likely to gather to seek pro
tection for themselves and their property, as places where Chinese might hide 
and carry our resistance, as happened in the Nanjing Safe Zone. The Shanghai 
Zone had fo rtui tously been located outside, if adjacent to, the foreign area. 

T he Japanese view was that creation of a refugee area in Hankou could only be 
allowed when there was no fear that it would be abused by "resist Japan terror 
groups."48 

In spite of these reservations, d iscussions involving Jacquinot and the Japa
nese continued unabated. As early as February 1938, the Japanese government 
informed the U.S. ambassador that a safe zone at H ankou might eventually 
be established. The Japanese Imperial Forces would respect it so long as strict 
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conditions were thoroughly met.49 So the thinking as described was, not to 
completely abandon the idea of creating a refugee area in Hankou, but ro al

low it only when it was certain that anti-Japanese terrorist groups would not 

abuse such a zone. 50 

The Episcopal C hurch and the Roman Catholic Church had substantial 
interests in the Wuhan area and thus were interested in having Father Jac

quinot apply his talents and contacts with the foreign powers and, especially, 

with Chiang Kai-shek to win cooperation for the establishment of a refu
gee zone in Wuhan. C hristian church organizations would establish eleven 
refugee shelters in Wuhan. 51 T he executive secretary of the National Council: 

Protestant Episcopal C hurch in the United States, John W. Wood, contacted 
Stanley Hornbeck of the Stare Department with these concerns. 52 In response, 

a cautious U.S. State Department instructed rhe American consul general in 
Shanghai that American officials were to "scrupulously avoid any statements 
of responsibility for either the Chinese or Japanese regarding the observance 

by either of assurances given the other in connection with the establishment 
of refugee zones." On the other hand, these same officials were encouraged to 

give " informal and unofficial" assistance to the Refugee Committee in Hank
ou- in other words, to the private offices of Father Jacquinot, head of the 
Refugee Commirree, visiting Hankou.53 

Even more significant than the lessons of the past to Jacquinot's efforts to 

establish new refugee zones were the powerful contacts he made during a self

described foreign fund-raising trip between May 2 and August 2, 1938. Leaving 
Shanghai by ship, his first stop was in Japan, where he was able to arrange for 
a meeting in Tokyo wi th Foreign M inister Hiro ta Koki. 54 It was an excellent 
opportunity to explain rhe successes and obstacles to refugee work in China 

and ro learn about Japanese official policy regarding this ongoing work being 
pursued during wartime. No doubt Father Jacquinot marshaled all of h is pow

ers of persuasion to influence Hirota's th inking about refugee conditions and 
the utili ty of safe zones. 

After his meetings in Japan, Jacquinot sailed on to the United States and 
met with Stanley Hornbeck and even President Franklin Roosevelt to request 

aid for his refugee centers and discuss the situation in C hina. More wi ll be said 
about his American travels in the next chapter. 

During Jacquinot's absence from H ankou, the French consul general 
reported that the British wanted to try their hand at negotiating with the 

Japanese without Jacquinot's assistance, reflecting the petty jealousies that his 
diplomatic successes evoked locally. Rising quickly to his defense, Bishop J. S. 
Espelage, in charge of Catholic War Relief, responded: "Seulle Pere Jacquinot 
pourra reussi r" ("Only Father Jacquinot will be able to succeed"). 55 

t 
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Jacquinot returned to Shanghai in August 1938 and presently learned that 
on September 5, rhe Japanese government in Tokyo had published assurances 
that on certain conditions, Japanese forces in China would refrain from at

tacking a designated area in Hankou. A government spokesman said: "Al
though we believe that, thanks to Father Jacquinot who is an experienced 

man, any matter will be handled smoothly [we do have certain conditions]."56 

These conditions became the topic of detailed talks between Jacquinot and 

the Japanese consul general in Shanghai, Hidaka Shinrokuro, concerning 

plans for establishing a refugee zone in Hankou. The style of this one-on-one 
negotiation session was that Father Jacquinot would make a clear statement 
regarding some planned aspect of the proposed zone, such as location or con

tent, which Hidaka then followed up by either adding to or subtracting from 
Jacquinot's proposition. 57 These talks continued with still more discussions 

involving Jacquinot and Okazaki Katsuo58 and S. Kawahara, representing the 
Japanese consulate, with W. J. Keswick speaking for the Shanghai Sub-Com
mittee of the Special Hankou Notified Zone Committee, formed by Jacqui
not. A memorandum followed containing the minutes of conversations at the 

September zrst meeting, where arrangements appear to have been finalized. 
The basic condition for setting up the zone was that there must be "complete 

and absolute demilitarization by the Chinese government of the area."59 De
mi)itarization was understood to mean no Chinese military establishments 
within the zone and no presence in or in transit through the zone area of uni
formed men other than special police recognized by the committee. If this was 

achieved, "Japanese Imperial Forces will not attack the area provided that it is 
marked with Red Cross flags and closed and barricaded with barbed wire."60 

Speaking for the Shanghai International Committee and the Japanese con

sular authorities, Jacquinot held meetings in Shanghai with British officials 
and Ambassador Naggiar to discuss the plans for a zone in Hankou. Naggiar 
expressed his complete devotion to the idea, but cautioned that the French 

Consulate in Hankou did not have the resources in manpower or materiel to 
support this mission on a level similar to the French Concession's support of 

the Jacquinot Zone in Nantao. Even the marking of boundaries for the zone 
and the police force necessary for its protection would exceed French capabili
ties in Hankou. Jacquinot and Naggiar agreed that the best way to ensure suc
cess at Hankou was to combine the territories and resources of all the former 

concessions in the effort.61 

The next round of talks initiated by Father Jacquinot concerning prospects 
for a Hankou Zone took place in Chongqing with Madame Chiang Kai-shek. 
On October IO, 1938 , Jacquinot responded directly to the many policy con-
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cerns raised by his charming bur firm host. Again, Jacquinot's negotiating 

style involved a process of give and take. To Madame Chiang's argument that 
Hankou would not fall and must be defended at any cost, he countered that 
irs position on two rivers (the Han and the Yangzi) made it indefensible, es

pecially with significant Japanese naval power anchored offshore. Madame 
Chiang next argued that certain tactical preparations needed to be made, and 

that having the noncombatants out of the way would only enhance chances of 
military success. She wanted to continue the policy of evacuating civilians and 

to take other steps that might uphold and strengthen Chinese morale. On this 

point, Jacquinot maintained that evacuation was important and would help 
clear the fighting area of refugees, but some could not be evacuated and would 
need to be cared for. With a zone committee in charge of the refugees, Chinese 
morale and treatment would be far superior than if the noncombatants were 

left to be provided for by the Japanese. A zone committee could also take tem

porary custody of valuable properties and keep them out of Japanese hands. 
Finally, Madame Chiang was convinced that the Japanese were anxious for the 
establishment of a zone, so why grant their wish? Jacquinot responded rhar, 
on the contrary, the Japanese authorities viewed a zone as a hindrance to their 

military operations. The discussions ended with Madame Chiang promising 
her personal support for a Hankou Safe Zone.62 

French Consul General Lucien Colin reported thatJacquinot had informed 
him confidentially that both President and Madame Chiang had declared in 
favor of a zone. Colin praised Jacquinot's role in these negotiations, saying that 
he conducted himself with the greatest prudence.63 Then came rhe question 
of funds to support the zone. While still in Chongqing, Jacquinot estimated 

that at least $7oo,ooo would be needed and requested at least $soo,ooo from 

the Chongqing government.64 Before his departure, Jacquinot heard from Dr. 
H. H. Kung (Kong Xiangxi) that funds likely would become available af
ter the formal recognition of the zone. This good news must have prompted 
Jacquinot's enthusiastic comment to the press upon his arrival in Hankou that 
"Hankou refugees will be well taken care of" That said, he hurried off to meet 
with the French consul.65 Jacquinot made this official on October 25, when he 

announced that a Hankou Refugee Zone had been officially recognized and 
that the Chinese government was financing ir.66 

The agreed-upon zone included the area bounded on the east by the Yangzi 
River, on the west by the Peking-Hankou Railroad, on the south by Kiangsun 

or Kiang Han Road, and on the north, across from the Japanese Conces
sion. It embraced the French Concession, and the former German, Russian, 
and British Concessions. The zone consisted predominantly of foreign-owned 
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property, the inviolability of which had al ready been conceded. A new consid
eration added to rhe conception of the H ankou Zone was the requirement for 
a margin, or demilitarized no-man's-land, outside and around rhe area on the 

west, north, and east for a distance of approximately one kilometer (.62 mile) 

from rhe zone boundary to avoid unforeseen damage and the risks of fighting 
near the zone.67 This idea came from the Japanese, based on their experience 

at Shanghai, where they claimed the Chinese were able to use the foreign areas 

to launch attacks against Japanese forces and also to cause damage to foreign 
interesrs.68 The main intention was to avoid a refugee zone so situated as to af
ford refuge for defeated C hinese t roops. Certainly, this kind of margin would 

have been a useful feature in Nanjing. 

Another provision was that rhe entry and occupation of the city were to be 
controlled by the incoming military police and not by regular troops. In addi
tion, a local police force, acting under the supervision of the Hankou Refugee 
Committee, was to assist in the daily administration of the zone. Even after 

the Japanese occupation ofHankou, the Refugee Committee was to continue 
to function, especially during the transi tion stage and changeover of adminis

tration. This was to assure as orderly and practical a process as possible. Clearly 
reflecting Jacquinot's personal stamp, it was stared that the "main concern of 
the Zone Committee are the humanitarian essentials," the protection of thi rd 
party persons and property, and the avoidance of chaos and disorder.69 

Jacquinot made a strong bid for a refugee district to be set up in Wuchang, 
where he noted the existence of many hospitals, schools, and mission prop

erties. In presenting his case, he granted that this area was already strongly 
fortified, but pledged that every effort would be made to arrange for a demili
tarized zone to surround the Wuchang district. He stressed the impossibili ty 
of overlooking the importance of the humanitarian aspect of the proposed 

Wuchang Zone. The Japanese were not swayed by these arguments and re
fused to approve the establishment of a Wuchang zone because of its extensive 

mili tary fortifications and the near impossibility of converting it into a demili
tarized zone. 70 

On October 25, after the official announcement that Hankou would not be 
defended, Chinese government leaders began departing the city. Taking thei r 

place, rhe established H ankou Refugee Zone Committee, with Jacquinot as 
temporary head, assumed control of the Hankou Special Administrative Dis
trict. At the opening of the zone, Jacquinot reported that the new committee 
had been officially recognized and, indicating that his efforts in Chongqing 
had gone well, would be financed by the Chinese government.71 This com
mittee was to serve as the temporary adm inistrative body until it handed over 
authority " to the successional authority."72 At that point, the security of che 
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refugees would become a matter for the new, presumably Japanese, adminis
tration to consider. The estimated number of refugees to be protected by the 
new zone committee was given as 40,ooo.n 

T he Refugee Committee included members from Germany, Italy, France, 
America, and Britain.l4 Bishop A. A. Gilman would take over as head of the 

committee when Father Jacquino t returned to Shanghai. Jacquinot declared 
firmly that the zone had no ulterior political purpose, but only humanitarian 
goals for the protection of the C hinese community. Its purpose was to assist 
the old, sick or infirm, women with children or parents wi th large families, 

who could no t easily face the dangers and difficulties of travel and thus must 
remain. It would also take over the fu nctions of city administration from the 

departing Chinese officials. Hankou Mayor K. C. Wu pointed out that of the 
1.25 million residents in Hankou, 400,000 still remained in the Wuhan cities 

and needed protection. Before departing, Mayor Wu said at a press confer
ence: "I will leave behind thousands of poor people, some destitute, who have 

been unable to evacuate-bur I know that I leave this flock in good hands .... 
The Japanese domination of China is impossible. "75 He praised the work of 
Father Jacquinot, declaring the existence of the Hankou Refugee Zone to be 
the result of his dedication.76 

The American journalist Agnes Smedley was in H ankou at this time, re
porting on events there for the Manchester Guardian. She was known to be 

sympathetic to the Chinese communists and while in Shanghai, had had a 
relationship with the famous Soviet/Comintern spy Richard Sorge. During 

her stay in H ankou, she joined the Chinese Red Cross Medical Corps and 
strongly criticized rhe International Red Cross in China for withholding dona
tions and medical supplies from her Chinese o rganization in order to support 
and fund only mission hospitals and programs.77 She described the war as a 

godsend to missionary institutions, which she described as locations at which 
countless civilians found refuge from the Japanese threat and had Christianity 

preached to them. Credible and essential institutions such as the Chinese Red 
Cross Medical Corps received no supplies or funds, at least initially, so chat 
the mission work could have adequate foreign help. Still , Smedley apparently 
felt compelled to include in her reporting that this International Red C ross 

and Refugee Committee did accomplish the amazing fear of establishing a 
"'safety zone' which eventually kept nearly 40o,ooo C hinese" in H ankou.78 

Nor wanting to grant it roo much credit, however, she described rhe zone's 
~urp?se as not specifically for humanitarian purposes, as claimed; in her opin
Ion, It served as a "reservoir of labor" for foreign factories in Hankou and for 
the Japanese war machine. 

The Refugee Committee's first essential task was to remove all troops, de-

t 
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fense works, arms, and ammunition from the area. lr was assisted by offers 

of cooperation from the foreign powers to help carry our these tasks. ·A Brit

ish force of roo, billeted in the British Consulate, prepared to rake up patrol 
duty, and a small party of British sailors constructed the barbed wire barrier 
along the border with the Chinese city. Italian sailors and U.S. naval person

nel, quartered at the Navy YMCA facilities, provided support. The British 

gunboats H MS Gnat and HMS Tern anchored off the former German Con
cession. Foreign volunteers in the Hankou Zone, armed only with batons, 

mobilized to help patrol the streets after rhe Japanese forces arrived. 
When the Japanese forces approached the city, they were mer with a minor 

Aood, caused by the Ch inese, who had broken some of the dykes. Japanese en
gineers quickly constructed a bridge, and the first to cross were armored cars, 

followed by Japanese infantry. Father Jacquinot and French Consul General 
Lucien Colin met the Japanese officials and participated in the official ceremo
nies for the recognition of the H ankou Refugee Zone.79 Next, Ital ian marines 

opened the way for the Japanese forces to enter the Refugee Zone area, assur
ing rheir officers rhat rhere were no armed troops in the Safety Zone. Father 
Jacquinot arrived at the entrance to conduct the vanguard of Japanese forces 

along a route that went through the former German Concession and across 
territory behind the other former concession areas. En route, a naval captain 

and Father Jacquinot investigated the road ah ead to make certain that it had 
been cleared for passage by the Japanese soldiers, who, resuming their march, 

passed through without incident.80 

Thereafter, the takeover and occupation of Hankou proved to be more 

orderly by far than what transpired at Nanjing. Of course, there was violence, 

with explosions that damaged the Japanese Consulate and Naval Headquar
ters, as wel l as the main railway station. Most of the damage came from fuses 
set by retreating Chinese forces meant to destroy military buildings, centers of 

communication, and public utilities of possible use to the Japanese. Regard
ing the utilities, Jacquinot made a direct appeal to the Chinese authori ties to 
spare the waterworks, which was essential for the survival of the remaining 

refugees. Only minor damage to the plant fo llowed, which engineers were 
able ro repair within a few days.81 Telephone and mail services ended, causing 
anxiety among rhe foreign population, who were unable to let their fami lies 

know how they were. 
The Japanese did nor bomb the H ankou Zone. Instead, rhe Japanese forces 

subjected the retreating C hinese forces southwest ofWuchang and elsewhere 
to intense bombing raids. Other major targets included rhe destruction of 
rhe former Guomindang Offices and the fo rmer headquarters of Chiang Kai
shek. Violence accompan ied the Japanese move into the city, some caused by 
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their own forces, some by C hinese. Successive explosions rocked the buildings 
and smashed windows all around t)le perimeter of the Hankou Zone, and fi res 

set ar different sites in the city and in Wuchang burned for several days. Some 

Japanese looting of houses and shops did occur, with C hinese laborers often 
being used to transport the stolen goods. A foreign missionary in H ankou 

reported one murder and several incidents of rape by the Japanese troops.82 

Still , rhe French ambassador reported that the necessary transition continued 

to make progress thanks to the measures taken to assure the best conditions 
given the d ifficulties of the siruation.83 

By November r, the situation in Hankou was reported to be calm. T he 

evacuation of Chinese civilians from the former concession areas to the new 

Refugee Zone took place rapidly, and foreign property remained intact. T he 
Zone was strictly demilitarized, and the Japanese military, having allowed . 
the temporary continuation of the existing police force to maintain order, 
assumed policing responsibiliries. 84 In accordance with the mutual under

standing, armed Chinese soldiers had always been refused entrance into the 

Zone, as they were in the successful Shanghai Refugee Zone. The eventual 
disposition of the H ankou Zone, once the Japanese completed the occupation 
and the situation stabilized, was that the refugee communi ty within rhe Zone 

moved to Wu Shien Miao, located two miles further up the river. Because the 
Japanese military had not bombed or attacked the Hankou Refugee Zone, it 

remained the only parr of the city that was intact and was therefore most at
tractive and livable for rhe Japanese occupiers, who rook over the area for their 
housing and administrative needs. 

A review of the evidence and circumstances suggests that these improve
ments as to the outcome of the Japanese attack and occupation of Hankou 
emerged because of three major factors. The Japanese military in C hina had 

better command leadership at the battle of Wuhan. The buildup for earlier 
campaigns had been sudden, and the campaigns nor really planned. By the 
time of the attack on Wuhan, the military command in Tokyo had a better 
grasp of what it was trying to accomplish in China. T he passage of one year 

helped foster the successful planning and development of the mutual under
standing between rhe two still warring opponents regarding the fate of the 

Wuhan cities. Also, Japanese tactics and behavior were moderated by the ex
perience of the Japanese rampage in Nanjing and the ensuing sense of shame. 
Finally, Father Jacquinor's skillful implementation of rhe understanding, and 
his having won the backing and cooperation of Chiang Kai-shek and May
or K. C. Wu, was essential to the relatively successful outcome at Hankou. 
Speaking with extravagant praise, Consul Colin declared that one man saved 
Hankou from total destruction, "c'est le Pere Jacquinor. " 
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O T H E R SAFE ZoN E S 

Other areas concerned or threatened by advancing Japanese armies made 
an effort to establish "Jacquinot Zones" to protect their Chinese civilian popu
lations, sometimes with very unusual variations. Those mentioned below are 

not known to have had any direct or extensive involvement by Father Jacqui

not, o ther than his model serving as a guide as to how to go about establishing 
a local safe area. It is known that a safety zone was being discussed as early as 

Decem ber 5, 1937, fo r the population in H angzhou. The French Consulate at 
Xiamen (Amoy) repo rted that Spanish Catholic Fathers and Sisters in Zhang

zhou had established a "sort of Jacquinot zone" in a village two miles east of 
Zhangzhou. It was to serve as a place of refuge for themselves and 8oo Catho
lics and any others once the war reached Zhangzhou. Their leaders claimed 
that the Chinese mi li tary had guaranteed that no troops would en ter the area 

and had even contributed $1,000 to support the refugees. Rather than mark

ing the zone boundaries with the usual Red Cross flags, they reportedly used 
the French flag instead, marking off the area with bamboo fencing. T his was 
their own variation of the Jacquinot theme, but, unfo rtunately, their efforts 
failed to win the requested Japanese approvaLs; 

The French ambassador also recounted efforts by the Catholic Mission 

at Ouchang, near Nanjing, to establish a safe zone. The priests marked off 
boundaries for a safe zone area and won certification from the Chinese that 

no troops were in the area. T he Japanese treated this request as they did in 
the case of H ankou, by info rming Father Jacquinot of their requirements and 
likely approval if those stipulations were mer.36 

A news service reported that a refugee zone had been created at Shenzhen 

as the result of an agreement between Ronald Hull o f the Hong Kong Rel ief 

Society and Nakamura Toyoichi, the Japanese consul general. T he expected 
conditions to be met were that there be no C hinese troops in the zone and no 
anti-Japanese activities.H7 At the same time, Japanese officials agreed in prin
ciple to a refugee zone in Hong Kong.8H 

The city of Canton, which the Chinese government decided to yield with

out resistance, had suffered intense aerial bombing since as early as September 

1937. O n O ctober 23, 1938, after an orgy of destruction similar to what had 
taken place in the Zhabei dist rict of Shanghai, local authorities finally got 

Japanese perm ission to set up three safe zones for the protection of noncom
batants. British and American officials established the Canton Anglo-Ameri
can Refugee Committee on November 7, identifying the Trinity School, the 
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Hackett Memorial Hospital, and the Canton Hospital as central points for 

refugee protection. T he Japanese military agreed to designate these areas as 
out of bounds for Japanese soldiers, and the Chinese assured consular officials 
that no C hinese soldiers would venture near the zones. T he American officials 
added Lingnan University, which had been bombed in early June, as a zone for 

women, chi ldren, and aged noncombatants. Monetary support in the amount 

of $5o,ooo came from T. V. Song, who promised the local Bishop Hall that 
another $5o,ooo would soon follow.s9 

Another request fo r a safe zone encompassing the Cangqianshan area near 

the p~rt city of Fuzhou came from American officials in Shanghai, not Father 
Jacqumot, on June 30, 1939. The official Japanese response, given by Japanese 
Consul General M iura, had become their standard reply and was reported as 
follows: 

I have now been informed of the decision of the Japanese authorities which 
stares that although they are unable ro recognize formally the proposed tem
porary safe zone, they are prepared not to make that area the objective of their 
atrac~ so long as no Chinese armed forces occupy or approach that area in 
quesnon or else use or rake advantage of it for military purposes.9o 

Had the request been made through Father Jacquino t, with h is guarantees 
that the required conditions had been met, the Japanese most likely would 
have formally recognized the requested safe zone. T heir affi rmed and reaf

firmed trust in Jacquinot's word, plans, and actions had become a key factor 
in their decision-making. 

. As shown by the evidence, Jacquinot's zone concept provided an essen
tial b_lanket of securi ty to thousands of homeless and th reatened refugees. In 
fact, tf the 250,000 refugees (a conservative estimate) in the Shanghai Refugee 

Zone, the 20o,ooo who managed to survive in the Nanjing Refugee Zone, the 
more than 40,ooo refugees protected in Hankou, and the estimated 30,ooo 
protected in other zones are added together, Jacquinot's scheme can be said to 
have succored over 500,000 Chinese refugees, most of whom would almost 
certainly have died but fo r him. 

I 
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C HAPTER Six 

Raising Funds Abroad 

For benefi ts received are a delight to us as long as we 
think we can requite them; when that possibility is far 
exceeded, they are repaid with hatred instead of grati
tude. 

-Tacitus, Annals 4.18 

~ 

The need for funds to cover the many relief requirements inside the Jacquino t 
Zone made it imperative that outside sources of funding be found. There 
were many requests from different organizations for financial support from 
the Shanghai Municipal Council of the International Settlement, the location 

of Shanghai's most prosperous business enterprises. The response was always 
that the po licy of the council was to refrain from spending "ordinary Munici

pal budget" funds on poor relief work. At meetings of the council, the chair
man and others o ften warned that if the council became involved in refugee 
monetary support, it would raise the danger that the large refugee support 

organizations, such as the International Red Cross Committee, YMCA, and 
Shanghai International Relief Committee, would t ransfer responsibility for 

these services permanently to the council. The council members concurred 
on the need to postpone assuming responsibili ty for the refugees as long as 

possible. 1 

American donors were not deterred from raising relief funds in the United 

States. A key member of this early fund-rais ing effort was former President 

Herbert Hoover, who organized a committee of wealthy Americans to gather 
donations. Hoover had worked in C hina as an engineer and had even been 
engaged in building defenses and rescue work in Tianjin in 1900 during the 
Boxer Rebellion. According to Chinese sources, Hoover's effo rt was very suc
cessful, raising 10 million Chinese dollars. To show how important this sum 
was, only 2 million Chinese dollars had been raised fro m all sources by early 
December. O nly 50,000 dollars had come from the C hinese National Govern
m ent. Hoover m entioned that the money would be handled by the lnterna-
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t iona! Red Cross Committee and del ivered with dispatch to provide relief to 

China's wartime areas.2 The Geneva-based International Red C ross Commit

tee reported that in 1938, Japan contributed 10,ooo Swiss Francs to the Red 
Cross, some of which likely reached C hina in rel ief fund ing.3 

In Shanghai, the autho rities in the French Concession started a French 

Refugee Lottery to raise funds for relief needs. Always innovative and willing 

ro meet a pressing need with often less than tradi tional methods, Jacquinot 
helped establish the refugee lottery along with Leon Richard Shinazi, a local 
businessman, who then supervised its successful operation. After extended 

debate, the International Settlement voted to allow the French Lottery tickets 

to be sold in the Settlement, as long as the conditions of the sale and supervi
sion met the Shanghai municipal po lice and council condit ions. A suggestion 
that the SMC also establish a Municipal Lottery for refugee relief was voted 

down on the grounds that the council had always followed a policy of not 
countenancing public gambling in the Settlement. Its members saw no need 

"to lower the customary standard of behaviour of the C ouncil in such mat
ters. "4 W hile such an explanation of policy might indeed be questioned, given 
the number of nightclubs, dog and horse racing tracks, and other amusement 
centers that flourished in the Senlement, the council always claimed publicly 
to strive fo r a display of concern for moral standards in the Settlement.5 

Instead, the accepted method of fund-raising fo r refugee relief in the Settle

ment was by the Voluntary Entertainment Fund. Ho tels, restaurants, movie 
theaters, and other entertainment places collected a certain percentage of thei r 
sales for the express purpose of supporting mainly refugee needs. For example, 

5 percent of every dollar spent on food and of the cost of room rentals went 
toward the Fund.6 Fo r many, it seemed like an unfair and unwelcome tax 

on customers, but it did provide considerable amounts of funds in this city, 
which thoroughly enjoyed its lively social scene. Local schoolgi rls from the 
foreign settlements raised money by selling copies of their publication, The 
Girl's Delight. Money also came from charitable concerts, and Chinese school

girls canvassed the neighborhoods and streets of the foreign concessions.? 
Still , the needs were unmet, and Father Jacquinot realized that he would 

have to call upon his own fund-raising skills developed during earlier relief 
emergencies for raising money. Since the Jacquinot Zone was located outside 
bo th of the two pro tected settlements, he would have a d ifficult time making 
a case for receiving relief funds from either of their governing bodies. Instead, 
he came up wi th ambitious plans to meet the needs in the Zone by means of a 
fund-raising tour o f the United States and Canada. His campaign was to start 
on May 2 and last until his return to Shanghai on August 2, 1938. 

I 
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Before departing C hina, Jacquinor visited H ong Kong on March 8 to dis

cuss rhe perils of the refugee situation, his upcoming travels, and the pressing 
need for government funds. He met first with the governor, who had asked 

that he call during his stay, and brought him up tO date on the situation in 
Shanghai. Later, he emphasized tO a gathering of prospective wealthy con
tributOrs that the Chinese government was fully behind his relief efforts. H e 

selected some of those in attendance at his presentations on the refugee si tu

arion in China to serve on a new steering committee he organized for the 
purpose of receiving funds for refugee relief work. For any who migh t still 
question the extent of his high-level support, upon his arrival he had waiting 

for him three telegrams from H ankou inviting him to add a visit to the capi

tal to his itinerary. T he invitations came from H. H. Kung, president of the 
Executive Yuan, T. V. Song, and Chiang Kai-shek himself. A private airplane 
was sent to Hong Kong to bring Jacquinot to H ankou, where his three hosts 
treated him cordially. T hey praised his work, but also that of the Catholic 

C hurch in China for generosity of service to all those in misery and in need 
of relief. Chiang also agreed tO include in their final banquet celebration the 

apostolic delegate to China, who had been seeking an opportuni ty to meet 
with high-level Chinese officials. Madame Chiang invited the apostolic del
egate to offer a prayer before the banquet began. A highlight of the occasion 
was the announcement that the existing law forbidding the reaching of reli

gion in classrooms was now to be rescinded in response to the excellent work 

of Father Jacquinot wi th C hinese refugees, especially regarding the Jacquinot 
Zone, and the service of the Catholic Church in China. 8 To show his personal 

appreciation, Chiang Kai-shek gave Jacquinot a letter of acknowledgment, 
with a signed photograph of Chiang and a personal dedication.9 These items 
would prove to be especially useful during his fund-raising tour of the United 
States and Canada. 

During their discussions, Jacquinot emphasized the plight of the many 
homeless children and praised Madame Chiang for her efforts to "relieve their 

suffering." He added that he was praying for a quick resolution tO what he 
feared might be a long-drawn-out conflict with Japan. His diplomatic appeal 
to the government leaders must have made quite an impression, because press 
reports indicate that the temporary Hankou National Government pledged 

$250,000 (in Chinese dollars) for his relief work, to be transferred by the 
Finance M inistry. This brought the total amount of money donated by the 

government to $750,000 in cash and $8oo,ooo in bonds. 10 

In recognition of this and other substantial relief accomplishments, French 
Ambassador Paul-Emile Naggiar hosted a luncheon on March 28 to honor 
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Father Jacquinot and members of the Jacquinot Rel ief Committee. C haracter

istically, Jacquinot rold the fifty invited guests, assembled in rhe luxurious sur
roundings of the French C lub, that his work could not have been carried out 
without the support of his colleagues, the aid given by the French authorit ies, 

the cooperation of the army chiefs, and the help given by the Red Cross. 11 Dr. 
W W Yen (Yan Huiqing), chairman of the Shanghai International Commit

tee of the Red Cross, was one of the distinguished Chinese guests attending. 
Jacquinot was a vice-chairman of this body, as were W. H . Plant and J . R. 

Jones. 12 Celebrations included rhe announcement that Father Jacquinot had 
been made a chevalier of the Legion d'honneur on February 12 fo r his estab

lishment of the Nanshi Safety Zone. Many of the guests predicted that his 
work in Shanghai would earn him a place in history.13 In a final tribute to 

Jacquinot, Ambassador Naggiar, in a personal letter, said that the priest had 
already saved IOO,ooo lives on the borders of the French Concession and he 
wanted to wish him well on his "errand of mercy" to raise funds abroad. 14 

T he official sponsor of]acquinot's foreign travel was the Shanghai Interna
tional Committee of the Red Cross Society of China, under Chairman Yen. 
His official purpose was to confer with officials of the American Red Cross 

and the China Famine Relief Corporation, both located in New York City, 
concerning the plight of refugees in China.15 Another responsible group to be 

consulted was the American Advisory Committee for Civilian Relief in China. 
Its chairman was Arthur Basset, and it included as members prominent Amer
icans familiar with Chinese relief problems. This organization was to handle 
the distribution in China of conrributions raised or received by the American 

Red Cross and transferred through the faci lities of the U.S. State Departmenr 
and American Consulate General in Shanghai. This advisory committee was 

necessary because the American Red C ross wanted to avoid the responsibility 
for conducting the actual relief work in China at this time. 16 

To help promote his mission, Jacquinor brought with him films and abun
dant li terature to demonstrate to audiences the severi ty of the refugee problem 

and need for relief. One of the most effective booklets, published by the Chi
nese American Publishing Co., was The Story of the "jacquinot Zone," Shang
hai, China, a handsome volume with an artist ic cover, sewn together with 
silk cord. Inside were several good photographs, documents, and cartoons 
that gave a comprehensive, upbeat view of the work in Shanghai. Officials 
of the American Red Cross reported that they had effectively used thei r copy 
of this document to provide a basis for discussion "of zones of immunity" at 
the Sixteenth International Red Cross Conference just held in London. 17 Jac
quinot told his hosts that, rather than undertaking a general lecture rour, he 
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preferred to speak befo re small groups of inrerested (and presumably wealthy) 
persons. 1

H 

The American Red C ross had already been active in China relief, raising 
money according to its policy of making private appeals for funds and then 

making Red Cross o rganizations available to receive conrributions throughout 
the United States. T he basis of this policy was that contributions be en tirely 

volunrary. This was the policy that guided Jacquinot's request just ro speak 
before small groups and not pursue a national appeal. To this end, Jacquinot 
planned to call on Norman Davis, chairman of the American Red C ross, in 

his New York offices on May 2 1. 19 

Many concerned with the C hina emergency did not see this low-key ap
proach as being adequate to raise the amounr of money that China desperately 
needed. Forrunarely, their concerns were shared by none other than President 

Franklin D . Roosevelt, who favored a more aggressive approach. Stunned by 

rhe events in Nanjing and the sinking of rhe gunboat USS Panay by Japanese 
naval aircraft on December 12, 1937, Roosevelt made a national appeal for 
China relief in a letter to the American Red Cross, dared January 17, 1938, and 
set a national goal for fund-raising at U.S. $1 million.20 The initial Red Cross 
response was that we "do not do [fund-raising] drives." 

New supporr came on January 25, when the press published the Presidenr 
Roosevelt's letter, wirh encouragement from the State Department. Also, en

thusiastic supporr from church groups and charity organizations was impres
sive and could not be ignored.21 In addition, Julian Arnold, rhe American 
commercial attache in Shanghai, visiting the United States, urged rhe State 
Department to request the president to instruct rhe Red Cross that a "drive" 
was in fact necessary to raise the substanrial rel ieffunds needed .22 Under these 

circumstances, the Red C ross came under heavy pressure ro respond wi th a 
more act ive relief program. W ith the information now public that the presi

dent had already set a specific fu nd-raising goal, Red C ross leaders worried 
that if they failed to meet the new goal, it would look bad for the president, 
the Red Cross, and even rhe country. 2J It was well known that the British 
relief programs had been very generous. In any case, this new more aggressive 

d irection was what would guide Jacquinor, accompanied by Arnold, once he 
arrived in the Uni ted States. 

His first stop on h is fu nd-rais ing tour was Japan, where, as mentioned 
above, he met with Foreign M inister Hirota, presumably not for fu nd-raising 

purposes, since no monetary t ransfers are mentioned, bur to discuss the situ
ation in C hina, the Jacquinot Zone, and perhaps the events in Nanjing and 
future developments elsewhere in China. His travel ro the United Stares was 
aboard the Empress of Canada, where he found opporrunities to give lectures 
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to those on board, providing firsthand information on the refugee situation in 

China and his work in rhe Nanshi Zone. These lectures, o f course, concluded 

with a call for donations, during which he rook up a collection. 24 H is first stop 
along the way across the Pacific was in Honolulu, where he spoke to a gather
ing oflocal businesspeople. The turnout was substantial, as was the generosity 

of those who attended. His audiences seem to have been genuinely moved and 

charmed by this one-armed priest making a plea fo r aid to desti tu te Chinese 
refugees under attack in war-torn C hina. 

T he French Embassy in Washington had made preparations for Jacqui

not's official engagements in Washington, backed by letters of support for 
the relatively unknown priest from American, French, and C hinese officials. 

These reached the State Department and W hite House, paving the way for 
Jacquinot's high-level visits in Washington. O ne particularly descriptive letter 
came from Dr. W. W Yen, Chinese ambassador to the USSR from 1932 to 

1937. Ambassador Yen said: "A 'missionary statesman,' Father Jacquinot is an 
impressive figure, tall and lean in his black priestly garb, on which he wears the 
'badge of the International Red Cross Committee- a red cross in a bold blue 

circle. His white beard and sensitive, kindly eyes never fail to warm the hearts 
of the wounded and destitute. "25 

On May 18, 1938, Jacquinot landed in Vancouver, where members of the 

press greeted him and his photograph appeared in the Vancouver Sun. The 
coverage highlighted his work with the Jacquinot Zone in Shanghai and re
ported that he would be meeting with President Roosevelt during his upcom

ing visit to Washington. 26 

Shortly after his arrival in Washington, accompanied by Father Edmund 
Walsh, S.J ., founder of the Georgetown University School of Foreign Service, 
Jacquinot met with Stanley Hornbeck, chief of the State Department's Divi

sion of Far Eastern Affairs, on May 24, 1938. Jacquinot outl ined the refugee 
situation in C hina wi th special reference to the Shanghai area. He also related 
the contents of his discussions with Chinese leaders in Hankou and those with 

Japanese government officials that occurred just before starting his journey to 
the United States, stressing that both governments held the view that the con
flict in C hina would last for a considerable period. Jacquinot po inted out that 
because of the extended conflict, the refugee problem in C hina was bound 
to continue and that increased efforts were essential to meet the severe and 
widespread needs. T he problem was one of humanity, he said; it had nothing 
to do with the conduct of hostilities as such. And he added: "in my opinion, 
the problem of affo rding relief to the civilian refugees is the most important 
humani tarian problem facing the world today."27 

Jacquino t outlined at length the administration of relief in Shanghai, in-
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eluding the work being done in the Nanshi Safety Zone. Hornbeck, apparent
ly well briefed ahead of this meeting, gave a brief survey of the activities of the 
various relief organizations in rhe United States, especially as they related to 

work in China, including the efforts of various church groups to raise funds. 
The meeting concluded with Hornbeck telling Jacquinot that his work in the 

United States in assisting in the raising of funds for civilian refugee work in 

China "had our official blessing. "28 

At the request of the French Embassy in China, the French ambassador in 
Washington, Comte Rene Doynel de Saint-Quentin, conracted Secretary of 

State Cordell Hull and reported that Jacquinot had expressed a strong inrerest 
in paying his respects to Presidenr Roosevelt during his visit to Washington. 

The chief of protocol, George T. Summerlin, passed the request to Marvin 
H. Mcintyre, secretary to the president, with the State Department's strong 

recommendation that Roosevelt receive Jacquinot before leaving Washington. 
After reviewing Jacquinot's background and major accomplishments in Chi
na, Summerlin's recommendation emphasized the potential importance of his 

detailed "personal knowledge of conditions in China."29 

Jacquinot met with the president on May 26. He described his meeting 
with Roosevelt during an interview given to the North China Herald upon his 

return to Shanghai. Two days after his arrival in Washington, he said: 

[T]he White House rang me up and asked me to come over immediately and 
I lost no rime in doing so. I found myself waiting with a Senator in the Of
fice of the Presidenr's Private Secretary. The Senator impressed upon me the 
importance of his mission- something to do with locust prevention work-to 
my amusement. I waited only five minutes and then was ushered into the 
President's private office, ahead of the Senator.-'0 

The French ambassador accompanied Jacquinot and introduced the one
armed priest to the seared president. Speaking of his first impressions of rhe 
president, Jacquinor said; "You have probably heard of the famous Roosevelt 
charm? It is not in the slightest an exaggerated description." Roosevelt had 

smiled and told him to speak freely. Jacquinot had prepared a presentation, 
but he realized that the president was a very busy man, and he had been so 
much under Roosevelt's spell, he claimed, "that I clean forgot it all."31 No 

doubt, these were comments meant for the special appetites of the Shanghai 
press, and his meeting with the president actually had real substance and im
port. Besides informing the presidenr about the refugee situation in China, he 
likely informed Roosevelt briefly about the content of his recent discussions 
about the Chinese military and political situation with Chiang Kai-shek in 
Hankou and the Japanese foreign minister in Tokyo. In any case, he achieved 
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his refugee "mission of mercy" during this most important visit, in that Roos
evelt approved the generous amount of U.S.$700,000 for the C hinese relief 

program, which would be transferred to China through official channels using 
the American Red Cross as the conduitY 

T he recent China events had helped focus American attention on China 

and the Japanese threat. President and Madame Chiang Kai-shek had been 

proclaimed "Man and Woman of the Year" by Henry Luce's Time magazine 
in January 1938. Roosevelt had publicly expressed his deep regret over the 
Japanese bombing and sinking of the USS Panay and the terrible events at 

Nanjing. In a speech to Congress, he raised the issue of freezing Japanese as

sets in the United States. These events and the American reactions made it an 
opportune time for Jacquinot's visit in support of the war refugees in China. 

The American Red Cross was to channel the acquired funds to the Inrerna

tional Red Cross Committee in Shanghai. The American Advisory Commit
tee, however, remained the important point of contact for consultations with 

Madame Chiang regarding the distribution of funds and relief work. In Au
gust 1938, the Advisory Committee transferred $5o,ooo through the American 
Consulate in Hankou to Madame C hiang to cover the emergency needs of 
women and children in the capital area. 

In a press conference, Madame Chiang reported that the national govern
ment had taken over all relief work, noting that authorities in cities could not 
handle the relief work successfully alone. The work and the financial burdens 

were too great. The national government, with its appropriate supervisory 
committees, served as the central point for distributing funds and setting pri
orities.33 Madame Chiang made another request for $50,000 from the United 
States to further meet the needs of women and children. This amount arrived 

in December, along with her indirect plea for still more funding.34 In Novem
ber, Madame Chiang asked that all funds be paid in gold and deposited di

rectly in the Central Bank of China. 35 American refugee relief programs were 
becoming an important source of her government's funds, and some suspected 
that the funds might be going to programs other than relief work. 

The fund-raising campaign in the United States got under way with Jacqui
nor handling the "drive" in the eastern and central states and Julian Arnold, 

the West Coast stares. A typical event included some local publicity to start, 
a lecture on China and the refugee problem, and then the inevitable call for 
funds and a collection. 

Jacquinor began his drive in New York by hosting a major gala, which again 
showed his resourcefulness in raising funds for his refugee causes. He had 
the important and able assistance of Colonel Theodore Roosevelt Jr. , national 

I 
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chairman of the United Council for Civilian Relief in China.36 Jacquinot an

nounced, with some characteristic hyperbole, thar "no disaster in China's his

tory can compare with the war, flood, disease, and famine in that country 
roday. "37 The New York event, called "A Night in Old C hina," was held in 
Chinatown on June 17 and starred a nationwide drive ro sponsor a series of 

what were called "bowl of rice" parries. Plans were ro hold 2,000 of rhese par

ries in 280 cities across the country. Many were to be held on or near rhe Chi
nese natio nal holiday on October 10. Each guest was expected ro contribute to 
the relief fund rhe difference between rhe cost of a bowl of rice and a regular 

dinner. The partying was to reach its climax with a dinner dance called "The 

Bowl of Rice Ball" at the Hotel Pierre in New York on November 9, which 
would feature debutantes dressed for the occasion in Chinese fashions. 

Jacquinot said that just $r provided food, clothing, shelter, and medi
cal care for one person for a month. Glad ro participate in this drive, most 

Chinese restaurants lining Mort, Pell, and Doyers Streets in New York's Chi

narown provided seven-course dinners ro ticket holders. A special roped-off 
area, brightly decorated, housed street vendors, C hinese forrunetellers, and 
gaily adorned booths. Dinner was followed, out on the street, by dancing, 
tightrope walkers, C hinese boxing matches, rumbling, and juggling, as well as 
by American stars of the stage, screen, and radio. China's ambassador ro the 

United States, C. T. Wang, joined rhe festivities, as did most members of New 
York's social register. The New York police estimated rhe crowd that gathered 
at 8s,ooo. 

Seven gates were erected in Chinatown to facilitate rhe sale of tickets, 
which cost $6, including dinner. The estimate was rhar more than s,ooo do
nors participated at this initial fund-rais ing party. Colonel Roosevelt promised 
that "not one cent will be deducted from the proceeds of rhe 'bowl of rice' 

parries for administrative expenses."38 The funds raised would be sent to the 
American Advisory Committee in Shanghai, which would consult with Ma

dame Chiang in dividing the money among the best-qual ified relief agencies 
in C hina.39 

T hese "bowl of rice" parries raised considerable amounts of money accord

ing ro a telegram Jacquinot sent back to Shanghai. Approximately $r,ooo,ooo 
had been raised, and in the last month, r,6oo dinners and balls had been held 

for the "bowl of rice" campaign ro raise money for the refugees. T he American 

Red Cross added an addi tional $7oo,ooo to the funds collected. Again, refus
ing to accept any accolades, Jacquinot attributed most of his success ro rhe 
personal appeals made by President Roosevelt and Norman Davis, president of 
the American Red Cross and former U.S . ambassador-at-large ro Europe.40 
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Father Jacquinot gave an interview from the Jesuit House of Sr. Ignati
us Loyola in New York during which he amplified rhe message of his visits 

abroad. In addition ro fund-raising, he emphasized the importance of extend
ing the principle of neutral districts in wartime. As he explained: 

This zone [in Shanghai] establishes a formula by which non-combatants can 
be protected in time of barrie, and ir has passed the rest of experience. This was 
in an Oriental war, in which no quarter is granted, no prisoners are taken, and 
the wounded are often finished [off] on the battlefield. If this formula would 
work under such conditions, there is hope that it might also prove of use in 
other surroundings. 

He also showed copies of all the favorable letters he had received from Presi
dent Chiang and Foreign Minister Hirota, as well as from neutral observers, 

praising the Zone's operations. He reported rhar these and other documents 
were being sent ro Geneva in hopes of receiving a hearing for rhe plan for ci
vilian safe zones and its possible inclusion in rhe international laws of war. H e 

ended his interview by asking the Americans to act in enlightened self-interest 
regarding C hina's situation. As a final salvo, this rime specifically in supporr 
of his funding drive, he said that "the C hinese market will go to those nations 
that help to alleviate suffering in China."41 

Jacquinot joined Julian Arnold in San Francisco for a final grand drive 
that included a personal and ingenious touch of his own. With the help of 
local Jesuits, they canvassed the entire city in search of wealrhy or comfortably 

situated persons ro approach for support. Rather than following any tradi
tional pitch for funds, Jacquinot devised a scheme whereby each individual 

was subjected ro a mock "arrest," to be alleviated subsequently by agreeing to 

pay a "fine," the amount to be determined by an assessment of their personal 
circumstances. According to Jacquinot, "th is was all most illegal, bur every
one took ir in good parr, paying three, five or more dollars quite willingly!"42 

The one-armed priest, al ready admired for his charm and jaunty appearance, 

was even more appreciated by those he approached for using this innova
tive and unusual fund-raising approach.43 T he response of donors in Canada 

was also very satisfying, with newsmen turning our ro get rhe latest scoop on 
his fund-raising drive and peppering him with questions on the situation in 
C hina. Donations from Canadians responding ro the C hinese plight report
edly amounted to $7oo,ooo.44 

The results of all these fund-raising efforts were quire impressive, but so 
were the needs in China. American Consul General Gauss estimated that to 
continue the current relief measures in Shanghai alone required that funds be 

-
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available at the rate of 100,000 Chinese dollars per week. Another estimate pur 
rhe figure at $15,000 per day.45 To plan relief measures for all areas, rhe con
sensus of those knowledgeable, such as the National C hristian Council, was a 

minimum of 10,ooo,ooo C hinese dollars for 1938.46 As of November 1938, the 

Red C ross and American Advisory Committee had raised U.S.$197,794, and 
the American Adviso ry Committee and China Famine Relief, U.S.$88,500, 

for a total of U.S.$286,294. Another accounting that considered the amount 
of funding rhar was to reach Madame Chiang showed rhar of U.S.$103,292 

raised between July r and December 25, 1938, U.S.$6o,ooo went directly ro 
Madame ChiangY The American Red Cross reported raising U. S.$320,000 

between October r6, 1937, and April 27, 1938, with the largest amount col
leered in April.48 Ir is perhaps impossible to sort our all the exact fundi ng 
amounts, especially when the currency designations are not always indicated, 

bur it is clear that significant fund ing reached C hina as a resul t of this ambi
tious program initiated by Father Jacquinot. More "bowl of rice" parties con
tinued ro be held after Jacquinot's return to Shanghai. Theodore Roosevel t Jr. 

o rganized several around the Chinese national holiday on October 12. G uests 
were expected to contribute rhe difference between rhe cosr of a bowl of rice 

and a regular dinner to rhe relief fund. 
Father Jacquinor left for home from Vancouver aboard the Empress of Asia 

and arrived on July 20 at his next stop, Yokohama, where he received a permit 
to travel by train to Kobe.49 Before embarking on chis trip, he is reported to 
have rested at rhe new Grand Hotel in Yokohama. A mystery ensued, because 

when his friends and colleagues, including Dr. John Baker and A. S. Jasper, 
both officials of the Shanghai International Relief Committee, met the ship 

he was supposed to be on in Shanghai, they found that he was not on board. 
Apparently, he had neglected ro inform anyone of his delay or change of plans. 
He was expected in Shanghai on July 25. Trying to explain his absence, some 
of chose hoping to welcome him attributed his delay to a possible desire to aid 

the victims of a serious flood that occurred recently in Kobe. 
The Shanghai Evening Post reponed him "missing" when rhe ship docked 

on July 27 without him as a passenger. The ship's officers repon ed that he had 
left the ship at Kobe and planned to rake another ship to Shanghai , embarking 
ar Nagasaki. Confusion and speculat ion as to h is condition and location be
came ri fe, with many fearing that something untoward had happened to him 
in Japan. O ne report speculated rhar he was meeting with Japanese Red C ross 
workers about plans for the creation of the refugee zone in H ankou. Another 
reporter speculated that he must have left the ship in Kobe or Yokohama in 
order to view Japan's flooded areas. Then Father Verdier, head of the Catho lic 
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Mission in Nanj ing, received a package from Father Jacquinot, postmarked 
Nagasaki. It was thought that he might be visiting the Cathol ic M ission there, 
even though no message of a planned visit had been sent. The package was 

opened and found to contain a book that the priest had taken on his trip and 
a copy of Reader's Digest. His friends questioned why he would use Kobe as 

a return address and why mail to himself in Shanghai a book and magazine? 
Adding to the mystery, the handwriting of the word "registered" on the pack

age was closely examined and found not to match that of Father Jacquinot. 
These events aroused considerable anxiety in many circles about his safety in 
wartime Japan. 5° 

The French Embassy made enquiries about Father Jacquinot's whereabouts 

to police officials and the Japanese Foreign Office, America Bureau, 3rd Sec
tion C hief, Mr. Kumabe. The French consul general noted that he had in

quired in places where the priest might have some connections in Tokyo and 
Yokohama, and had also sent cables to Kobe, Seoul, Shanghai, and elsewhere 
inquiring about Jacquinot. No response to these inquiries had been forthcom
ing, and the French expressed the hope that the Japanese Imperial Govern
ment could locate the priest. 

When they found that they could nor say where Jacquinot was in Japan, 
the Japanese authorities placed a ban on any articles about him being pub
lished in the press. Their intention was to avoid the spread of wild rumors that 
might spark public anger and violence. Then the Japanese police, aided by 
the Kempeitai (military police) and wi th great secrecy, began a serious search 

effort. The Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs informed the Japanese consul 
generals in Shanghai and Hongkong by telegram that a search was on for Fa
ther Jacquinor.S1 

One of rhe passengers who had happened to be on board the ship wirh 
Jacquinot noted a dinner parry at the new Grand Hotel in Yokohama on 
July 20. The parry included Archbishop Dos ofTokyo and Bishop C hambon 
of Yokohama, to name just the best-known ecclesiastics in attendance, and 
whom Jacquinot might have been expected to join. His absence fu rther raised 
fears that criminals might have attacked him for rhe large quantity of cash he 

was known to have raised in North America. Of course, that money was being 
transferred through official channels, but fear and anxiety stimulated many 
ferti le imaginations.S2 

O n the early morning of]uly 29, Jacquinot was found to be staying with an 
old friend he had known previously in Shanghai and who lived near Kobe in 
the seaside town ofTarumi. His friend, Fujikawa Kazuo, manager of a com
mercial establishment called "Mereki ," was the East Asian representative of 
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the Auguste Dormier Company of London. T he p refecture police, to whom 

Jacquinot would need to explain his situation and failure to inform his Shang
hai friends, reported his discovery. Fujikawa accompanied Jacquino t to the 

police offices in Kobe and listened while Jacquinot apologized profusely for 
the inconveniences he had created. He was told that his absence had involved 
a th ree-day intensive search, during which every clue had been carefully stud

ied.s3 He explained that he had wanted a res t after his fund-raising tour and 

long journey from America. After m issing his ship at Nagasaki, he had decided 
to stay on and rest for a few days. He stressed repeatedly that there was no 

other cause for his delay. 
Father Jacquinot set sail aboard the SS Felix Roussel on July 29, arriving in 

Shanghai on August 2. When the press met h is ship and inquired about his 
"mysterious d isappearance," Jacquinot reportedly beamed with amusement 
and said he was shocked by all of the uproar. Adding a touch of levity to a 
situation that must have been quite embarrassing, Jacquinot told the gather

ing rhat after he had contacted the French consul general and japanese p refect 

of po lice, "for the rest of the time [in j apan] I was closely followed around 

everywhere. "54 

In Shanghai, he learned that during his absence, he had, along with other 
recipients, been awarded the Prix Verriere, a prize of 4 ,000 francs by the Aca
demie franc;aise "for services rendered abroad in the propagation of the French 

language. "55 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

Life in the J acquinot Zone 

Charity does not come by organizations, laws or 
discourse, but from one man, in this case, Father 
Jacquinot. 

- Reverend John Ou. Mr. Ou, a Methodist, was a 
jurist and publicisr of renown who, inspired by Farher 

Jacquinot's refugee work, converted ro Carholism. 1 

The Jacquinot Zone serviced as many people as a fair-sized city. Its popula

tion fl uctuated in size, but over the entire course of 1938, it provided relief and 
security to more than 300,000 refugees.2 It did so with a Refugee Committee 
that set itself up as the municipal council of a borough chopped out of an 
occupied city. Its heavy responsibil ities included feeding more than roo,ooo 

refugees every day, and providing public utilities such as water and electricity. 
The Zone was self-governing, with its own "town council." Father Jacquinot 
was its genial mayor. Its budget divided into four categories: food; clothing; 

hospital and medical; and miscellaneous. It had its own police force and cre
ated a criminal court that allotted punishments and penalties. In the early 
stages, the French police opened a branch office in the Zone to help with 
security. T he police ran th ree shifts of four officers each, who while on duty 

patrolled the area and offered protection to the Zone. The city temple had 
inscribed on it the poignant phrase "Under Protection of Heaven's Mercy," 

placed over the figure of a big Buddha. In other parts of occupied Nanshi, a 
new Japanese-appointed government known as the Autonomous Commission 
for Nanshi, under Chen Yun as chairman and Ling Chi-tan as vice-chairman, 
exercised authority and control starting from January II, 1939. 

Jacquinot's initial experience with establishing and running a refugee camp 
came with the first refugee camp, located in the French Concession on the 
campus of Aurora University, where he taught classes. It was appropriately 
called the Number O ne Refugee Camp, organized by the Shanghai Interna
tional Rescue Society, chaired by Jacquinot, w ho also served on the Chinese 
H uayang Volunteers' Rescue Society. Established on August 15, just th ree days 
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The building that became Father Jacquinot's headquarters in the Zone. Private 
phorograph. 

after the Japanese attack, th is camp at times housed some 7,000 Chinese, 
packed inside seven hastily erected makeshift bamboo-supported tents. To ad
dress the dire needs, the camp quickly developed services such as a medical 
clinic, a refugee registration system, training sessions, a supply section for the 

distribution of food rations and coal, and a securi ry and mediation section. 
The Bankers' Recreation C lub and Native Bankers' Guild furnished valuable 

aid funds to the refugee committee. The construction of seven smaller rents 
for cooking, bathing, and barbering rounded out the services.3 These were rhe 
organizations and concepts rhar Jacquinot would later transfer to the Nan
shi Safery Zone, or Jacquinor Zone, bur in a location that did nor enjoy the 

favored protection of the foreign settlements. In September and October of 
1937, as he became increasingly involved in the negotiations and organ ization 
of the Nanshi Zone, he turned over de facto leadership of the Number One 

Camp to his assistant, Pan Dacheng, who visited Jacquinot frequently ro re
port on ir. ln addition, because Jacquinot seldom had time to visit the camp, 
he sent a younger priest from Aurora Universiry every day for an inspection.4 

For his humanitarian care and work, Jacquinot reportedly became known 
as the "Christian Savior" or "Old Do Things" among the C hinese refugees. 
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In the early phase of the Zone, he promised the refugee communiry that he 

would make every effort to hold the Jacquinot Zone open for at least half a 

year. As it happened, the Zone lasted until June 30, 1940, by which time most 
of the refugees had been repatriated to their native places, established perma
nent residence in Nanshi, o r no longer needed relief or assistance.' 

When the Zone fi rst opened, Jacquinor and the Committee made their 
headquarters in the three-storied Fire Brigade building. Father Jacquinot oc

cupied the third floor, while the ground floor became offices for the staff and 
room for storage of food donations.6 The Zone administrative structure had 
the flavor of democratic principles. Its services and activities were run by the 

Chinese themselves. The Refugee Committee divided the Zone into nine ar

eas, each one headed by a C hinese official elected by the refugees. 7 This official 
had under him eleven sections staffed by Chinese. T he responsibili ties under 
each area head, section, and staff included work on housing, supplies, food, 
water, discipline, sanitation, medical, education, activities, repatriation, secre

tarial work, and registration or inventory work. 

Running the sections required training, so the Zone administration offered 
basic management training to selected men and women who were to serve 
as section heads. Guards and sanitation squad leaders also received special 
instruction. This was the system that was to care for rhe 104 refugee camps 
housed in public buildings, schools, temples, and churches located in rhe Jac

quinot Zone. Some lucky refugees found places in rooms of the large number 
of empty houses vacated earlier by Chinese who had fled into the foreign 
concession areas. 

The Zone was thus an enormous project, requiring substantial leadership 
and a great amount of cooperation from foreign and official bodies, charitable 
organizations, and the refugees themselves. Most people recognized, however, 
that gathering these refugees inro organized camps was rhe most effective way 

of avoiding potential riots and urban chaos. T his was rhe aspect of the Zone 
that appealed to the Japanese. 

A first order of business was to search each refugee applying for entrance to 

the Zone for contraband such as matches and firearms. The next step was to 
register the refugees so that they could become part of the official Zone com
muniry. The intention was that each refugee be given a badge with his o r her 
name and a serial number on ir, and if possible, rhe place in the Zone where 
the refugee was ro live. This was, of course, to facil itate easy contact with the 
refugees and provide information to the Zone administration for the purposes 
of planning food, shelter, and other relief. Ir also came in handy if it was 
necessary to locate an individual quickly. The next task was to place refugees 

-
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in housing and provide them wi th the donated daily rations. It was soon ap

parent that the best approach was to group refugees from the same home area 
together in whatever housing was available. This solved daunting problems 

of communication, because of the many differences in regional d ialects, and 
helped foster contentment and discipline among the refugees. In each hous
ing facility, whether a temple, church, school building, or makeshift shelter, a 

responsible person kept a register of residents and reported on any illness or 
other matters needing further attention from Zone personnel. 

The Zone administration tried to centralize the handling of donations for 

the refugees so that they might be used most efficiently and equably. At least 

at first, the administrators preferred cash donations, so that they could buy 
the most essential items needed in the emergency. But the needs in rhe Zone 
changed over time. Init ially, food was in short supply; later, the quantities of 
food increased to such an extent that spoilage and storage became the key 

challenges. The situation regarding relief needs and services remained fluid 
until the wartime situation in Shanghai stabilized to the point where transpor

tation in and our of the Zone became normal and communications regular. 
In the beginning, most of the refugees were labo rers from the northern 

industrial districts of Yangshupu and Zhabei. Some refugees from pons such 
as Ningbo, Tianjin, and Q ingdao also sought refuge temporarily in Shanghai, 

at least until they could return to their home areas. Later, when the war shifted 
westward, the new arrivals came mainly from the nearby countryside. At even 

later stages, refugees fled from the interior regions to Shanghai. 
As of December 1937, the International Relief Committee arrived at the 

following percentages for refugees' occupations: laborers, 47.9; farmers, 13.8; 

small vendors, 8.o; students, 7.9; merchants, 7.6; unemployed, 14.8.8 With 
this heavy mix of workers and peasants, the Zone administration grappled 

with the establishment of zone priorities and how they might best be success
fully met. T he Shanghai International Relief Committee played a key admin

istrative and supporting role, under the leadership of C hairman K. Y. Li of 
the C hina Maritime Customs. T he committee's crucial Relief Committee was 
co-chaired by Jacquinor and Brigadier B. Morris of the Salvation Army. H ans 

Beren ts was their chief assistant. 

THE R E PAT RIATI O N O F R EFUGEES 

A constant priority for the Refugee Committee was to reduce the number 
of refugees in the Zone, which a ll recognized was dangerously overcrowded. 
Tongxianghui, or native-place associations, played rhe key role in this work, 
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providing care to refugees from their home areas. The example of the Ningbo 
association in repatriating refugees who had fou nd refuge in the Zone back 

to N ingbo has been cited. T hese societies provided a very useful service by 

compiling directories of refugees in the Zone from their home areas. Knowing 
who the refugees were, how many of them there were, and what their needs 
were made it easier to provide help and relief, according to the specific needs 

indicated by the invento ries.9 Plan ning for repatriation and t ransportation 

also benefi ted from the catalogued refugee data. 

F oo o C o L L EC TI ON AND D rSTR IBUTION 

Father Jacquinot succeeded in persuading the French Concession aurhori

ries to provide water to the Jacquinot Zone, which the refugees could collect 
in buckers twice a day. A C hinese rel ief o rganization made plans to rebuild an 
old stove so that it could provide hot water and rea in the Zone, which was to 

be for sale from ?:30 to ro:oo a.m . and from 2:00 ro 5:00p.m. This service was 
essential to making life in the Zone livable for all. Eventually, the administra

tion establ ished twenty-four hot water depots to service the 104 refugee camps 
or houses and 4,000 families. 

Jacqu inot named Pan Tse-chieh as h is secretary to help ensure that the day
to-day operations of the Zone ran smoothly and to report on any d ifficulties. 

Western o rganizations helped rake care of the food, which in the beginning 
was in very short supply. T he ration consisted of two steamed buns and two 

large biscuits fo r each refugee each day.1° Chinese guilds also offered food and 
housing to their members in their guildhalls. A Child ren's Chari table Organi
zation set up a youth center that was equipped to handle 1,000 children. 

W ith battles raging around the Zone in other parts of Nanshi, the Zone 
became an isolated island wi thout easy contact or transportation to rhe settle

ments. Vehicles to haul supplies were in short supply, and because the French 
Concession would only open the iron North Gate for very short periods of 

time ro let in supplies, the delivery of food, clothing, and other necessities was 
very restricted. The International Red Cross managed ro cross the borders and 
provided beans and dried salred vegetables. 

The Refugee Committee had to call a halt to the com mon practice by 
residents of the French Concession of th rowi ng food for the refugees over the 
West Gate. Usually what happened was that the young and strong collected 
the food and then profi ted by its sale to o thers who could pay. This defeated 
efforts to make food available to the weak and to children, some of whom 
were even injured in the fray. The desi red procedure was that any food dona-
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tions be made to the central collection center. The Refugee Committee did its 

best to inform the refugees that they could get their food free at the donation 

center. 
As the organization began to function more regularly, each of the nine 

areas or districts established a rice distribution center. The Temple of Mercy 
became one of the key distribution centers. The largest was the Rice and Bean 

Dealers' Guild. T here were twenty-four rice distribution centers operating and 

twenty-four collective cooking facilities in the Zone. Each center distributed 
rice to the poorest refugees, using a ticket system, which entitled the refu
gee to five cents' worth , or six ounces of rice daily. For children, the amount 

was four ounces. The refugee distributors stamped and endorsed each t icket. 

These centers provided a useful and necessary channel for the delivery of other 
needed services as well, as they arose. In addition, the t icket system helped to 
provide an accurate count of the number of refugees in each district. When 
a resident redeemed his ticket for food, he was counted in the census. Those 

refugees who could buy rice found the prices very reasonable, but the fuel 
needed to cook the rice was expensive and thus discouraged the independent 

purchase of rice. The distribution centers also provided clothing or medicines 
to refugees when they obtained their daily rice at the local distribution cen
ter. II 

During the cold, damp winter months, a rice bus delivered steaming hot 

rice, plus cabbage and bits of meat, ladled into strong paper bags, to some 
of the most difficult areas of the Zone, often to houses where refugees could 

not leave fami ly members or were ill. The rice was kept hot by being stored 
in well-padded wooden tubs. Sometimes to speed delivery, the workers liter
ally had to throw the bags of rice from the back of the bus to the waiting 
outstretched hands. W hen the Salvation Army workers al ighted from the rice 
bus, they were met with polite, welcoming greetings. Children receiving the 

hot rice bags hugged them to their cold bodies for warmth, often the only 

warmth of the day. T he Salvation Army played a key role in ministering to the 
refugees, especially in the foreign settlements. 

Jacquinot often led tours of the Zone for journalists, local officials, and 
interested parties. Doing so also resulted in gaining some useful publicity for 
the Zone once the rour ended. There was also pride in showing the many 

accomplishments of the Zone in caring for the refugees. The journalist Edna 
Lee Booker and her husband visited the Zone to interview Jacquinot, accom
panied by amateur photographers who planned to make a documentary film 
about the Zone for Jacquinot to show on his American tour. She described 
the journey into the Zone across the barbed-wire barricades of the French 
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Jacquinot leading a cour of the Zone. Oriental Affairs 
(Dec. 1937). 
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Concession and into the Japanese-controlled border area, manned by soldiers 
with fixed bayonets, who examined their passes. "It costs so little for each 

individual, but so much for the whole mass," Jacquinot told them in the in
terview. "[U.S.]$r.oo a month will provide frugal food and medical care for 

one Chinese. A bit more will supply a farmer with sufficient seeds and native 
implements to put his small farm into frui t ion again." 12 

"They should have more, but this is as much as we can give them." Jacqui
not remarked to another foreign journalist visiting the Zone, standing beside 
a boiling cauldron of rice and shaking his head. 13 

Jacquinot was expert at winning the sympathy and support of his visitors. 
T he China delegate on the International Committee of the Red Cross, Dr. 

L. P. Calame, visited the Zone in November, shortly after it was established. 
H e was obviously very impressed by the Jesuit priest, whom he described hav
i~g the visage and demeanor of an old soldier o r cavalry officer; lacking his 
nght arm, Calame said, "he was a portrait of one from the Second Empire." 
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C alame also gave the Red C ross an arresting account of the inhabitants and 
conditions in the Zone. He described the crowded alleyways, full of ragged 

children and mothers huddled in doorways with their babies, their faces fro
zen like mummies. In an old temple, they found families living under tables, 
squeezed together like a nes t full of little cats. He heard how families had 

lost their homes, livelihoods, and even fam ily members, some dead or just 

d isappeared. Sensing that the delegation was becoming overwhelmed by the 
spreading misery it encountered, Jacquinot had led them back to the main 
streets. These bleak passageways were still vacant to allow the passage of the 

monitoring police patrols. 
After this and more visits to the Zone, Calame pleaded in his correspon

dence with the International Committee of the Red Cross to prepare for a 
new diplomatic conference that would focus on the protection of civilians in 

wartime, using the Jacquinot Zone as rhe example to direct their study. Using 
the terminology "Zones et villes Jacquinot," he provided details on how the 

Jacquinot Zone had come into being, including the points of negotiation. He 
urged the International Committee to spearhead a movement and "ring the 
alarm bell" for civilian protection against the horrors of modern warfare. 

T H E C LOTHI NG DISTRIBUTI ON COMM ITTE E 

The 1937-38 winter season in Shanghai was especially cold and wet, cre
ating an additional burden for the refugees and those trying to assist them. 

Some said it was rhe coldest winter since rhe Taiping Rebellion of the mid 
nineteenth century. One can easily imagine the d ifficulty of providing warm 
clothing to zoo,ooo people who had Aed their homes wi th few of their own 
possessions. The International Red Cross Committee managed to acquire 

and distribute 1,500 blankets and 5,000 cotton jackets, bur this was far from 
enough. 14 

The head of the Clothing Committee was Mrs. New Wei-sun, a promi

nent wealthy resident of Shanghai. Jacquino t chose her to head the committee 
and be responsible for the clothing of refugees in the Zone after he heard of 
her many accomplishments. Aware of the d iscomfort of Shanghai wimers, 
with their penetrating dampness and cold , Mrs. New managed to acquire 
seventy-one bags of donated clothing from Hong Kong, from which she and 

her friends, Misses G. F. Dyu and Li-Ming Hwang Chen, sorted rhe wearable 
items. As the donations increased, she enlisted the help of Nanj ing Ginling 
College alumnae in Shanghai, who washed and sorted the clothing, much of 
which was soiled, wearing hospital gowns and masks. When ir became known 
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that the clothing was being put to good use, Singapore donors fo llowed suit, 
sending thousands of bags of clothing for use by the refugees. 15 With this 
admirable record, Mrs. New rook over the clothing responsibilities for the 
Zone. Her colleague, Miss H. L. Chang, a graduate of Ginling College and 
the University of W isconsin, rook charge of clothing distribution. 

Some of the donated clothing bags contained summer garments that were 
not suitable for the weather in Nanshi. The solution was ro sew together two 
or three garments of the same size to produce one padded garment. Mrs. 

New noted that sorting, matching, and sewing to produce one warm pad

ded garment ensured that nothing was wasted and usually produced an item 
quite pleasing in appearance. Bright printed material made attractive cover
ings for the cotton-padded quilts that were especially desired by the refugees. 

The American Women's C lub helped with the sewing of quilts and the Sisters 
of the Sacred Heart primary school also pitched in to meet the need. The 

Chinese Women's Club donated $200 to employ more "sewing women" and 
to buy cotton padding. Soon the ranks of the clothing operations expanded to 
two hundred workers. Mrs. New estimated that the number of new and old 

cotton garmems sewed and distribu ted from December 7, 1937, to January 10, 

1938, was 40,000 items in the Jacquinot Zone and q,ooo in the International 
Settlement. 16 Still, refugees continued to sicken from the cold, and the need 
for warm clothing remained a priority. 

When funds became more plentiful, the Refugee Committee decided that, 
rather than requesting cash donations, items such as clothing would be sought. 
Even if the refugees already had adequate clothing, cooking utensils, or other 
items of some value, the opportunities to sell the extra items or pawn them for 

extra cash, which they often wanted to do, were very limited. T he pawnshops 

had moved into the French Concession, where business was much better, and 
the refugees had no easy access to them there, given the border restrictions and 
closed gates.17 

SAN ITATI ON AND H YG I E N E 

The Buddhist Red Swastika Society assumed many of the responsibilities 
for cleaning the Zone's streets and alleyways and took care of collecting dead 
bodies and burying them. A truck came in each day to remove the dead. The 
estimate given was that on average, ten refugees died each day, half of them 
children.18 Squads organized sanitation work. Cleaning squads cleaned and 
disinfected sleeping areas, while all rhe bedding was taken out to be sunned in 
the open. T hey also boiled the bedding each month to eliminate bedbugs and 
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Father Jacquinot with 
some of the 8o,ooo 
refugee children in the 
Zone. French Jesuit 
Archives, Vanves, France. 

lice. Leaders of sanitation squads or section leaders, many of them wome~, 
recruited children to pick up rubbish and kill flies. W ith 8o,ooo children m 

the Zone, it did not take long for visitors to begin ro remark on how clean the 

streets and alleys were in the Zone.19 
• • • 

All adul ts and older children received training in hygtene and santtanon 
from the Zone administration. The management of sanitation was essential 

to preserving the health and well-being of Zone residents. Experience showed 
that twenty wooden buckets served r,ooo refugees, o r one for every 50 refu
gees. T hese had to be emptied daily and cleaned with d isinfectant. T he meth
od adopted to handle the Zone's overall waste followed the trench system used 

by many military organizations. Squads of men with spades and buckets dug 
the trenches and spread lime to make the trench areas acceptable. W hat was 
once a very unhealthful and malodorous region of Shanghai was soon brought 

under control, helping the Zone remain sanitary and clean. 
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TH E E D UCATION COMM I TTEE 

Refugee schools were located in various faci lities in the zone, in temples, 

churches, guild houses, schools, and public buildings. Their suitability varied 
from place to place. In the least accommodating facilities, students might sit 

on the ground, on rough benches, o r on biscuit tins, provided by the com

mittee. One example involved a structure that served as a dormirory by night 
and as a schoolhouse during the day. Pupils sat on the floor in from of a black
board and absorbed course work in arithmetic, Chinese language, someth ing 

called "basic knowledge," and fi rst aid. Because of the lack of quali fied teach
ers, the more advanced students received instruction from teachers and then 

passed it along to beginners. Many of the teachers were refugees themselves 
who had been employed in schools demolished by the fighting. These teachers 
were unpaid and lived and ate with the other refugee residents. 

The earliest refugee school for children opened in December 1937 in what 
roday is the Yu Yuan Garden, with more than roo children. T he youngest chil

dren concentrated on learning the most basic Chinese characters. T he Zone 
administration divided the refugee child ren in tO two groups, those aged r tO 
4 years, of which there were JO,ooo, and a second category aged 5 to 14, num
bering 50,000. T his early class in Yu Yuan m ust have been older children, be

cause they were able to use textbooks provided by the respected Commercial 
Press publisher.20 The C hinese Child Welfare Association was active wi th the 

older children, especially the homeless. These older children, along with the 
adults, also learned etiquette, singing, drama, morals, and concepts of citizen
ship. Group singing of familiar patriotic and folk songs was a favori te activity 
of all the refugee camp residenrs, especially after the evening meal. 

The Zone administration believed it was essential to keep the refugees busy 

and productive. Father Jacquino t stressed that the refugees needed to learn 
practical skills that would enable them to find work when conditions stabi

lized. This prompted offering classes in handicrafts such as making baskets, 
grass rope, paper flowers, straw sandals, and shoes, tailoring, and needlework. 
Chinese merchants, who wanted tO operate again in the Zone, established 
a committee to coordinate production and supplies and elected officers to 

maintain a degree of order in the Zone so necessary for conducting good busi
ness.21 Child ren offered some of the best flowers and woven items for sale on 
the streets of the Zone. Women learned knitting and how to make hairnets 
and incense coils to deter mosquitoes. Men who were literate organized a wall
newspaper edi ting board and a newspaper reading room. Some joined athletic 
teams. Physical drills and games were popular with the able-bodied. 
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Refugee children learning a craft. Final Report, International Relief Committee 

(c. 1940). 

Schools were also one place where the refugees had opportunities to social

ize and even seemed to be relatively happy. Among them were Chinese Com
munist Party youth, who became active in the camps spreading current news 

and propaganda and scouting for potential recruits. 22 The existence of a cap
t ive population of young people afforded many opportunities to sort and select 
able candidates for Party membership or work. Later on, refugee repatriation 
programs gave a wider scope to these Party activities. W hen conditions in the 

surrounding areas of Shanghai became quieter and refugees were repatriated, 
those with camp experience and training were better equipped for life in their 

home areas. Some eventually used skills learned in the camps to support thei r 
rise through the ranks in the Chinese Communist Party or Guomindang. 23 

According to a recent Chinese account, in the course of repatriation work, 
Jacquinot managed to make arrangements for eighty-eight young refugees to 

join the Communist New Fourth Army in 1939.24 
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MEDICAL S ERVICES 

The cold damp weather and winter winds, along with the crowded condi
tions, made med ical attention a priority. The Chinese Medical Association 

established two new hospitals in the Zone, one general and the o ther a ma
ternity hospital. A mobile library truck served maternity needs unti l the new, 

well-equipped maternity hospital was set up, with equipment transferred from 
the hospital in Yangshupu after the war made it impossible to continue there. 

The Sino-Belgian Boxer Indemnity Commission supported it. T he general 
hospital was located in an abandoned but elaborate former Chinese house and 

cared mainly for young boys and women. Besides having its own water well 
(quite a luxury), it had forty beds and all the equipment of a good clinic of the 

day. Dr. Zhu Shi'en handled most of the medical and administrative respon
sibili ties initially, until the task became too overwhelming.25 At that point, a 
branch of the hospital opened in a neighboring building wi th forty-five beds, 

which cared for refugee men. Most of the treated refugee cases involved mal
nutrition, intestinal diseases, and lung ailments. 

A children's hospital was in the planning stage, but in the meantime, seri
ous pediatric cases could be sent to the Children's Hospital run by the City 
Government of Greater Shanghai in the French Concession. Dr. W. S. Fu, a 
leading child specialist, was the superintendent of this hospital. Within the 
Zone, treatment and d iagnosis of illnesses were free to refugees, and a Zone 

clinic implemented an aggressive program of mandatory inoculations and vac
cinations against cholera, typhoid, and smallpox. To encourage participation 

and help overcome the fears of some about inoculations, the Zone authorities 
issued the "incentive" that only those who had been vaccinated could receive 
the prized ration cards. After th is, the busy clinic handled more than 300 cases 
per day. 

Living in the camps gave the refugees their fi rst exposure to Western medi
cine, and many had suspicions about its worth and healthfulness. Not being 
used to the new medicines, some questioned whether they worked for non

Westerners. The sick had to be forced to request treatment because of their old 
superstitions about Western med icines. The lack of C hinese doctors to treat 
the enormous population only exacerbated the problem. O nce the medical 
teams had operated for a while, and the results became apparent, the refugees 
crowded in for services, even for minor aches and pains. 

Cathol ic organizations and charities played a seminal role in the medical 
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work of rhe Zone. They also worked on reuni ting fam ilies and posting notices 

regard ing missing relatives. Most active in the refugee work were the members 

of the Franciscan Sisters of the Convent of the Sacred Heart, the Sisters of 

Saint Vincent de Paul, the Petites Franciscaines de Marie, and the Auxiliatri

ces du Purgatoire. They devoted themselves to hospital work and a lso ran a 

dispensary.26 The Franciscans had ten passes for the sisters to enter the Zone 

d aily. 
Other sisters attended personally to the serious cases of illness, besides fur

nishing milk for the babies and cod liver oil for the children . They were able 

and active collaborators with Father Jacquin or in the medical work. The Jesuit 

priests and the Franciscan sisters provided most of the contact between the 

medical staffs and the sick. They carried simple medicines such as aspirin, 

bica rbonate of soda, and iodine with them on their daily rounds. Their role 

was also to add some leviry to the sad situations whenever that was possible. 

They soon became well known in the alleys and doorways of the Zone. Some

times, they encountered a case serious enough to be hospital ized but had to 

improvise because they had no money fo r the rickshaw fare to the hospital or 

it had no free beds. T here were many challenges that arose in this key field of 

refugee work, but by June of 1938, a visiting inspection team gave the Zone a 

clean bill of health , noting rhat even with the cold and crowding, there had 

not been any epidemics thereY 

THE DI SC IPLIN E COMMITTEE 

The Jacguinot Zone had certain rules and programs that were explained to 

the refugees when they joined the communiry in the Zone, with the admoni

tion that they had to be followed. With such extreme crowding and sparse re

sources, it was of course essential that these rules be respected and obeyed. The 

Zone camps followed a simple but well structured routine that gave a strong 

sense of o rder to camp life. The routine was that everyone rose at 6:30 in the 

morning and had thei r first lesson in hygiene, which was to wash as thorough

ly as possible. Following this, a sanitation squad of about fi fry refugees began 

rhe daily cleaning of the camp facilities and grounds. All the bedding had to 

be rolled up and the grounds swept clean. Next came a morning exercise drill 

and games for the men and children.28 School-age children divided into classes 

and received instruction in the C hinese language and other subjects. Some of 

the best older students made the rounds of different cam ps to read the news of 
the d ay to the many who could not read. In mid-morning, after activities and 
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school instruction, all camp members had the first meal of the day. Refugees 

with cooking experience did the cooking or, if too few were available, the 

Zone managers trained selected refugees for this important dury. The next and 

last meal was served at s:oo in the afternoon. Before th is meal, more instruc

tion and classes occupied the attention of all adults and rhe older children. 

T hese might include illustrated talks, theater events, and special demonstra

tions relating to issues of camp life. 

W hen refugees broke the rules o r failed to live up ro these standards, Father 

Jacguinor had his own unique approaches to discipline and punishment. For 

example, one reported incident involved several looters arrested in the Zone. 

To the surprise of many, instead of incarcerating them in the Zone's make

shift jail , Jacqu inot had them paraded around the Zone for three days as an 

example to others, with signs around their necks saying what they had done. 

After having been thoroughly shamed in public, they were then to be released. 

H e also ordered that they be well fed while in police custody. Another major 

case brought before Jacquinot involved three burglars who had invaded and 

robbed homes in the Zone. H e sentenced them to being paraded with signs 

for three days, after which they were ordered to clean up refuse on the streets 

for three more d ays.29 The traditional Ch inese weapon of shame seemed to 

work effectively as a deterrent in this large Chinese communiry. 

Jacquinot played a key role in mediating d isputes between quarreling refu

gees, a situation that came up frequently. Because of the heavy demands for 

this kind of mediation and ratio nal settlement o f disputes, there was some 

discussion for a while about creating a Zone branch of the 2nd Special District 

Court, headquartered in the International Settlement. The Discipline Com

mittee worked hard to support the administration's work in this area, bur the 

caseload was never-ending. 

Jacquinot took Major General Telfer-Smo llett, the commander of the Brit

ish D efense Forces in Shanghai, on a tour of the Zone. T hey visited the Tem

ple of Mercy, where many refugees lived , and attended ceremonies in front of 

the various revered images. Amid the crowds and incense, the British visitor 

remarked to Jacquinot on the high level of order maintained in this commu

niry living in such crowded conditions. The clean and orderly condition of 

the streets did not suggest a wartime refugee zone. O ther visitors remarked on 

the strength of Jacquinor's personaliry and his fearlessness in dealing with the 

Japanese border sentries. 

Some refugee leaders, concerned over the free flow of people with in the 
Zone, recommended that gates be set up to better control the movement of 
people. There was even talk about building a fence between the Zone and 
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Father Jacquinot with the British commander in chief, Major-General A. D. 
Telfer-Smolletr. Peter Kengelbacher, Shanghai I9JJ.' Photographs of Karl 
Kengelbacher (1998), p. 88. 

o ther areas. Under the proposed gating system, ro pass through the proposed 
gates, refugees would need to show their identity cards.30 This gating plan, 
while appealing to the responsible administration, met strong resistance from 
the residents, who treasured the freedom of movement that existed through

our the Zone. It was one of few luxuries the refugees d id enjoy. In contrast ro 

the Jacquinot Zone, the authorit ies in many of the camps located in the for
eign settlements allowed residents to leave the camps at most once a week and 
to receive visirors only once a week. Some camp rules forbade any exit from 
the camp except in a documented emergency. In the Jacquinot Zone, where 

there were also several camps located in d ifferent facilities included in its terri
w ry, no restrictions existed on movement between these camps or within the 
Zone. 

As the situation began to stabilize beginning in the spring of 1938, Chi
nese merchants began to return to Nanshi and the Zone. The Nanshi Trade 
Union procured permits for the free passage of bona fide merchants into the 
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Zone from the French Concession authorities. Thereafter, visitors to the Zone 

reported business and even leisure activities recovering. Clocks, old clothes, 
pots, pans, crafts, and toys were offered for sale, strewn along the sides of roads 
and alleyways. In rest areas, people shared stories about the caged birds they 
had brought along for the outing. T he Zone began to take on a new sense 

of life and vitality. When Jacquinot led the new French ambassador, Henri 

Cosme, on a tour of the Zone in early 1939, the latter observed that the rest of 
the old Chinese city in Nanshi was dead except for the Zone, where merchants 
operated, corner sellers of curios attracted interest, and the overall misery was 
less evident. He commended Jacquinot for being the architect of this Zone 
and doing France honor in the process.31 

In the Jacquinor Zone's maze of tiny winding streets, temples, and mar

kers-even fish markets, although how the fish got there remained a mys
tery- refugees could live freely in a familiar Chinese cultural setting, unlike 
their counterparts in the settlement camps. Life undoubtedly remained dif
ficult, the crowding threatened epidemics, and there were lim its on what one 

could do, but at least safety, familiarity, freedom of movement, and the basic 

necessities of life could be depended on. During an emotional tour of the 
human and physical devastation so apparent among the refugees in Nanshi, 
Jacquinot proudly told his French visitor Claude Riviere "that the Japanese 
have not gained entry here [the Zone] and the only flags that fly over this place 

are the French flag and the standard of the Red Cross."32 
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Loke who that is most vertuous alway, 
Privee and apert, and most entenderh ay 
To do the genril dedes that he can 
And rake him for the gretest genrilman. 

- Geoffrey Chaucer, Canterbury Tales: 
The Wif of Bathes Tale 

~ 

The situation in and around Shanghai had stabilized by 1940 and most of the 
Zone's refugees had returned to their home areas. In early June, discussions 

began abour abolishing the Jacquinot Zone that had served the refugees so 
well. 1 With only abour 15,000 Chinese remaining in the Nanshi Zone area, 
the Refugee Committee ceased its expansive refugee and relief services on June 

30, 1940. Upon learning of irs closing, the Chongqing government expressed 
interest in retaining the services of irs head, Father Jacquinot, or at least hav

ing him remain in China, and queried the French aurhorities as to whether 

that was possible. The official Chinese request came from Minister of Finance 
H. H. Kung, who had had frequent and close working relations with the pop
ular priest and considered him a trustworthy ally in handling sensitive mat
ters. Kung soon was informed by the French ambassador, Henri Cosme, that 

the C hurch authorities in Paris had insisted that Jacquino t return to France 
and gave his health as the reason for their decision. 2 The Jesuit and French au

thorities further explained that the local situation in Shanghai, with closing of 
the Zone, no longer supported the continued maintenance of an organization 
that had responded to exceptional circumstances, now passed. 

RETURN TO PARIS 

Left unsaid was the Jesuits' concern wi th the level of political involvement 
they saw on Jacquinot's part during his recent years in Shanghai.3 The view 
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from Paris, and to some extent even Shanghai, was that although his refugee 
mission seemed to require it, Jacquinot had allowed himself to become deeply 

enmeshed in political and mil itary relationships and activities in Shanghai and 

even C hongqing. This was a C hurch attitude that Jacquinot could not ignore. 
~he record has shown frequent evidence of petty jealousies among the foreign 
d1plomats and even clergy in China over Jacquinot's successes in achieving his 

difficult goals. These local attitudes and criticisms he could overcome or even 

disregard. But when the Jesuit Order expressed its reservations, short-sighted 
as perhaps they were, the message had to be respected. His desire to remain 
in C hina had to be forgotten. Jacquinot publicly explained that with his own 

country under attack by German forces, he had made the difficult decision 

to depart from Shanghai and return to Europe to serve in French relief and 
protection work.4 Seen off by a large gathering of admirers, he sailed from 
Shanghai, where he had spent most of his adult life, on June r6, 1940.5 

Jacquinot had been in China for twenty-seven years, never once having 
returned to visit his homeland. So much had transpired during his absence. 

The Grear Depression, especially during the 1930s, had been very damaging to 

France and had helped precipitate a crisis in French national ism. The general 
malaise and dissatisfaction led to rhe establishment of a socialist government 
under Premier Leon Blum in 1936. Catholic France began to fear for its gov

ernment, which they saw as being run by the Left, a Socialist, and a Jew. The 
comfortable classes lamented the specter of Bolshevism, and a disgruntled 
labor force resisted bur fai led to make noticeable gains. The Blum government 

fell after one year in office, and while the Third Republic managed to survive, 
in the meantime, Germany continued to rearm. 

Hitler's attack on Poland on September 1, 1939, provoked World War II 
in Europe. France declared war, along with Grear Britain , and French troops 

embedded themselves in a strategy of static positional warfare behind their 
great "Chinese Wall ," the Maginot Line, confident and assured of irs suc

cessful defense. T heir confidence seemed reasonable, at least until the spring, 
when the German forces made a swift advance into Norway, Denmark, the 
Netherlands, and Belgium. Then driving through the Ardennes and skirring 
the "Chinese Wall," they drove into northern France, occupying Paris on June 

13, 1940. The French authorities decided that further resistance was useless and 
agreed to sign an Armistice with Germany on June 13. The outcome of this 
agreement was that roughly the northern half of France came under German 
occupation. The Third Republic had control of the remaining southern area, 
its capital having moved to Vichy. Leading the new collaborationist govern
ment were the 85-year-old hero ofVerdun, Marshal H en ri-Phillipe Petain, and 
the politician Pierre Laval. 
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HorEs FOR A PARI S SAFE ZoNE 

Jacquinot returned to France with high intentions of finding ways to use 
his Shanghai experience and successes to protect Paris and contribute to the 
war effort, but he met with a mixed reception there. In Shanghai, he had 

been well known, influential, and respected by all the local authorities. Paris 

presented him with a very different atmosphere and set of challenges. First, 
there were the leaders of the various bureaucratic structures of the French 

Jesuit Order, who were experienced priests, with arguments and opinions of 
their own. Second, although the many contributions Jacquinot had made in 

Shanghai during his refugee and relief work were known to his superiors and 
colleagues in Paris, the high point of his achievement in 1937 and the public
icy it had generated worldwide had passed by now. Added to these facts was 

the Order's ambivalence and even anxiery about Jacquinot's independent ways 

and perhaps even his successes. 
To help himself readjust and fit into the new cosmopolitan French envi

ronment, Father Jacquinot approached his supporters at the Lieux de Geneve. 
He was not without some high-level French contacts, which he readily ap
proached. He succeeded in gaining the attention and interest of Pierre Tait

tinger, soon to become president of the Paris Municipal Council and founder 
of the famous champagne house that bears his name. Jacquinot had in mind 

to establish a "Committee of Paris" to study the need for setting up an orga
nization to provide protection for the ciry and coordinate relief efforts. His 
suggestion amounted to establishing a "Paris Safe Zone" following to the ex

tent possible the Shanghai model. Taittinger agreed to hear him out and was 
sufficiently impressed to explore the matter further. He organized a gathering 

at the Paris City Hall to discuss and consider the proposal. 
It was a prestigious reunion, attended by the president of the Lieux de Ge

neve, Dr. Caillet, along with a retinue of his staff; French Vice Prime Minister 
Pierre Laval; M. Rousselier of the Red Cross; Tairringer with his various as

sistants; and, of course, Father Jacquinor. Starting off the meeting, Dr. Caillet 
gave a brief presentation explaining the nature and purpose of his organization 
and then turned the meeting over to Jacquinot. It was his golden opportuniry 

to explain how the lieux de Geneve concept had been fully realized in Shang
hai. Conditions in Paris, he claimed, were even more favorable for establishing 
a safe zone than in Shanghai, where the Japanese occupying powers and the 
Chinese leaders had failed in all efforts to communicate over their differences. 
He reported how the foreign ambassadors, military leaders, and civilian of-
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ficials had tried but could not bring the Japanese and Chinese warring parties 
together, and how he had been able to step in to act as a neutral intermediary. 
These local Shanghai authorities had given him this key role in handling the 

crisis of 1937 largely because of his previous contributions in bringing about 
a good measure of conciliation during serious disputes. After describing the 
difficult circumstance in Shanghai, with the various foreign settlements in 
close proximiry to rhe Chinese areas where the fighting raged, Jacquinot then 

elaborated on the relief operations in the Zone after it was established. Han

dling the distribution of food and medicine and establishing the Zone's clinics 
and vaccination program seemed to be of particular interest to his listeners. 
He stressed repeatedly that the Shanghai case provided a valuable precedent to 

draw on in creating a similar zone in Paris.6 Jacquinot concluded with a brief 

discussion of the Hankou Zone and assured the group that all that had been 
achieved in Shanghai could be duplicated in Paris. Thanking Jacquinot for 
his presentation, Taittinger remarked that he had given them more than mere 
doctrine or philosophy, but an example, an experience, to work with? 

Next, Rousselier offered the viewpoint of the Red Cross concerning the 

lieux de Geneve. He recounted the findings of the International Committee of 
the Red Cross at its Sixteenth Conference held in London (1938) where the 
Jacquinot Zone in Shanghai was first offered as a successful example for plan
ning the protection of civilians from aerial bombardment in wartime. The rec
ommendation of this conference had been to use the war situation in China 

and the establishment of the Jacquinot Zone as a model for work elsewhere, 
even down to how to mark the zones with the Red Cross flag, a red cross on 

a field of blue.8 The International Committee described Father Jacquinot's 
diplomatic efforts as being "almost unbelievably successful" in bringing the 
Chinese and Japanese together to resolve the refugee problem.9 The Jacquinot 
Zone, the committee noted, had been organized completely independently of 

itself, and its success was the reason for the London Conference's adoption of 
its groundbreaking "Resolution on Safe Zones." 

Rousselier ended the meeting with mention of the May 1940 conference 
held at Vichy to provide the French government with an official response to 
a memorandum written by Max Huber, president of the International Com
mittee of the Red Cross. 10 Reflecting on Jacquinot's work in Shanghai, Huber 
asked all member nations to respond in writing to the following four poims: 

the principle of protecting civilians during wartime; the creation of securiry 
zones; the value of Red Cross participation; and the extension of protection to 
Red Cross staff doing work to help civilians. 11 Apparently not completely sat
isfied with the responses received to the initial request, the International Com-
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mittee followed up with another request to the member nations to respond, 

but this time the emphasis fel l on the need for more concrete and practical 
suggestions. 12 The underlying issue that hampered o r diluted any practical rec
ommendations and the implementation of programs was the question of who 

or what would back up any resolutions o r initiatives. Still working within the 

Geneva Convention of 1929, the Red Cross could only make the claim that its 
new resolutions on civi lian protection served the international community as 
a powerful and public moral force. What was really needed, of course, was to 

have the resolutions respected and fi rmly applied. 

Laval insisted that the forego ing discussion and goals have a wider scope. 
He preferred that the matter of protect ing civilians in wartime be extended 
to the whole of France. Taking this broader view, he viewed any program for 

the protection of Paris merely as a point of departure for further discussion 
and action th roughout the country. u Caillet closed the meeting with the ob

servation that public opinion was ripe for the message of their meet ing and 
recommended that the interested powers be asked to adhere to the principles 
raised. Left unmentioned was the reality of their actual circumstances. Most 
understood that the Geneva Convention had to be revised to encompass the 

subject of civilian protection and safe zones in wartime, duly supported by the 
necessary authority of contractual regulations, clearly stated and agreed upon. 

Otherwise, the only available alternative or opportunity was to advertise the 
moral force of their prepared resolutions. 

Jacquinot could certainly take heart at the h igh level of attention h is pro
posals had received. In the weeks and months that fo llowed, he continued to 

warn that even though the Germans occupied only part of France, the threat 
of aerial bombing was always presen t. Everyone recognized that there was a 

desperate need for p rovisioning, and the coordination of civilian food and 
other supplies sti ll continued to fall short. By pointing out shortcomings, he 
hoped to keep alive h is own purpose regarding the need for and u tility of safe 

zones. 
His other opportuni ty to present his program to an influential audience 

would be at the next meeting of the International Red Cross Committee- the 

seventeenth- to be held in Stockholm in 1942. T he usual pattern was for 
th is body to meet every four years, but that was the schedule in peacetime, 
and with Europe embroiled in a broadening war, the gathering had to be 
postponed. Faced with war, destruction, and the overwhelming problems of 
displaced persons at the war's end, the International Red Cross Comm ittee 
would not meet again until after the war. Instead, a lot of official effort fo
cused on negotiating with bell igerents regard ing prisoners of war and civilians 
ca ught stranded in another country. This was in addi tion to responding to 
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the frequent requests from official delegations wanting to visit prisoner of war 
camps and trade experiences with officials at other national Red C ross head

quarters. '4 Requests also poured in from various mem ber delegates, wanting 
to make an o fficial visit to the Geneva International Red Cross headquarters. 
Jacquinot thus missed another good occasion at which to win European, if not 
international, support for the safe zone concept. 

D I SA PPO I NTMEN T AND D I S I LLUS I ONMENT 

O n a personal level, when he returned to France, Father Jacquinot had di f

ficulty adj usting to the new setting. Residing at the Jesuit House on the rue 
Grenelle in Paris, he was assigned to pastoral du ties at the Sainte-Genevieve 
parish. T he routine nature of th is position for someone d isposed to action 
rather than words did not bode well. He had left Shanghai and rerurned to 

France with his own plan to organize a Paris safe zone and with high expecta
tions of being able to aid his country in wartime. It seemed that h is difficulty 

was in finding service that he believed suited his background, interests, and 
talent. The question that must have occurred to him more than once was 
whether th is service as a clergyman was suitable work for an organizer of safe 
zones. 15 

Not long after h is return, Jacquinot began to receive criticism from some 
who became fam iliar with his am bitious plans, fo r Paris especially. Jacquinot's 

comprehensive and bold plan that would reshape planning and thinking about 
the protection of the French capital was too much for some, even among his 
colleagues, and they failed to take him seriously. T hey expressed their frustra
tion and even ridicule, and some began to refer to Jacquinot as being un peu 
"Don Quichottesque" (a little bit like Don Q uijote) in taking on tremendous 

feats.16 As the d iscussion has shown, Jacquinot was not a lone voice advocating 
safe zones for Paris and elsewhere, but he was probably the most passionate 

and determ ined. When questioned as to whether he really believed in the 
feasibili ty of his goals, he responded affably, with his customary aristocratic 
bearing, that belief was essential, because without belief, one could not achieve 
anything. Nevertheless, the derision of his fellow Jesui ts must have been very 
painful to hear and bear. 

A discovery I made in the Jesuit Archives in France suggested that Father 
Jacquinot envisioned making the creation of safe zones, modeled on the Jac
quinot Zone, a reciprocal guarantee arrangement between national powers 
at war. In the fi les, I found a version of the modern "post-it" that had been 
attached to a plan explaining h is proposal. Unfortunately, the plan itself was 
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nor in the file, bur it likely described in derail the Jacquinot Zone in Shanghai. 
On this hand-written, undated note, Jacquinor wrote that at the request of 

the French Foreign Office, the Swiss and Swedish governments had taken the 
initiative of proposing to Japan, Great Britain, and the United States that safe 
zones be created according to the description and derails contained in the at

tached (bur absent Jacquinot model) plan. Jacquinot also recommended that 

a zone be established in Tokyo to take care of the Japanese civilian population. 
Perhaps he intended a zone for Berlin too. I estimate that this note was prob

ably written in 1943· 

In France, where he lacked the familiarity and deep respect engendered 

during his years in Shanghai, and without the challenges that had so energized 
him and drawn upon his unusual personal qualities, Jacquinot felt frustration , 
if not d isappointment. He was also deeply influenced by the horrible tragedies 
of the war and news of Allied defeats that fi lled the newspapers and ai rwaves 

on a daily basis. Added to these news accounts were the suffering of rerurning 

soldiers, some badly disfigured and psychologically scarred, and the ongoing 
travails of the many war refugees. T he following poem helps to reveal some of 
his personal feelings.Its emotion brings to the reader a sense of d isillusionment 
and even despair, but it is lightened by a powerful expression of his continued 

religious devotion. 

In the Evening of Life 

Each day of radiam summer 
T he evening darkens and beckons mourning; 
The flower blooms and sheds its petals. 
What remains, my God, of having been? 
You, my God, are all that remains 
And my poor astonished heart 
That to You alone I have strongly given 
Arresting to my constant love. 
From the Spring I've seized the wave, 
From my life, I have long fi ltered the years. 
O h, what profound sadness! 
And now only God awaits me.l7 

RENEWAL: T H E VATI C A N's R EPRESENTATIVE 

The devastation of the war, especially in the early phases, in terrupted com
munications and supplies for food and other necessities. A terro rized popu
lation fled southward into unoccupied France, their numbers clogging the 
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roads, while overwhelmed officials tried to maintain contro l. For much of 
the French population, subsistence was at only a very basic level. Added to 

these difficulties was the avalanche of refugees fleeing to France ahead of the 
German armies and arriving in a stare of panic, hunger, and exhaustion. Re
lief facilities became taxed beyond thei r limits dealing wi th the tragedies of 

abandoned children, personal privation, and the Rood of the homeless. The 

relief work required a variety of skills: soliciting donations, acquiring supplies, 
shipping them, and handling correspondence, to name only the most obvious 
ones. 

The Catholic Church, responding to charitable impulses, began a series of 

programs to relieve these multiple needs in the spirit of religious conscience. 
Its proposals reflected a general disposition within the Church and raised the 
hopes of those wanting to serve. In this favorable atmosphere, Jacquinot's long 
experience in refugee rel ief, enthusiasm for constructive social action, and even 

his demeanor as a courtly man of affairs all stood him in good stead to once 

again play an important role. So, at last, an opportunity emerged that offered 
hope of making the best use of his many talents. 

Pope Pius XII m ade known his desi re that the Catholic C hurch play a 
seminal role in providing relief, spiri tual and material, to alleviate the suffering 

created by the war. The Church should create a charity organization capable of 
assuring the Vatican's participation in the repatriation of the millions detained 

in Germany and those d isplaced during the war. T he Protestant Churches 
had m ade a very credible effort with their own charity organizations and pro
grams, making it imperative that the Catholic Church mobilize its resources. 
The Vatican selected Father Jean Rodhain, already successful in past activi
ties as Almoner General of Prisoners and Deponed Persons, to d irect these 
efforts. He became the head of a new executive body based in Paris, where 

many international groups had their headquarters. T his executive body was 
the Central Catholic Committee of Paris, which was to provide leadership to 

the larger Comite international de l'Aumonerie carholique (C.I.A.C.). The 
Catholic mission was to group in an organized fashion all Catholic initiatives 
regarding relief and repatriation work that so far had been handled individu
ally, with special emphasis placed upon adding a spiritual dimension to these 
activities. This latter official function would separate the Catholic programs 

from those of the Red Cross. Vatican directives emphasized repeated ly that the 
Catholic program did not duplicate the critical Red C ross work. 

With the establishment of the Paris headquarters, the next step was to se
lect envoys to go abroad and help coordinate relief efforts. According to the 
constitution developed by Father Rodhain, each envoy appointment had to 
receive the approval of the appointing country's Vatican delegate. Each envoy's 
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work in the countries visited would be supplemented by the appointment of 
a national representative, one who seemed able to assure the success of the 

proposed national programs. Father Jacquinot and Father Peter J. Boisard, 

superior general of the Society of St. Suplice, were selected to serve as envoys. 
Jacquinot's first task in this service was to visit England and Ireland in order 

to learn about the current status of Catholic charity work in these countries, 

and to fi nd delegates who could collect the needed local emergency aid and see 

that it reached Paris for distribution. 18 England, of course, had suffered terri
bly from the repeated German bombing campaigns, but the C hurch expecta
tion was that rations, medical supplies, and clothing were still more plentiful 

there than on the Continent.19 

W hen Jacquinot arrived in London in mid-March 1945, the last 0f the Ger
m an V-2 missiles were still falling on Britain. He described the extensive dam
age to streets and buildings and noted that the city was jammed with foreign

ers from all over. The reception he received was very gracious, with promises 
to provide substantial aid and support. British Catho lics had been quick to 

o rganize thei r own relief body, called the Catholic War C harity O rganization. 
It helped that Cardinal Arthur Hinsley had long acted as an influential fig
ure with the British government speaking for Catholic affairs. The cardinal's 
influence could be seen in the British government's formal invitation to the 

different religious organizations to cooperate in charity and relief work, which 

rhe German surrender in May 1945 would permit to be carried our. 
At his reception at Westminster, Jacquinot obtained agreement from the 

Catholic War C harity Organization to appoint Father Keegan as its prospec
tive national representative for charity work in service to the Central Catholic 
Committee in Paris. His official responsib ilities involved finding charity rel ief, 
including medicines, clothing, and donations; furn ishing rhe means of trans

porting rhe relief items; seeing that they reached the redistribution center in 
Paris; and forwarding donations to rhe Paris committee. Shortly afterward, rhe 

Catholic archbishops of Edinburgh and Glasgow both provided the necessary 
documentation for rhe secretariat of rhe Paris committee, certifying comm it
tees and designating the representatives, including Father Keegan, to represem 

their communities' contributions to Paris. 20 Jacquinor also made an important 
visit in Wimbledon with the apostolic delegate, who, in addition to providing 
his advice and encouragement, organized a visit to several German and Ital

ian prisoner of war camps nearby. Jacquinot left rhe camps with a promise to 

request h is Paris committee to supply the prisoners with more books to read 
to fill the hours of their long days. 

Ireland was the next stop on Jacquinor's itinerary, bur he learned to his 
dismay rhar the Irish government had made no arrangements to receive his 
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visit. This alarming news sent Jacquinot back to his high-level contacts in 
London, who immediately, as time was short, interceded with Father Rodhain 

in Paris on his behalf. A very hospitable reception ar Dublin's airport resulted, 
and meetings were arranged with Irish government officials, the papal nuncio, 
and the cardinal primate of Ireland. Most helpful of all was an agreement 

to appoint M . Travers as Ireland's representative of charity to Paris, once his 

candidacy received rhe approval of the Assembly of Irish Bishops, scheduled 
to meet in June 1945. Jacquinot still wanted to return to Paris with something 
resembling a firm Irish commitment, so he worked out a plan whereby Trav

ers could immediately serve the Paris committee while awaiting the official 
approval of his nomination. 

D uring Jacquinot's visi t to Ireland, he could not ignore certain sensitive 
issues. The Irish government had wanted the Irish Red Cross to manage all 

charitable activities involving Irish relief after the war. Even before his visit, 
the argument had circulated that the Paris Central Catholic Committee might 

want to play too great a role in Irish relief work. Jacquinot t ried to reassure 
his hosts by stressing that the Paris committee d id not intend to become in
volved in internal questions such as how the relief would be collected, but 

instead would follow whatever guidance came from the Irish delegate named 
by the Irish bishops. He especially made this case during h is one-hour meet

ing at Leinster House in Dublin with Prime Minister Eamon de Valera, the 
prominent Sinn Fein leader, whom Jacquinot described as very intelligent, 
strong-willed, austere, and "sans detente, toujours tres anti-Anglais."21 Father 
Jacquinot closed his travel report with rhe caution rhat while he had succeeded 

in his mission to Ireland, it was urgent that the Paris committee follow up and 
communicate with the archbishop of Dublin "on all matters." 

His next official journey took place during the summer of 1945 and in
volved meeting with the Catholic hierarchy in the Uni ted States and Canada. 
Jacquinot was directed by the apostolic nuncio in France to use his time to 

promote the organization of charitable relief and deal with the various issues 

and stages of repatriation of prisoners and deported persons from all nations.22 

He was accompanied on this part of his mission by Father Peter J. Boisard. In 
the United States, rhe Paris-based Catholic charities already had the promised 

support of the apostolic delegate in Washington, and for secular work, the 
director-general of the famous House of Carrier. T he key affiliated charity 
organizations that Jacquinot would approach for naming permanent delegates 
to Paris, as well as relief contributions, included the National Catholic Welfare 
Conferences of America and its sister organization, War Relief Services. Orga
nizing a response from these bodies produced almost immediate and generous 
results. The newly recommended Paris delegate of these charity organizations 
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assembled and shipped a large quantity of assorted goods for relief of rhe 

stricken in Europe. Jacquinot reported on his success during his Canadian 

visit, noting that he had won agreement from Cardinal Jean-Marie-Rodrigue 

Villeneuve to convoke a meeting of Canadian bishops to inform them of the 

work of the Paris-based C.I.A. C. and to discuss possible Canadian participa

tion in its future relief programs. 23 

Jacquinot's travel reports, showing his successful work with the top Catho

lic hierarchies in England, Ireland, the United States, and Canada, were well 

received. 24 Not long afterward, in December 1945, he received a major ap

pointment as chief of the Vatican's delegation in Berlin for the aid of refugees 

and displaced persons. There could be no question that this was the major 

problem facing postwar Europe at this time. Just previous to the announce

ment of his new position, Jacquinot, representing the C.I.A. C. , went to Ge

neva to meet with the Catholic hierarchy and to discuss Catholic charity plans 

with those who would help determine and support this new work.25 He began 

to realize that the challenges he would face in his new position in Berlin were 

enormous. The war had created at least fifteen million refugees, prisoners of 

war, and deportees, many of them to be helped by his programs. With trans

portation in disarray, the successful movement of people and supplies was 

seriously affected. Not surprisingly, there were several other initiatives, official 

and private, aimed at helping war victims. Pope Pius XII had just directed that 

Catholic charity be coordinated on an international scale, with special con

cern for spiritual welfare. Church officials stressed rhar the Vatican initiative 

would operate independently of the International Red Cross, whose mission 

sometimes might seem to overlap with its own. In any case, there was certainly 

enough need for all involved to play important and necessary roles. 

Plenty of advice to Jacquinot on how he might carry out his responsibilities 

in Berlin came from the hierarchy of the C.I.A.C. in Paris. The secretary

general of the Paris committee passed on to him instructions as to parties he 

should meet and what he should accomplish during his stopover in Switzer

land. As might be expected, he was to ask the Swiss for material aid such as 

pharmaceuticals, clothing, and foodstuffs. But in addition, he was to request 

the services of nursing staff and social workers, who were to join him at his 

mission in Berlin.26 He was to provide spiritual and material aid to the dis

placed persons in the Berlin camps and facilities. Those who had lost family 

members or were looking for lost children or spouses were eligible for the 

mission's help. Moreover, in accord with the Vatican, Jacquinor was to make 

contact with Germ an Catholics and their leaders and bring them up to d ate 

on the activities of Catholics in other countries. 
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When Jacquinot arrived in Berlin, his colleagues noted how exhausted he 

seemed. They described him as looking gaunt, his face heavily lined, and his 

posture slightly bent. Their pleas for him to preserve his strength and lessen 

his workload went unheeded. Rather, his friends noted, he continued to ex

pend himself to the fullestY According to Jacquinot, he needed to travel, 

observe, and then make timely reports to others, all with rhe purpose of 

building a good foundation for carrying out his many duties. H e traveled to 

war-torn Breslau (Wrodaw) in Poland and recounred the tragic desolation 

he encountered in the countryside full of ruined villages and pillaged homes. 

In Breslau city, he took charge of assisting in the exodus of women and chil

dren. H e despaired of the ancient hatreds between rhe Poles and the Russian, 

rekindled by the war, and still enflaming the relief and relocation programs. 

He described his aching grief at the sight of plundered cemeteries dug up by 

Russian troops in search of gold teeth and other valuables. Another derailed 

report discussed rhe scheduling of travel for German nationals returning from 

Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Romania, and Austria, in ac

cordance with the directives of the Potsdam Conference. The repatriated were 

to be sent to UNRRA camps in the American, French, British, and Russian 

Zones of Berlin for relief and care. The numbers and problems recounted in 

the report highlight the gargantuan size and difficulty of this task, especially 

for one worn out by repeated service.28 

In late August I946, Jacquinot made his last trip to Paris from Berlin, main

ly to accompany a large group of German priests. T he journey and its duties 

severely tested his strength and further eroded his declining health. When he 

returned ro Berlin, extreme fatigue and his lack of appetite became so severe 

that he was no longer able to say Mass. The only food he wanted to eat was 

the small red tomatoes he had grown in his private vegetable garden in the 

rear of his dwelling. His colleagues urged him to see a doctor, bur perhaps 

knowing that he was terminally ill , he always put them off. They reported 

that he shared any medicines prescribed for him with the small potted plants 

adorning his bedside table. When the doctor asked if the medicines helped his 

condition, Father Jacq uinot pointed to his yellowing plants and lamented that 

the medicines had killed them. It obviously did no good to speak to him of 

doctors, surgeons, or medicines. 

On September 6, he accidenrally fell and was injured. The damage this did 

to his weakened condition finally required his hospitalization at the French 

Military H ospital at Reinickendorf. Doctors, observing his fragile condition, 

diagnosed advanced leukemia and administered blood transfusions, which 

seemed to help at least temporarily. A subsequent alarm over his heart condi-
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tion led his colleagues to suggest again that extreme unction should be admin
istered immediately. Jacquinor said that he had already received it four times 
during his lifetime, so it was not now necessary. H e would tell them when the 

end was really near. O n September 9, when the offer of extreme unction was 
again raised, Jacquinot instead asked for a bottle of champagne, and when it 

was offered ro him, he swallowed a few teaspoonfuls and asked all those pres
ent ro roast his health. For many of his closest associates, the mood of celebra

tion seemed a fitting end tO his rich conscious life. The next day, he fell in to 
a coma, causing preparations ro be made to administer the last sacraments, 

general absolution, and, finally, extreme unction. He died at 4:40 p.m. that 

day, September ro, 1946, at the age of sixty-eight. 
Cardinal Konrad von Preysing, the archbishop of Berlin and General Ma

rie-Pierre Koenig, commandant of the French O ccupation Troops in Ger
many, began immediate preparations for his funeral service. At the Catholic 

· Church of Frohnau, Cardinal von Preysing presided over the service, which 

was attended by, among others, the Russian O rthodox bishop of Brussels and 
Berlin, His Excellency Alexander. Father Lesage, chief of the Vatican missions, 
performed the funeral Mass, with an American priest and a French mili tary 
chaplain serving as deacons. M. Clauzel represented the d iplomatic corps and 

Father N icot represen ted the family, the Vatican, and the Society of Jesus. 
Delegations representing the Allies attended, as well as French, American, and 

British military chaplains, almost all of the Jesuit priests in Berlin, many di
ocesan priests, diplomats, professors from the University of Berlin, and oth
ers. Although he had nor served in the French governmem, his remains were 
wrapped in the French Aag and that of the Vatican. During the funeral proces

sion, Jacquinot's various French and foreign decorations rested on a velvet pil
low, carried by his friend Prince Murat, who served in displaced persons orga

nizations. General GU:i Yongqing, chief of the Chinese Mission , p laced on the 
coffin a crown of roses with a large white ribbon inscribed with gold C hinese 
characters. Translated, the message was that Father Jacquinot had served as a 

missionary in China for thirty years, mostly in Shanghai, and had o rganized 

the zone of refuge called rhe Jacquinot Zone.29 

In accordance with Jesuit practices and tradition, the solemn occasion did 
not include eulogies by those attending. Later at the cemetery, General Roger 
Noiret, adjutant ro General Koenig and chief of rhe French Conseil de con
rrole de Berlin, spoke in the name of France, saying that Father Jacquinot 
would become parr of French hisrory and praised his enormous accomplish
ments in China and the world. On September 20, a memorial service rook 
place at the Paris Eglise des etrangers and was attended by Church officials and 
the Ch inese ambassador. 30 
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HIS LE GA CY I N TH E G E NEVA CONVE NTI ON 

Father Jacquinot's untimely death denied him the opportunity to expe
rience his greatest tribute, the inclusion of his concept of safe zones in the 

documentation considered part of the Geneva Convention of 1949. Not only 
was the concept there, it was identified with his own name, a rare occurrence 

in such formal documentation. The "Jacquino t Zone" became cited as a suc

cessful example of ways ro protect civil ians in wartime. So, three years after his 
death, and without his being present to argue for irs inclusion at rhe secular 
fo rum in Geneva, the epitome of his life's work was properly recognized. 

World War I had been called the "war to end all wars. " Yet within a rela
tively short time, World War II had broken our. When it ended in Europe 

and in Asia, there was very great hope that with the founding of the United 
Nations, the world could avoid another world war in the future. The Geneva 
Convention was a vital part of this hope. One of rhe primary concerns, even 
before the war, was the fa te of civilians. International attention to the critical 

matter of civilian protection during wartime was interrupted by the war itself. 
Still, the message offered repeatedly was that the changes in modern warfare 

required the development of new regulations. The old categories needed ro be 
extended and new ones added. A new response was needed ro deal with aerial 
warfare and bombing that usually led to great loss of civilian lives. Economic 

and military objectives had become targets that exposed civilians to danger. 
T here was particular concern for the protection of civilians in occupied areas. 
Populations had suffered deportations, mass extermination, the raking and 
kill ing of hostages, looting, and pillage. Officials needed to reAecr on rhe hor

rifying events of the past war years and contemplate how World War I had led 
to another war, even broader and more dead ly for civil ians. W hat measures 
could be taken ro ensure that these travesties would never again occur? 

PR EPA R ING FOR A NEw Co NVE N TIO N 

The assumption normally is that war is fought fo r the well-being of civil
ians. And yet the outdated Convention of 1929 protected only rhe wounded 
and the sick, as previous wars had demanded. C ivilians had for the most part 
remained outside the war zones in those earlier conflicts. World War II dif
fered in that it had been fought on an unprecedented scale. It would provide 
a pletho ra of tragic evidence and examples that needed to be analyzed and ad
dressed in bringing humanitarian principles in line with internarional law.31 
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Developing new responses was to be a broadly cooperative activity. It re

quired consultation with religious and secular bodies that had charity experi
ence during the war. In addition, the ass istance of specialists was needed to 
draft amendments of existing laws, based on real-life experience. T his was all 
done at the behest of the International Red Cross Committee. Then, after 

much discussion and circulation of the drafts received by the International 

Committee, the approved drafts were passed on to the Geneva Diplomatic 
Conference, the body empowered to give the drafts the force of international 

law. 
The International Red Cross Conference met in Stockholm from August 

20 to 31, 1948, and the specialists' drafts, with some amendments offered by 
the International Committee, were formally adopted. The texts eventually be
came the sole Working Documents of the Diplomatic Conference of Geneva, 

out of which came the 1949 Geneva ConventionY Sixty- three governments 

sent representatives; China was a signatory; Japan, Germany, Austria, and Italy 
were not until 1953-54- The most important convention for the purposes of 
this study is the fourth, the "Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection 
of Civilian Persons in Time of War, of August 12, 1949." This is the one that 

also prohibits torture, mutilation, or cruel treatment, and so on. Within this 

convention, Articles 14 and 15 are especially relevant in that they cover safety 
zones mutually agreed upon by parties in conflict. What they state in general 
terms is further elaborated upon in Annex I: "Draft Agreement Relating to 
Hospital and Safety Zones and Localities." Briefly summarized, the mutually 

concluded agreements require that civilians in safety zones take no part in 
hostilities and perform no work of a military character. (We have seen that this 

was required of civilians in order for them to have protection in the Shanghai 
Jacquinot Zone.) Further, the zone must not be attacked, but be protected 
and respected by the parties to the conflict. (Again, the similarity with the 

successful Jacquinot Zone is apparent. ) The party that establishes the zone 
must accept the control of a special commission by the power that recognizes 

the zone. This commission can even reside within the zone and must be sup
ported in its duties of inspection. (This was the condition that came into force 
once the Japanese occupied the entire Nanshi portion of Shanghai, but still 
allowed Jacquinot's supervisory committee to continue its work.) If the com
mission finds evidence contrary to the stipulations in the mutual agreement, it 
may set a time limit for its remedy, and if this additional time does not resolve 

the problem , it may declare itself no longer bound by the zone agreement. 
(This stipulation was included in the original agreement Jacquinot negotiated 
with the Chinese and Japanese authorities in Shanghai.) These obvious simi-
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larities show conclusively that the Jacquinot Zone was the primary example 
and inspiration for key concepts and findings in the new laws. 

While all of this expository discussion is rather general, which is customary 
for high-level formal documents, the subject did receive extensive elaboration 

in the commentaries to the 1949 Convention . In a comprehensive discussion 

of neutral zones, how they can be established, who would benefit , and the rec
ommended content and format of the initial agreements, the Jacquinot Zone 
is cited by name as a provider of practical experience that led the Diplomatic 

Conference to adopt Article 15.33 Also mentioned as early examples for consid

eration are the Madrid Zone and the zones established in Jerusalem during the 
conflict in Palestine in 1948. The Madrid Zone was only partially successful, 
in that the Nationalist and Republican forces never could come to agreement 

and clashed over its supervision. It did, however, represent an early example of 

the idea or concept of a zone. The Jerusalem case went through three stages. 
The first envisioned the entire city as a safe zone. When this scheme broke 
down, certain buildings in the city were identified as areas protected by the 

Red Cross as safety zones. Refugees in some of the buildings could only stay 
in those zones for a few hours and were not entitled to either food or lodging. 
The zones only sheltered just over one hundred refugees. 

Among these examples, certainly the Jacquinot Zone had the most to offer 
as a precedent. The Jerusalem zones housed far fewer numbers, for shorter 
periods, and did not have to cope with aerial bombing or even long-range 

artillery. Ironically, in Shanghai, when consular representatives suggested in 
1945 that in the face of the Communist takeover of the city, a safety zone be 

instituted to safeguard the civilian population, the concept was rejected by the 
Chinese Nationalist government.·'4 

T he next time the Jacquinot Zone was singled out as a successful example 
of wartime protection for use by countries in conflict was in the Protocol Ad

ditional to the Geneva Convention of 12 August 1949 produced in 1977.35 In 
this, the Madrid example is omitted. As for the Jerusalem precedent, the King 

David Hotel, which is included, was only part of a large zone that failed. It 
became pared down to include only this international hotel. Nevertheless, the 
hotel did become a zone, and it is mentioned as a useful example. But in fact it 
was used only occasionally, for a few months, and most often for the purpose 
of housing the administrative staff of the l.C.R.C. 
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In 1930s China, the national government had yet to develop centralized, re
sponsive services able to handle large-scale natural and wartime disasters. In 
the absence of official services, the Catholic charities came to play a major 

role. T he Chinese networks of guilds and native-place societies were effec

tive locally, but when the Japanese invasion overran entire cities and prov
inces, the Chinese national government had to find new and better ways to 
respond. The tools of modern warfare blasting away at cities, neighborhoods, 
and populations brought a new challenge. No longer were the traditional Chi
nese bodies that responded directly to only their own local people adequate 

in these circumstances. And yet the government could not set up the desired 

broad new organizational network quickly, especially in the midst of war. In 
the interim, Catholic relief services, the work of the International Red Cross, 

with its China national branch organization, and, in Shanghai, the concerted 
efforts of both Chinese and Western civic and religious organizations became 
essential to perform the crucial relief work. Working with these conditions, 
the Catholic Church, its functioning closely tied to secular power and civic 

organizations became an important source of information and understanding 

to the Chinese. It dearly illustrated the importance and utility of having gov
erning organizations imbued with a dear sense of broad social responsibility. 

There was another factor at work, at least in the case of relief and social 
welfare work in Shanghai. This was the role of human agency in the person of 
Father Jacquinot, whose talents, work, and contributions have been apparent 

throughout this study. He benefited from his immersion in the Chinese com
munity as a parish priest and garnered the respect and trust of Chinese officials 
by reason of his flood relief work. The courage and ingenuity he displayed 

during the first Japanese attack in 1932 impressed both the Chinese and Japa
nese leaderships. Of course, his most decisive contributions involved setting 
up refugee safe zones, which won him support and recognition from all sides 
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and communities, including the foreign powers, after the second Japanese at

tack in 1937. 
If there had already been in place a modern welfare system with disaster 

plans ready to be implemenred in the evenr of an invasion, and bodies to 
supervise and coordinate the work, would Father Jacquinot have been impor

tant, influenrial, or even needed? Or if such a system had existed, would irs 

functioning bureaucracy, supporting the underpinning of its operations, have 
allowed him to play such a key role? Is there ever a place for just an individual 
to exert such influence in dealing with a major crisis? Did not even the Jesuit 

Order see Jacquinot as having overstepped its organizational boundaries and 
taken on too visible a role in working out the solutions to the refugee crisis? 

Jacquinot clearly understood what was needed to deal with the humani
tarian crisis b rought o n by Japanese invasion and the new phenomenon of 

urban warfare. The key factor was avo iding any show of support for one side 
against the other. The goal was twofold: to perfo rm humanita rian work in the 

interests of civilian, noncombatant populations in a war zone and, at the same 
time, to convince the belligerents involved that it was in their poli tical inter
ests that this be done. To be successful at this mission required a foundat ion of 

trust among the principals, consummate organizational skills, a strong sense 
of purpose, and a substantial measure of political wisdom and discernment. 

Possessing most of these qualities , Jacquinot was able to grasp and employ 
what he knew to be crucial to each involved party and use this knowledge to 
bring about the necessary common ground for establishing a safe zone. 

Jacquinot also recognized that the primary requirement for a successful 

safe zone was the absence of any military presence in the zone, not just a pro

hibition against targeting the zone. The complete demilitarization of the safe 
zone and disarming of its population were both mandatory. When the parries 
agreed upon a zone 'location on this basis early in the conflict forming a last
ing zone became possible. Thereafter, any discussio n of defending the zone or 

deterring attacks against it became unnecessary, because the arrangement was 
wholly based on the initial consensus about the zone's nonmilitary nature that 

already had been reached between the belligerent parries. 
Maintaining internal o rder and discipline in the zone could only be per

formed by a civilian police force. Even then, it took all of Jacquinot's skills to 
realize this goal over the long term. A serious burden was that his policies and 
relief work had to function against the backdrop of a devastating war scenario, 

with constant tensions testing and stressing the arrangement. He had to re
spond decisively, but with enough flexibility and finesse to keep negotiations 
going fo rward , for the Jacquinot Zone to survive. In the fast-paced situations 
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he frequently faced, he most often d id not have the luxury of spending many 
hours or days examining and discussing various options that might be pursued 
to deal with a crisis. 

In reviewing all these quali ties and necessities, one cannot but postu late 

whether such an approach and a similar kind of individual might be what was 
needed to aid in the resol ution of the many refugee crises of the past decade. 
A serious drawback has been the reality that existing international organiza

tio ns have not wanted to respond to the internal confl icts, even to a lleviate the 

civilian turmoil and disastrous suffering. Notably, by contrast , Jacquinot set 
up the Shanghai Zone without the assistance even of the International Red 
Cross Committee. It may be, however, that the emergence of such a remark

able individual is no t likely today in any circumstances. Jacquinot's work and 

service may be only an anomaly, or at least not readily duplicated. Still , the 
engagement of outside powers, even military power, for the sole purpose of 
humanitarian causes, such as negotiating the setting up of civilian safe zones, 

would seem ro be obligatory, given the severity and intractable nature of many 
conflict situations. In the recent emergencies, relief work in distributing sup

plies and aid often d ictated a coalition of forces. Working through a coalition 
also helps to reduce the appearance of a more sinister purpose for outside 
intervention. 

The concept of the safe zone would seem to afford potential solutions in 

present-day situations. In the new global environment, this approach would 
require a substantial interplay between human, polit ical, and mi litary par

t icipants and, especially, a pairing of skills between diplomats and military 
com manders. The U nited Nations Security Cou ncil in fact recommended and 

authorized the use of safety zones to ensure the safety o f people in the 1990s. 1 

In important respects, such as the role of the m il itary, internal policing, and 

the essential poli tical ingredients required to establ ish the zones, these recent 

areas or zones have not followed the Jacquinot model. A major difference 
is the Jacq uinot Zone's rel iance upon politics and negotiat ion, result ing in 
consensus early in the crisis, in contrast to the UN's heavy reliance o n o utside 
direction and enforcement, even ro the point of restricti ng the host country's 

sovereignty. 
Today, the threat to civilians, refugees, and d isplaced persons in large-scale 

civi l conflicts is perhaps greater than ever before. In fact , in today's conflicts, 
irregular armies target civilians deliberately, take hostages, and commit atroci
t ies when their demands are not met, or use civil ians as a target of reprisals. 
Civi lians often bear most of the casualties or become refugees, with women 
and girls exposed to sexual violence and prostitution. Moreover, because of 
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the large numbers of civilians involved, and the degree of emergency in these 
situations, it would seem necessary fo r international bodies to play a role, but 
only when firmly engaged under humanitarian auspices. As guidance in these 
conflicts, international humani tarian law remains the primary legal reference. 

Of course, an essential elemenr of the legal framework, and perhaps its m ost 

vulnerable point, is the required commitment of the parries to the conflict to 
abide by the rules. 

T he role of civil society in establishing schools, clinics, and even small com

mercial opportunities remains essential and is at least as important as securi ty 

concerns. In the Jacquinot Zone, the establishment of schools, small busi
nesses, clinics, and food depots gave a sense of normalcy and stability, besides 
occupying the time and talenrs of the refugees. Construction of refugee camps 

and requisitioning and distributing emergency supplies is another importanr 

area for coalition focus. Modern tragedies such as the carrying out of genocide 
and "ethnic cleansing" have become new high-water marks of historic injus
t ice. So often they are practiced in large refugee camps exposed to a heavy 
military presence and have resulted in death, misery, as well as substantial 
population movements. T he massacres and atroci ties against towns and vil

lages always involve families and children and other civilians. O ften they have 
had as their only purpose the poten tial political gains to be won at the peace 

table. T he existence of these practices illustrates the degree of cynicism in
volved in this warfare. 

The occurrence of such tragedies leads to speculation as to whether fur
ther revisions of the terms of warfare are necessary, perhaps through another 

updating of the Geneva Convention of 1949. The purpose would be to b ring 
the new warfare and the rules for conducting hostilities in line with common 

international understanding of human righ ts and humani tarian concerns. It 
would attempt to clarify, based upon contemporary practice and understand
ing, the legal basis fo r certain conflicts, of war practices and customs, and poli
cies. It would represent another effort to bring international law into harmony 
with humanitarian concerns and provide a new opportuni ty ro present clearly 

and broadly the meaning and content of the law so that no one can claim 

ignorance of ir. 
There is no missing the fact that successful humanitarian endeavors re

quire a high level o f poli tical and even histOrical acumen. W hatever the crisis, 
it must be carefully and thoroughly analyzed. For those likely to deal with 
crises, the need is to embrace opportunities to become educated in hisrory, 
politics, and area studies, the latter including language training. In a nutshel l, 
there needs to be m ore careful and serious research in the humanitarian field, 
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with an underlying appreciation and respect for social and cultural differences. 
Some of the challenges to be faced are new in the post-Cold War age, and 
some of them are timeless. 

Many orher individuals have engaged in humanitarian pursuits in recenr 
history and accomplished unusual success. The late Iris C hang, in her well
known work on the Nanjing Massacre, referred to the German Nazi John 

Rabe as "China's Schindler." T here is no question that Rabe was a determined 

rescuer of Chinese during the massacre in Nanjing. Knowledge of his many 
accomplishments is aided by the fact that his name resonates with the vast 

number of people familiar with Steven Spielberg's 1993 film Schindler's List. In 
seeking some comparison to Jacquinot's work, and some degree of historical 
congruence, we m ight also note the Swedish diplomat Raoul Wallenberg, who 

is credi ted with having saved at least 70,000 Hungarian Jews under attack 
in Budapest during the dark days of the Holocaust in Europe. Like Jacqui
not, Wallenberg displayed a rare combination of courage, determina tion, and 

imagination. O ne of his most acclaimed tactics for saving Jewish lives was to 
establish "safe houses," rather than a safety zone, to conceal Jewish families 

and individuals in the Hungarian capital. This proved very effective in rescu
ing Jews from certain death in the Nazi death camps. In their originality and 
effectiveness, Wallenberg's methods bear some similari ty to those employed in 
China by Jacquinor. 

Although one tries to resist p laying the numbers game, it seem s to be almost 
a necessity when researching major tragedies in history. i\.nd on that basis, the 

fact of Jacquino t's achievement in having rescued at least soo,ooo Chinese 
from all but certain death during the Japanese invasions goes unmatched. 
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Convention (IV) relative to the 
Protection of Civilian Persons in Time 

of War. Geneva. 12 August 1949. 

Part II: General protection 
of populations against certain 

consequences of war 

ARTICLE 15-NEUTRALIZED ZONES 

( P .. 129] GENERAL BACKGROUND 

The neutralized zones mentioned in Article 15 are based on the same idea as the 

hospital and safery zones covered by the previous Article. They roo are intended to 

protect people taking no part in the hostilities or placed hors de combat, from the 

effects of military operations by concentrating them in a given area. It has already 

been pointed out however, that neutralized zones differ from hospital and safety 
zones in that they are established in the actual regions where fighting is raking 

place and are intended to give shelter to both civilian and military wounded and 
sick, as well as all civilian persons who take no part in hostilities. Furthermore, 

they are generally set up on a temporary basis to meet the tactical situation at a 
particular moment, whereas hospital and safety zones tend to be more permanent 
in character. 

The historical oudine at the beginning of Article 14 holds good for Article 15 

too, since neutralized zones are merely one instance of what are described generally 

as places of refuge (1). It need only be said that Article 15 is the resul t of a certain 

amount of practical experience: it will be remembered that at the instance of the 

International Committee of the Red C ross a neutralized zone was established in 
a district in Madrid during the Spanish Civil War; that during the conflict in 
Palestine in 1948, two, and at one time three, neu tralized zones, directed and 
administered entirely by the International Committee of the Red C ross, were set 
up in Jerusalem and that, in 1937, du ring the Sino-Japanese war, a neutralized zone 
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was also established in Shanghai (z). It was called the Jacquinot Zone,* in honour 

of the man who organized it. 
The experience gained on these occasions, especially in Jerusalem, let the 

D iplomatic Conference to adopt this Article , which reproduced, without any 

change of importance, a draft cexc submitted by che International Committee of 

the Red C ross. 

* My emphasis added to this excerpt. 

A PPENDIX B 

Protocol Additional to the Geneva 
Conventions of 12 August 1949, and 

relating to the Protection ofVictin1s of 
International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I), 

8 June 1977. 

Part IV: Civilian population # Section r
General protection against effects of hostilities 

#Chapter V- Localities and zones under 
special protection 

(p. 697) Part IV, Section I, Chapter V-Localities and 

zones under special protection 

2259 It should be noted that the possibility of creating places of refuge, as an 
option, was already provided for in the Geneva Conventions. Thus Article 23 of 

the first Convention provides for "hospital zones and localities" for protecting 

the wounded and sick of the armed forces. In addition, the fourth Convention 
provides for the establishment of"hospital and safety zones and localities" in order 

to shelter the civilian sick, chi ldren, the elderly ere. Article 15 adds the possibility 
of establishing "neutralized zones" in regions where fighting is taking place 

intended to shelter from danger not only the wounded and sick, but also civilians 
not participating in hostilities. (1) 

zz6o T he Protocol supplements these provisions with the present C hapter, 
which comprises two articles dealing with non-defended localities and demilitarized 

zones, respectively. These are not specifically concerned with sheltering particular 

categories of the population such as those who are especially vulnerable (the 
wounded and sick, chi ldren, etc.)-alrhough there is nothing to prevent these 

from being allowed in. T he intention is rather to place certain localities or zones 
with their entire population, apart from combatants, outside the theatre of war, as 
was already the case with the neutralized zones of the founh Convention (Article 
15_). 
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2261 The reason why the D iplomatic Conference, on the ICRC's initiative, 

decided to lay down new rules is that the 1949 provisions were not applied in 

practice as had been the intention. However, the IC RC has achieved various 

temporary solutions to this effect. In Dacca in 1971, Nicosia in 1974, Saigon and 
Phnom-Penh in 1975, Nicaragua in 1979 and the Falkland Islands (Maivinas) in 

1982. (2) 
2262 Experience has shown that it is very difficult for States to prepare places 

of refuge already in time of peace, and if they do so, they take care to keep it 
confidential. In truth the only way in which it is possible to establish protected 

zones or places of refuge is in the "heat of the moment," i.e., when the fighting 
comes close and the defence of the particular locality or zone is of no military 

interest or of relatively minor interest in comparison with the civilian losses which 

(p. 698) might result from a protracted defence. This convinced the ICRC that the 

creation of a non-defended locality should be possible unilaterally and very rapidly. 
The Conference followed these proposals to a very large extent, as evidenced by 

the fact that a declaration of an open city will have effect if it is not immediately 
contested. This represents an important reaffi rmation of an elaboration on 

customary law. The other achievements of this C hapter are certainly useful , but 
since they are subject to the agreement of the Parries to the conflict, they have less 

chance of being put into practice as it is often difficult to conclude agreements 

once the Parties are actively engaged in hostilities. 
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Law, San Remo, 1984, in "Quan·e etudes du droit international humanitaire," 
Geneva, 1985, p. 35; S. S. Junod, "Protection of the Victims of Armed Conflict 

Falkland- Malvinas Islands ... ," op. cit., pp. 33-34. 
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Apr. 1941, p. 338; Nov. 1941, p. 948; Jan. 1942, 

I). "LePere Jacquinot de Besange," p. ), JA. 

r6. Ibid., p. 4· 

!7· ]A. The French original is: 

Au soir de Ia vie 

Chaque jour le radieux ere 

S'embrume le soir et s'endeuille; 

La Aeur s'epanouit puis s'effeuille. 

Que reste-t-il, mon Dieu, d'avoir ere? 

Toi, mon Dieu, c'est tout ce qui reste 

Et mon pauvre coeur etonne 
Qu'a Toi seul j'ai si fort donne, 

Tout mon amour sans cesse atteste 

De Ia Source j'ai saisi l'onde, 

De rna vie j'ai fi lrre longremps 
Les ans, oh! rristesse profonde. 

Et maintenant Dieu seul m'attend. 

18. "Spiritual Help and Catholic C harity," Cornice international de l'Aumo

nerie Catholique, (pamphlet) n.d. , p. 2. 

19. "Rapport du R. P. Jacquinot sur son voyage en Angleterre et en lrlande," 

unpublished report, JA, Mar. 31, 1945 (4 pp.). 
20. Ibid., p. 2. 

21. Ibid., p. 4· De Valera succeeded in gaining complete independence for the 

Irish Free State in 1937. 

22. Nonciature apostolique de France, Ordre de mission, no. 284 (Feb. 1945) 
]A. 

23. "La Situation actuelledu Co mite international de l'Aumonerie Catholique," 

June 10, 1945, JA. 
24. A very detailed seven-page report with the title "Le Carholicisme aux 
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Etats-Unis" is found in Jacquinot's file in the Jesuit Archives. H owever, it is nor 

indicated whether he is the author. 

25. He met with the apostolic nuncio, the bishops of Fribourg, Lausanne, and 

Geneva, and the president of the Swiss Committee of Catholic Charities. T he 

meeting was also likely an opportunity for these key people to "interview" Jacqui

not for even greater responsibilities. Nonciature apostolique de France, Ordre de 
mission, no. 284, (Feb 1945) ]A. 

2 6. Secretary-general , Comite international de l'Aum6nerie Catholique, Paris, 

letter to Jacquinot, Nov. 23, 1945, JA. 
27. T he discussion here of Jacquinot's last days is based on a detailed, four

page report dated Oct. 5, 1946, written by an unidentified Jesuit colleague from 

the French city of Paray-le-Monial, the site of a Jesuit Community. O ther material 

suggests that this may have been written by Father Nicoc. 

28. Jacquinot's file in the Jesuit Archives contains two very detailed, unsigned 
reports, both probably written by him: "Observations sur Ia situation dans Ia re

gion de Breslau" (marked "Secret"), dealing with the tragic destruction in several 

villages, confusion regarding boundaries between states, and the many refugee 

issues; and "Les transports de population en Europe centrale." 

29. La Croix, Sept. 15, 1946; Le Figaro, Sept. 13, 1946; Epoque, Sept. 14, 1946. 

30. "Mort de Pere Jacquinot," n.d ., ]A. 
31. Extensive discussion of the background and procedures for developing the 

legislation is found in International Committee of the Red Cross, Hospital Locali
ties and Safety Zones (Geneva, 1962). 

32. The Geneva Convention of August 12, 1949, at www.icrc.org/ihl.nsf (ac

cessed September 15, 2007) . 

33. Commentary (IV) Relative to the Protection of Victims of International 

Armed Conflicts, at www.icrc.org/ihl.nsf (accessed September 15, 2007). 

34· International Committee of the Red Cross, HospitaLs Localities and Safety 
Zones, p. 23. 

35· Protocol I, June 8, 1977, at www.icrc.org/ihl.nsf (accessed September 15, 

2007) . 

EP ILO GUE 

r. U.N. safes zones have included the "open relief centers" established in Sri 

Lanka (1990-96), the "save haven and no-fly zone" in northern Iraq, six "safe ar
eas" in Bosnia and Herzegovina (1993- 95), and the "secure humani tarian area" in 

western Rwanda (1994). 
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